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Introduction
Why Play Kishar?
We play Kishar to have fun. If you aren’t having fun, speak to a Marshal. We also play safely! See the
section on Safety, and make sure you follow the rules there. Safety is more important than fun if they
are ever in conflict. Finally, we play to have a good time as a group. If what you’re doing is designed to
make other people’s game less fun, you probably shouldn’t do it. Don’t be intimidated by the size of the
rule book. While you will benefit from reading the whole thing, you only need to read some parts of it to
play. The second half of the book is devoted to powers & options specific to certain player characters.
We even have a more compact version of the rules to get your started (see Simplified Rules Guide).

What Kind of Game is Kishar?
Kishar is a Live Action Role-Playing Game featuring real-time combat with padded weapons (a boffer
larp). As a Live Action game, Kishar is played in real time. We try not to pause the game if possible
(although sometimes it has to happen). This fosters a sense of immersion – you feel more and more as if
you’re really “in” the game.

What is a Role-Playing Game?
A role-playing game (RPG) is a game where you don’t play as yourself - you take on the guise of a
character. Your character has a different name than you, and might have a different physical
appearance, mannerisms, opinions, or beliefs. While you are playing Kishar, you will play as your
character – doing and saying what that character would do if the world of Kishar were real. Because we
don’t want people to get hurt, there are still rules for safety. Because some of what happens in Kishar is
impossible in real life (like magic or divine powers), we have rules for how to pretend these things exist.
The goal of an RPG is not always to “win”. In fact, there is no way to “win” this game. You can be the
best with a sword or the best archer, but the point is to participate in a group activity, enjoy yourself,
and make sure everyone else has a good time as well. Along the way, you might develop a powerful
character and save the day. Alternately, you might play a sneaky thief, steal treasures, stab your
enemies in the back, and get away with flaunting the law. At some point, you character might come up
against something that they just can’t handle. They might even die, and not be saved by their friends.
But, as with all games, the process of playing should be what’s fun – not “winning” or “losing”.

What is a Boffer LARP?
“Boffer” is a general term for a padded weapon. In Kishar, when you attack another character with a
weapon, you actually swing the weapon, and if you hit them, your character hit them. Because it’s not
safe to swing real (sharp and metal) weapons at each other, we use padded weapons. Padded weapons
can be homemade, or bought from stores (see the section on Weapon Standards). Their main
characteristic is that you can hit people with them in a way that doesn’t hurt or leave marks. Note the
“can” in that sentence – you can still hurt people with padded weapons if you’re fighting unsafely! We
will discuss how to fight in a safe manner later. Because we don’t want people whose characters use
magic to throw around real balls of fire (even if they could), we use soft packets to represent things that
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would be thrown in the game, such as bolts of magic, glass vials bearing poisons, or rocks. Again, there
are safe and unsafe ways to do this – the section on Safety also covers this.

Who are the Marshals?
Like any game with a lot of players, someone has to arbitrate the rules. In Kishar, those people are called
Marshals. Marshals run the game, making sure that everything proceeds as smoothly as possible and
that any OOC questions are answered. They also present story elements to the players and give
narration. A list of the Marshals and their duties can be found here:
Name
J Duncan

Christina Gustin

Position
Grand Marshal (GM)
Armor Marshal
Weapons Marshal
Thievery Marshal
Plot Marshal
Storyteller
Monster Marshal

Responsibilities
Running the game, writing plot, rules questions, narrating
Assessing armor phys-reps
Assessing weapon phys-reps
Monitors players who wish to use Thievery skills ICly
Writing plot
Narrating, portraying significant recurring NPCs
Giving information to and directing non-player characters

What about Non-Staff Positions?
Kishar offers several opportunities for players to volunteer to help out. These positions might be elected
by the players as a whole or be appointed by staff. A list of the players currently in these roles and their
duties can be found here:
Position

Name

Responsibilities

Katherine Fosso

Resolving conflicts between players or between
players and staff. Reporting feedback to staff
and players anonymously.

Mediators
(apply if interested)
Character
Consultants

Media
& Outreach
Volunteers

Christian Ward
(apply if interested)
(apply if interested)
(apply if interested)

Providing help with rules with a focus on
assisting players in building characters.
Bringing a copy of the rulebook to Events.
Promote Kishar on the local scene and online,
make sure our listings on LARP sites stay up to
date, create flyers and other advertising media
for use in print and online, generate discussion
about the game.

Kasi Spyker-Duncan

Seth Rowan Larimer

If you would like to volunteer for any of these positions, please contact a Marshal!
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Player Characters vs. Non-Player Characters (Monsters)
There are two types of characters in Kishar. Player characters (PCs) are recurring characters that earn
experience points and progress as a player attends more Kishar Events. Their growth is shaped by the
player, and they may earn money or items. The same player always plays a certain PC. Most of the time,
the central story of the game revolves around the PCs – they may not be the most important members
of society, but we focus on their daily lives and adventures. Non-player characters (NPCs) are all of the
other characters. They may have names, character sheets, and stories of their own, but they mainly exist
in order to interact with the PCs. The same NPC may be played by different players, if necessary.
Some NPCs are hostile to the PCs. They may be thugs, undead, elementals, or wild animals. They are
collectively referred to as “monsters”, even if they are built like player characters. Spending a whole day
or even a few hours playing NPCs, as needed, is referred to as “monstering”. Monstering is meant to be
enjoyable of its own right – playing a bad guy and not having to worry about getting knocked
unconscious in a fight can be refreshing! In general, playing an NPC is seen as a service to the game –
without NPCs, the protagonists of the story would have no adversaries to defeat, no villains to outsmart,
no bureaucrats to negotiate with, and no victims to save. Kishar is a collaborative game in which no one
is making a profit – this only works when all players contribute to the game in some manner. For most,
taking a turn NPCing is the perfect solution – it’s free, it’s fun, and it’s something that helps the game in
an immediate, measurable way.
Players in Kishar are not required to monster (play an NPC), but it is considered courteous to do so when
convenient. For the average player, monstering about 1/3 of your games in a Season is a good ratio.
After all, if each player portrays their PC every game, there will be insufficient NPCs, and everyone is
likely to have much less fun. Some games may require more or fewer NPCs, but ideally each game has a
50/50 split between PCs and NPCs. Staff may, if more NPCs are needed, ask players planning to portray
their PCs to monster instead. Should this occur, volunteers will be looked for first. If there are still not
enough NPCs, players who have gone the longest without taking an NPC shift will be asked to do so. A
player who monsters for the entire day will be refunded game fee if it has already been paid.
NPC Perks

As an incentive to monster, Players with PCs who NPC an entire event may choose a single PC of theirs.
They receive any Build Points that character would be entitled to, and may call in Favors as normal for
that character. For convenience, it is requested that such be handled by email between games.
Additionally, players who NPC a full day receive an additional 1.5 XP. Players who take NPC shifts of up
to 2 hours will receive 5 Kismet per shift.
Costumes

PCs are expected to have a costume or costumes that fit into the game world and allow other players to
clearly identify that PC. Try to avoid excessively modern touches when creating a costume. Blue jeans
are never acceptable, and sneakers should only be worn if you don’t own boots or sandals of any form.
If you are unsure how to get or make a costume, talk to other players. Costume items can be made,
bought at stores, or found in secondhand shops, and often cost less than you might think. NPC costumes
will be provided by the game. Since the game’s wardrobe does not contain every possible costume piece
that might be needed for every possible NPC, PCs are asked to be understanding when interacting with
NPCs. If an NPC’s costume is unclear, a character may always ask them who they appear to be. NPCs, if
asked, should identify their race and any important details about their appearance. Players are expected
not to attempt to attack an NPC who is in the process of narrating their appearance.
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In-Character vs. Out-of-Character
To help distinguish between those things your character says and does, and those things you, the player,
say and do, we use the notion of In-character (IC) and Out-of-Character (OOC). We also might use the
terms In-Game (IG) and Out-of-Game (OOG), interchangeably. If you think it could be unclear whether
something you say or do is IC or OOC, you can always make it clear by saying “OOC” or “IC” first. “IC, I
plan to rob the Queen” will be treated much differently from “OOC, I plan to rob the Queen”, especially
if you are attending a Kishar Event in England! Generally speaking, we omit the “IC” – it’s assumed that
once you are playing Kishar, the things you do and say will be In-Character. The other thing you can do
to be clear is to make the OOC hand gesture. Hold up either hand, with the first two fingers extended
and the other fingers and thumb tucked into your palm. This is helpful if you want to make a single
remark OOC, but make sure that the person you’re talking to can see the hand gesture. Where possible,
stay IC! It can be difficult to stay IC if all the people around you are all talking about something OOC.
Marshals reserve the right to ask people who are excessively OOC to relocate to an OOC area so as not
to be harmful to other players’ immersion. Stay IC as much as possible if you want to earn RP awards!
“ICly” means “in an in-character manner”. Similarly, “OOCly” means “in an out-of-character manner”.
Phys-reps, OOC Objects & People

Some objects are not currently present in the game world, whether or not their phys-reps (physical
representations) are present. To indicate this, mark these objects with neon orange string, tape, or
cloth. Your character does not see these objects and cannot interact with them! Some people are not
present in game either. To represent this, they will hold a hand or weapon over their head. Sometimes,
however, a person will be out of game for a long time. In this case, they may choose to put on a neon
orange headband or clothing with bright orange panels. Ignore these people IC – your character does
not see them! You may always ask whether a person or object is present ICly if it is unclear.
IC vs. OOC Knowledge

Separate what your character knows (IC Knowledge) from what you, the player, know (OOC Knowledge).
You may know quite a lot about the world of Kishar simply from reading this rulebook, your character
may not know as much. If you have a modern education, you are likely to have much more knowledge
about math, science, and writing than you character does. It’s considered good form to place reasonable
limits on what your character would know, based on the sort of character you’re playing. More
importantly, in the course of playing Kishar or talking about it, you the player may gain knowledge your
character does not have. This may come from hearing other players talk, or from observing events while
playing an NPC. If it wasn’t said or done ICly around your character, you don’t know it!

Appropriate Content and Conduct
Kishar is a game for adults. Despite this, there may on occasion be children present, especially if a player
brings their children by while arriving or departing from an Event. While harsh words and expletives may
be part of certain character’s vocabulary, and sexual or violent content may be part of the game, please
take great care to be aware of your surroundings. All gameplay while children (under 13) are present
must be PG-rated. As well, some language, situations, or humor may be inappropriate at all times. If
your actions make other players uncomfortable and they ask you to stop OOCly, please respect their
wishes. Players who do not feel comfortable calling another player out may always speak to a Marshal.
Finally, nudity in public and alcohol are not acceptable due to the requirements of our site! Skimpy (for
all genders) is fine, but costumes must be legal to wear on the street.
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Powers (The Basics)
The information below is a condensed version of the information in the section on Powers. This
condensed version is intended to present a quick introduction to terms and mechanics for a first-time
reader. Characters in Kishar gain abilities, skills, and attributes through purchasing powers. Powers allow
characters to alter the world around them. Often, there is a Cast Time which represents the time
necessary to gather enough willpower or magic, or to find an opening in an opponent’s defenses to use
a power. Unless noted specifically, Cast Times are given in seconds. If a power does not list a Cast Time,
it is considered to be an Instant power, with a Cast Time of 0. Some powers are marked with the
designation “(meta)”. This means they affect the way that other powers are used. Many powers related
to weapons use the Substitute mechanic. This means that they allow you to call some special effect
when swinging the weapon, instead of calling damage. Many powers use the Add mechanic. This means
they improve your damage or healing call by adding to it numerically or by adding a damage type.
There are 4 main types of powers:
Type

Description

Color & Symbol

Sure

These powers function all the time.

S

Reliable

These powers may be called upon whenever a character wishes, as
long as they complete the requirements listed in the power’s
description, which may include completing a Cast Time count. Some
Reliable powers may have other limitations on their use.

R

Difficult

By default, these powers may only be used once in a given
Encounter. An Encounter is defined as the time between the last
time there was combat, and the end of the next combat. Once the
Event has begun, it is considered to be the first Encounter.

D

Exhausting

By default, these powers can only be used once per Day.

E

Powers also vary by how they are delivered:
1. Self powers may only affect the caster. Any power which says “gain” is a Self power.
2. Touch powers require the target to be touched. Unless the power says otherwise, these powers may
also target the caster. Touches should be consensual and to non-private areas of the body.
3. Packet powers require a successful packet strike.
4. Melee Point and Click (MP&C) powers require pointing to the target to call the effect (max 6 feet).
5. Point and Click (P&C) powers require you to point to the target and call the effect (max 30 feet).
6. Swing powers require a successful strike with a Melee weapon.
7. Projectile powers require a successful strike with a ranged weapon such as a bow or crossbow.
8. Burst powers affect targets within Melee range (within 6 feet). Usually, this will only target enemies.
9. Blast powers are ranged powers that affect enemies within Melee range of their point of impact.
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Cheating
Kishar is a game, and it has rules. While some of these rules are easy to enforce, others rely on the
honor system. There are many ways that someone might cheat at the game, whether by accident or on
purpose. Eventually, however, habitual cheaters will be caught. Cheating diminishes everyone’s fun. If
your character never falls unconscious when hurt, you will never have close calls, and the healers will
never get to do their job or feel special when they revive you. If you pretend to have powers that aren’t
on your character sheet, people who do have those powers and paid for them properly are being ripped
off. Ultimately, the game is better and more fun for everyone if people play by the rules. Because
accidents happen, we have a sliding system for people who are caught cheating. Egregious incidents can
bypass these steps.
1. The first time you are caught cheating, you will be given a verbal warning. If it’s clear that it was not
an accident, your character will receive no experience points for that Event. If it was done especially
maliciously, you may be instructed to leave the Event. This choice will be made by a Marshal.
2. The second time you are caught cheating, you receive a written or emailed warning and notice that
further incidents may prevent you from playing the game altogether. Your character receives no
experience points for that Event. If it was done especially maliciously, you may be instructed to
leave the Event altogether. This choice will be made by a Marshal.
3. The third time you are caught cheating, you may not play Kishar for a probationary period as set by
the Grand Marshal, starting from when you are found to be cheating. In especially malicious cases,
this ban may be permanent. Your player character(s) may be erased and any items they have
accumulated returned to the Grand Marshal.
So that players are clear on what is considered cheating, we try to list the most common ways in which
players might cheat, purposefully or accidentally.
1. Rhino Hiding – This is a term for when a player receives damage but ignores it. While this can
happen accidentally from time to time, it quickly becomes obvious when done deliberately.
2. Fudging Numbers – Faking damage, HP, or Armor on your sheet to make yourself more powerful is
cheating. Characters will become more powerful as you play them and spend experience points.
3. Ignoring Effects or Powers – If your character is put to Sleep by another character’s powers, and you
had no IC defense against this, you must comply with the rules of the game. Refusing to do so
because it doesn’t seem “fun” is cheating.
4. Not Tracking HP – Your character has a finite amount of HP. When they are gone, your character
falls unconscious and may die. You are required to be able to generally keep up with your current
HP, and to correctly determine when and if you character dies or falls unconscious.
5. Using OOC Knowledge ICly – Don’t do it.
6. Forging Game Materials – This offense is extremely unfair to other players, and will automatically
result in probation, at least. Only official item cards, approved currency, and accurate character
sheets may be used at Kishar Events.
7. Ignoring the Rules – Breaking the rules on purpose is cheating! If in doubt, ask a Marshal if
something is permitted.
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Other Bad Things
Cheating isn’t the only bad thing a player can do. They can also do a number of other things that make
the game worse for everyone else. If you do these things, you will be asked to stop. Failure to do so will
be dealt with by a Marshal. These include:
1. Hitting Too Hard – The section on Safety discussed how to fight safely. Hitting too hard can injure
people! If your opponent feels you are hitting too hard, they will ask you to “pull your blows”.
2. Fighting Unsafely – If you constantly hit people in the head or groin, back them into unsafe
obstacles, or make physical contact when fighting, you are fighting unsafely.
3. Inappropriate Touching – If you are unsure whether you can touch another player, ask them OOCly.
Never assume! Do not touch someone who has asked you not to touch them.
4. Disturbing Behavior – While Kishar is a game for adults, some people may take offense to especially
lewd or crass behavior. If someone asks you to stop in an OOC manner, please do so.
5. Poor Hygiene – Kishar involves running around and a lot of other physical activity. Please bathe and
wear deodorant. If you exude a strong odor, you may be asked to leave the Event to shower.
6. Hateful Behavior – While your PC is free to talk about how they don’t trust dwarves or elves ICly, do
not make OOC remarks that would be patently offensive to another player’s race, sexuality, etc.
7. Doing Anything Illegal – While attending a Kishar Event, do not commit any real-world crimes! Do
not take OOC items or props without the owner’s permission.
8. Real Weapons – Whether or not you are licensed to carry firearms or whether you own real swords,
please do not bring anything designed to inflict actual injury to a Kishar Event.
9. Intoxication – You may not play Kishar if you are intoxicated or under the effects of any illegal drug.
You should notify a Marshal if you are taking any drug that would not normally allow you to operate
machinery. You do not need to tell the Marshal what the drug is or why you are taking it.
10. Impolite Use of Tobacco – You may use tobacco in moderation if you are of legal age and if you can
do so in a way that is polite to other players. Avoid being a nuisance with tobacco.
11. Recruitment – You may not use Kishar as a forum for recruitment into religious, political, or
economic organizations. Avoid OOC discussions along these lines when possible.
12. Misrepresentation of Authority – Pretending to be a Marshal when you are not, or pretending to
speak for Kishar players as a group, when you have no authority to do so, is prohibited. You may
advise other players of the rules as you understand them, or speak of your experiences at Kishar
Events, as long as you do not pretend to authority you do not possess.
13. Breaking the Atmosphere – Being excessively OOC, or deliberately introducing OOC elements into
the IC setting tends to jar people out of their immersion and results in a large portion of the game
being OOC, which decreases everyone’s fun. It’s fine to be OOC now and then, but doing so a lot is
damaging to the game. Examples of introducing OOC elements into the IC setting include making
references to popular culture or including modern scientific knowledge that would not be period.
14. Harmful Conduct – Any conduct that is inherently harmful to the game as a whole, or otherwise
designed to destroy the ability of other players to have fun. Examples would include deliberately
making the players in general uncomfortable, with the goal of preventing them from returning to
the game, taking actions specifically designed to harass a specific player OOCly, or spreading rumors
designed to malign the game or its players.
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Cultural Appropriation & Racism
The staff for this game are aware that a passing visitor might wonder whether the effect of this setting
or the conduct of the players might fall under what some would consider cultural appropriation, and we
would like to address this directly.
Kishar is not set in the real world – it is inspired by works of fantasy such as One Thousand and One
Nights (aka the Arabian Nights), the Mahabharata, or Hēi Àn Zhuàn (the Epic of Darkness). In the same
way that many international LARPs have taken their guidance from The Lord of the Rings, Arthurian
mythology, or other similar ‘Western’ fantasy, we have created a world of magic and myth that simply
draws from other popular sources. A game about knights around a table is not meant to represent the
daily life of the Celtic peoples in any accurate sense, and a game that features wizards does not mean
they must be Merlin. We have Sultans, but they are not historical figures.
No one in Kishar is portraying a character that is meant to exemplify (in any way) a real-world culture.
There are no samurai in Kishar, no one is from China, and there are no Arab peoples. Although players
may be required to represent having green skin (to be a half-orc or waterborn) or blue skin (to be a
water aetherite or dragonkin), no one will ever be using makeup to attempt to represent a member of a
real-world people. We take a strong stand against racism in regards to real-world people of color, and it
will not be tolerated in any way at our games. We have deliberately asked the artists who have
contributed their work to this book to feel free to represent characters in powerful or authoritative
positions as persons of color – we support a vision for gaming in which it is an inclusive hobby.
Additionally, there are no real-world deities or sacraments that are used in this game. A character might
be a holy warrior or serve a god as a cleric, but they may only use one of the invented deities from our
world setting. Symbols for these deities are drawn from traditional fantasy symbolism, and none are
intended to imitate or evoke deities of any real-world culture still found in present times.
Any player who attempts to violate these standards by creating a character that serves only as a poor
caricature of the history, peoples, or cultures of other countries has failed to understand the purpose of
our game, and will be asked to change their behavior or leave our events.
If any party, internal or external, wishes to speak to our Marshals about the game in this context, we are
happy to engage in genuine, productive dialog.

(Image from http://www.raven-site.de/)
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Inclusion & Sexism
The world setting of Kishar is deliberately one in which characters of all genders have equal potential.
The staff of this game acknowledges the incredible diversity of real-world gender, gender expression,
sexual orientation, and sexuality. It is always our intent to make players comfortable no matter their
gender identity, sex, or sexual orientation, and players should never feel that their personal
characteristics in these areas, or those of their characters, prevent them from being a full participant in
our make-believe world. If an NPC on screen portrays sexism or gender discrimination, expect this to be
presented as a negative characteristic.
We acknowledge that there are characters of all types (including bisexuals and trans characters, both of
whom are often invisible even in fantasy genres) in our genre, and that gender should not be a
consideration when it comes to a character’s role or abilities. While a leadership position may be held by
a male NPC, by a cisgender NPC, or by a heterosexual NPC, this should never be construed as a
suggestion that non-male, non-cis, or non-het characters could not equally occupy these positions.
Inheritance is gender-blind in the dominant society of the setting, as are military service and
membership in the clergy.
We have made a distinct effort to feature egalitarian, non-traditional marriage and family arrangements.
Players are welcome to portray their characters as having non-traditional relationship and love models,
like polyamory – these are acknowledged as existing in the world setting. As well, we have provided two
PC races that are (by default, but to varying degrees) genderless for those who wish to explore or
portray these concepts. This should not be taken as an assumption that other races could not be played
in this manner. We do not expect to be able to represent every aspect of real-world variance on screen,
but we want all players to understand that they are welcome and we will be happy to tell stories with
them.
Players are invited to become part of this conversation by helping us find ways to make the game more
inclusive. We have made an effort to strip strict binary or cis-normative language from this book, but we
may have missed something! Please let us know if you find any problems.

(Left image from http://www.rainbowhealthontario.ca/)
(Right image credit exxorian/Getty Images)
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Cooperative Play (Mudita)
With enough players, intra-player conflict seems inevitable at times. Some of this comes from clashes in
playing style, interpretations of genre, conflicting IC goals, OOC personal issues, and lingering conflict
imported from other environments. There is a very reasonable place for player conflict in LARPs, but in a
game whose focus is not PvP, we see that place as being story-enhancing cooperative conflict. Conflict
can produce fun and interesting story that would not occur by default, but conflict should be between
characters, not between players. If conflict develops spontaneously during play, it’s still appropriate to
check in with other players involved during the next OOC time.
Kishar is a different game than your average fantasy LARP. We offer a non-traditional setting, with nontraditional setting elements and unique plot lines. We offer the opportunity to play atypical characters,
who might be corrupt, selfish, vain, or arrogant. The setting itself is not a world where good always wins.
We try to offset the negative aspects of this by providing a unifying theme in the Adventurer’s Guild,
which is a required element for every PC. Additionally, the mechanics of the system strongly encourage
cooperation – every class benefits from things provided by other classes, and no PC can craft everything
their character might want.
When we LARP, we should strive to have fun as well as to enhance others’ fun: to make people laugh, to
make them sing, to make them cry if something dramatic happens. We especially want to make new
players feel welcome. The best word we’ve found for this approach to gaming is Mudita (मदु िता), a
Buddhist word for unselfish, sympathetic, altruistic joy. It’s being happy when others are happy. It’s
something that is easy to do for people you love, or people you’re close to, but hard to do for strangers,
or people you don’t always get along with. It’s a mindset that enables a community in which people
come together and have fun with each other, not in spite of each other.
Often, we might be friends with some players but not others. It is very tempting to focus on making the
game fun for the people you know best, and there’s nothing inherently wrong with that. When taken to
extremes, it can lead to cliques, impressions of favoritism (or actual favoritism!), and the bad parts of
faction-based play. So spend some time thinking about how you can enhance the game for everyone,
not just the players you know. Does that player’s character need an ally, or a mentor, or a student? Do
they need a partner-in-crime, a love interest, or a rival? Do it, or find another character and play matchmaker. Is there some interesting way in which your character’s backstory could be combined with
theirs? Talk to the player and find out! Maybe that scoundrel who stole your character’s family
inheritance is also the other character’s hated uncle! Now there’s a significant NPC who could show up
in game to give your characters a reason to cooperate. We encourage you to write story together.
Most of all, work to make each other enjoy the game! We sometimes see people who want to “win” at a
LARP. In Kishar, you win when other people are happy to see you show up to an Event. You do not win
by being highest level. You do not win by having the most Influence. You do not win by having the most
coin. You do not win by being able to kill any monster. You do not win by causing other players to suffer,
to regret coming to game, or to like you less as a person because of how you play the game. You do not
win by being antagonistic to people who don’t want to be on the receiving end of that.
Good players show up with Mudita on their minds. You don’t have to be best friends with everyone in
the game, but come to game because you want it to be the best game it can be, for as many people as
possible. Be a net positive. We promise you we will all win together.
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Game Policies
RSVPs
RSVPing can be helpful to the game’s organizers. Usually, a social media site will be used to allow players
to indicate that they plan to attend game, and whether they plan to PC or NPC. If you would like to prespend experience points (XP), you can email the Marshals at kisharmarshals@gmail.com (emails
received less than 2 days before game may not be processed).

Check-In
At the beginning of each Day, players check-in with the Grand Marshal, and select which PC (if any) they
will be playing. Only 1 PC may be selected each Day, and experience will only be spent or earned for that
PC. The player may only spend Build Points and Favors for their selected character. You will be given a
player packet that contains all of the items and currency belonging to your character, as well as an upto-date copy of your character sheet if you are out of the two-Event probationary period. You are
responsible for returning your player packet to a Marshal at the end of the Event. All in-game items,
currency, and cards must be in your player packet at that time. For two-day Events, there will generally
be two check-in times available: 11AM - Noon each day.

Game Fee & Donations
Kishar is not run for profit, in the sense that no member of the staff is paid a salary or profits from the
game. Game fees will be used to cover the cost of site fees, equipment, and storage. Any remaining
monies will be re-invested into props, costuming, or weapons for the game. Items purchased will always
have a genuine game purpose, as opposed to being items personally desired by the staff.
Game Fee is $15 / Day for full day games (~8 hours). Monsters play for free if they monster the whole
day. If a player absolutely cannot manage the game fee, they are asked to monster. Game fee waivers
may be given out at the Grand Marshal’s discretion. Abuse of these waivers is grounds for their
revocation.
In addition to the Game Fee, players may donate up to $20 per Event in cash in order to help the game
pay for supplies. Donations of this form will receive appropriate Kismet rewards. Players may donate
needed items such as props or weapons for Kismet, at a Marshal’s discretion. Preferred items are listed
on the website: http://kisharlarp.org/wanted.html. Kishar is a social club, not a non-profit, so donations
to the game do not count as charitable donations for tax purposes.

Nominations & Top Players
To encourage players to perform at their best, players are allowed to nominate, in secret, one PC and
one monster player each game as the players who most enhanced their game experience. (While it is
bound to happen periodically, consistently naming the same players, especially if they are close allies
with your character, is considered bad form.) Players who took a monster shift but otherwise PCed are
not eligible for Top Monster.
The PC and Monster who receive the most votes each game will be recognized as Top PC and Top
Monster for that game. Each time a player receives Top PC or Top NPC, they receive a 10 Kismet award.
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Bring a Friend!
At a Marshal’s discretion, players who bring a new player to the game as a full-time monster may
receive a 10 Kismet award the first time that friend plays Kishar as a full-time monster. Players must
specifically ask a Marshal for this award – do not assume we will “figure it out”!

Game Awards
Players who take actions that significantly improve the overall game sometimes receive game awards in
the form of Kismet. The most common are RP Awards, Costume Awards, Service Awards, and Setting
Awards. RP Awards are usually worth 10 Kismet, Costume Awards vary between 5 and 20 Kismet, and
Service and Setting Awards vary in proportion to the time and effort invested. RP Awards cover very
good roleplay and/or immersive use of props. Costume Awards are for excellence in costuming and
makeup. Service Awards cover time spent doing things to make the game better than don’t directly aid
your character or friends, such as washing dishes, recruiting new players to the game, or taking
additional NPC shifts. Setting Awards cover general game ambiance, such as singing, dancing, or
decorating public areas. It is advisable to write everything done in this manner down on the Kismet
sheet.

Persistence
Unless specifically instructed by a Marshal, there are only 4 things that persist between Kishar Events.
Your Kismet and Experience totals, your character sheet, your character’s items, and the Diseased status
effect. All other status effects, temporary conditions, and beneficial powers reset between games.

Rounding
Some powers or effects in Kishar might require you to round numbers. For example, you might get a
beneficial effect based on ½ of some other number, or you might inflict a penalty on your opponent
based on ½ of some other number. Rounding always works against the user of the power. That is to say,
if something is beneficial to them, it rounds down. If it is harmful, it rounds up.

Order of Operations
It is possible (albeit unlikely) that powers might cause you to have several numeric alterations on the
same number. If this happens, apply any multiplications first, then any divisions, then any additions, and
finally, any subtractions. As an example, if you are wielding a weapon with base damage 2 and are using
a power that doubles your damage, while a friends uses a power that grants you +1 damage, your final
number would be 5: (2 * 2) + 1 = 5. If you’re ever not sure how to apply stacking powers, ask a Marshal!
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Two Event Rule
We realize that things might not always work out the way people intend them to. At the start of any Day
during their first two Events as a PC, a player may change their character’s Race, Class, Backgrounds, or
XP distribution. After that, their character receives an official sheet and must be developed as normal.

Respecs vs. Resets
A player may choose to Reset their character once in the lifetime of the character. To take a Reset, the
player must notify a Marshal. The player may change everything on their character’s sheet, including
Race and Class. Even character name and backstory may be changed. Total XP and item cards are
retained, although Marshals reserve the right to remove or exchange items as necessary for the integrity
of the game. This change is permanent and cannot be undone. Players are encouraged not to invoke this
option casually, as it reflects a serious and sudden change to the game environment. Players may also
acquire opportunities to take a Respec – a less drastic change that only affects Backgrounds and XP
expenditures (the character retains name, race, and class).

Retiring a Character
From time to time, players may decide they no longer wish to play a character, or the character may die
permanently. In either case, players may opt to receive ½ of the retired character’s XP (their Earned XP –
Starting XP) as bonus XP for creating their next character. If a player voluntarily retires a character, they
may write a suitable IC end scene, distribute some of the character’s items to other players (subject to
Marshal approval), and Marshals may otherwise award a bonus above normal retirement. You may not
will any significant portion of an old character’s wealth to your new character.

Nerfing
Because Kishar is a work in progress, the game designers do not expect it to be perfect. As such, it may
be necessary from time to time to adjust the costs or effects of powers, remove them entirely, or
otherwise alter the play environment. While sometimes these changes may make something more
powerful, more often than not these changes will be made to correct oversights or reduce the
effectiveness of especially overwhelming combinations. This practice is commonly referred to as
“nerfing”. Because nerfing reduces the effectiveness of players who use those powers, Kishar has the
following policies:
1. Any permanent changes made to the rules will be announced over an official forum. Until this has
occurred they are not considered fully official. Temporary rulings for the remainder of a game may
be made at a Marshal’s discretion, but they must be made permanent in this manner after the first
Event in which they are used.
2. Any player possessing anything on their sheet that has been changed permanently has 2 Events as a
PC to put whatever resources were used (XP, Influence, Kismet, etc.) to acquire that power or item
into a different power or item of their choice. They must speak to a Marshal to have this change
approved.
3. Any player who feels their overall character dynamic has been disrupted by a permanent change
NOT relating to their individual items or powers may petition a Marshal for a similar reassignment of
XP or resources, but granting this or not is at the Marshal’s discretion.
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Gentleman’s Rule
If a player believes they cannot amicably interact with another player, they can request the Gentleman’s
Rule by speaking to the Mediator or by approaching a Marshal. The Mediator or Marshal will speak to
both players about the circumstances, and the Marshals will vote on whether to apply the Gentleman’s
Rule. A majority of Marshals will be required. Should any Marshal have a clear connection to one of the
players, they should recuse themselves. Should one or fewer Marshals remain, the Mediator becomes a
voting party. Should the Mediator be recused as well, the GM will select three players to hold a vote.
Players who are under the Gentleman’s Rule (GR) must give each other a wide berth. The spirit of the
rule is intended to create a safe space for players who need it. All players in a GR situation bear the
restrictions equally. Marshals will treat all players under GR equally, no matter which one requested it,
and the GR is not intended as a sanction. Players who are genuinely unsure whether a given course of
action not covered by the guidelines below would violate the GR are advised to speak to a Marshal first.
Players who seek out ways not covered in this document to deliberately harass or intimidate other
players will be found to be in violation of this rule. Any Marshal may issue a warning regarding players
who are GR-ed. With a majority vote, Marshals may eject a player from the event if they are found in
violation of the GR. Exceptions to the guidelines below must be consented to by all players involved, and
approved by a Marshal. Marshals will do their best to observe the field, but cannot always be doing so.
Players are asked, while present at game (whether IC or OOC) to avoid direct or one-on-one
conversation. Exceptions for this are safety-related: If Player A steps too close to an open flame and
catches fire, Player B may always tell them they are in danger. If Player A is backing off of a cliff, Player B
may always warn them of this. Players who are GR-ed should not touch each other except to render
necessary emergency care.
Players who are GR-ed may participate in the group conversations together, but should try to limit
direct conversation. Players who are GR-ed are asked not to make disparaging remarks about or incite
other players against each other, ICly or OOCly, while at game. Put simply, do not bring OOC conflict IC,
and don’t provoke other players to circumvent the intent of the GR.
Players who are GR-ed and on the same side should not target each other with hostile powers. Touchcasts become Melee Point and Clicks instead, and a GR-ed player may always refuse or ignore a
beneficial power used on them by the other GR-ed player. If players who are GR-ed are the only two
present on a given Path, a Marshal may elect to allow the GR-ed players to perform Rituals with a player
not on their Path.
Players who are GR-ed should never engage in direct or one-on-one combat. If on opposing sides
(including being Dominated), GR-ed players should intentionally seek out other targets, and should not
engage or directly interfere with each other in any way. If one player is Dominated and there are no
other targets, the Dominate ends. GR-ed players should not deliberately move to block the other
player’s path or block their attacks when targeted against allies. Players may use powers on an ally who
is in combat with a GR-ed player.
Because accidents happen, and some effects target an area, players who are GR-ed ignore all hostile
effects caused by the other player (i.e., they are never caught in offensive Bursts or Blasts caused by the
other player). If for some reason GR-ed players find themselves as the only combatants on opposite
sides, then whichever player is an NPC falls as if reduced to 0. If a GR-ed player portrays an important
NPC, a Marshal will make arrangements for GR-ed players to receive information or benefits granted in
some other way.
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Factions
In many cases, players may enjoy playing together or otherwise be drawn into a group during the course
of the game. When this group solidifies into a permanent team, these players are considered to be in a
faction. Factions often identify with a particular name or symbol, and might represent any number of ingame situations, such as the servants of a minor noble house or a group of adventurers who work
closely together. To ensure that no one faction dominates the game, faction size is restricted. No faction
may be larger than 5 people. This number is subject to expansion as the size of the game increases.
Players in a faction are strongly encouraged to interact with players outside of their faction as well, and
there is nothing restricting players in a faction from having friends or allies outside the faction. Please
remember that everyone comes to Events to have fun and play the game, and factions should do their
best to make the game more colorful, more exciting, and more fun for all players. If a Marshal feels that
the behavior of a particular faction or factions is creating a hostile or negative environment, they
reserve the right to take measures to correct this situation. On the other hand, factions that create
roleplay, interaction, and positive energy for the entire game can expect to be given small rewards from
time to time.
As a courtesy, players are asked to refrain from actively recruiting new players into factions until those
players attend their third event. For this, a new player is one who is not joining the game with the preexisting intention to join a specific faction. Players are encouraged to work with Marshals to integrate
their faction into the game, and should not expect that being in a faction will enable them to exclude
others from RP or stories.

Thread Priority rule
While Marshals will attempt to provide sufficient activities for all players, it may be the case that some
excursions (plot threads, or simply, threads) will have a maximum amount of players that can be
accommodated. If more than that number of players wish to go, priority will be given to those players
who have gone on the fewest threads that Day. In the event that two or more players are equally
eligible to go, a Marshal will arbitrate the use of a random method to break the tie.

Thread Locking
Some groups may desire to adventure with specific people and not others. A group of 4 or more players
may request that a thread be locked to them. Each player involved may only participate in a locked
thread once per Event. At a Marshal’s option, this request may be granted, although players should
expect that the Marshal will ask for something in return, such as all players taking a short (~1 hour)
monster shift that Day to provide entertainment for players who otherwise might have gone, or that
players produce a certain amount of coin which will be distributed among any players who otherwise
might have gone.
Note that this is always a request, never a certainty, and that important plot threads will never be
locked. If two or more groups wish to invoke this simultaneously, and both are willing to pay whatever
the Marshals ask in return, the situation will be resolved by random choice.
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Simultaneous Threads & Voting
At a Marshal’s discretion, multiple threads may be offered to PCs at once. If these are declared to be
Simultaneous, PCs may only choose to participate in one of these plots, not all, even if they are run
sequentially due to restrictions on the amount of monster players present. PCs will select which plot
they would like to be involved in, although large imbalances may result in a Marshal asking some players
to consider the other plot instead. PCs will decide which plot is selected by voting. On rare occasions,
the Adventurer’s Guild may face some large-scale decision, such as whether to pursue a long-term goal
or make a dangerous choice with repercussions for the entire game. For these situations, players who
cannot attend may proxy their votes to a Marshal.

Kismet Awards for Writing
Kismet can sometimes be awarded for things done outside of game,
such as writing. The following 3 things can be done to obtain Kismet:
1. Write a character background. You are encouraged to do this if
you want your character's past to have an impact on the plot, or if
you want to make sure your backstory is consistent with the world
history. You may not use other PCs or named NPCs without
permission. The character history questions are not considered a
background, but they should give you enough ideas to write one.
(Minimum 1 page) Awards range from 10-50 Kismet, at a
Marshal’s discretion.
2. Write a game report or private briefing to summarize the events
of the game from your character’s perspective. Reports are IC
stories your character tells in a semi-public environment, and are
not secret. Briefings are private reports to superiors or diary
entries, and are available to Marshals only. (Minimum ½ page)
Awards range from 0 - 10 Kismet, at a Marshal’s discretion.
3. Write about a significant event that occurs off-screen for your
character. Marshals reserve the right to approve or disapprove of these events, or to ask you to
make them consistent with the game world and characters. You may not use other PCs or named
NPCs without permission. If approved, these stories become an official part of continuity and may
be referenced by your character ICly. (Minimum 1 page) Awards range from 0 - 10 Kismet, at a
Marshal’s discretion.
All Kismet awards for writing are at the Marshal’s discretion. Players who submit writing for
consideration should inquire as to whether or not an award was given. Forum RP or other collaborative
writing must be very extensive to result in Kismet awards (Range 0 – 5 Kismet).
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Creating a Player Character
Making a new Player Character (PC) is a great way to learn about the game. A PC is supposed to be a
fully-fleshed-out character. That means, in addition to their game statistics, they have a past, opinions,
mannerism, scars, or possibly even unusual accents. If you find it easiest to make the statistical choices
first, follow this guide. If you prefer to conceptualize the whole character, and then pick the statistics
that fit that character, skip straight to the section on Character History, then return here.
Players may have any number of PCs. The one they play the most is usually called their ‘main’, and the
others, ‘alts’. Players may only use powers, spend XP, Influence, or Build Points for 1 PC per Day.

1. Choosing a Race
More than anything, race and class determine how a character will be different from other characters,
at least in terms of the statistics. Each race has certain benefits, and may have certain penalties. Some
races require makeup or prosthetics. Because it is difficult to properly costume these races, and because
these things may pose some OOC hardship, some of these races also have a small experience point
bonus. Here’s a small summary table to help you select a race for your character. If you are new to
LARPing, it is recommended that you choose a race with few costuming and makeup requirements. You
can find more details under the section on Race Details that follows.

Race Summary Table
Name

Short Description

Aetherite
Celestine
Construct
Dhampir
Dragonkin
Dusk Elf
Fellblooded
Feytouched
Half-orc
Half-ogre
Hill Dwarf
Hiwani
Human (High Caste)
Human (Low Caste)
Moon Elf
Mountain Dwarf
Shar’vin
Stoneborn
Sun Elf
Waterborn

Beings that manifest the imprint of the elements.
Winged beings with a connection to the divine.
Artificial beings created by powerful sorcery.
Pale-skinned beings supposedly descended from vampires.
A reptilian race with draconic blood and powers.
More worldly elves, commonly found in forests.
The distant descendants of Efreet (beings of fire).
Ephemeral beings with fey ancestors.
More civilized, cross-bred orcs.
More civilized, cross-bred ogres.
Lower-status dwarves with a focus on commerce.
A motley group of beings that manifest animal traits.
Refined, cultured humans with an eye for fashion.
Strong, warlike humans with a concern for honor.
Dark-skinned elves with an underhanded reputation.
Noble and refined dwarves, with a love of heirlooms.
Crystalline humanoids that are genderless and logical.
Gargoyle-like beings with rough, stony skin.
High-status elves with a legacy of learning.
Semi-aquatic beings descended from creatures of the deep.
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Costuming &
Makeup
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Minimal
Moderate
Moderate
Minimal
Moderate
None
None
Moderate
Minimal
Moderate
High
Minimal
High

Race Details
General Format

The description section sets out general facts about the race’s origins, history, outlook,
Description common demeanor and talents, as well as any alliances they might have. A sample
picture of “good” to “excellent” costuming is included for each race.
The costuming section describes any prosthetics, accessories, or makeup required to
portray a character of that race. Some races also have extra details that can be added for
the best costume, but are not required. These are prefaced with “Optionally,”.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:

Age
Ranges:
Sample
Names

Each character receives two Events (in the lifetime of the character) where they may
choose to go with less than the required costuming and makeup. If a character is
foregoing the makeup required for their race, they must wear a headband with the
name of the race listed on it, and they receive no racial benefits. A player wishing to go
without required makeup or costuming a third Event will be asked to play a different
character or to monster.
IMPORTANT NOTES: Anywhere that says ‘upper body’ DOES NOT include the hands.
Due to the discomfort and loss of manual dexterity involved in covering hands, these
areas will always be considered optional for makeup, gloves, or other coverings! Any
element of costuming, especially hand coverings, fangs, masks, or wings, that renders
a person unsafe for boffer combat should be removed before participating in combat.
When combats are expected, such as on an excursion away from the Adventurer’s
Guild, players are encouraged to pre-emptively remove these elements and place
them somewhere safe, and will not be penalized if they do.
This section lists any bonus abilities or penalties that a race might have. If they do not list
a cost, these are gained automatically, simply for playing a character of this race. If they
list a cost, these powers must be bought with XP. Abilities and penalties are color-coded
to represent how often they come into play. See the section on Powers for explanations.
Some abilities involve a reduction in the cost to buy certain powers. This is generally
noted as “The cost of Power X is reduced by 2”. See the section on Experience for more
details.
Some races are more difficult to costume. To make up for this, these races are given a
small xp bonus which can be used immediately when creating a new character of that
race. These range from 0-5. You get the racial XP of your character’s race at char gen.
Some powers may allow you to portray a different race. If you costume up (portray a
race worth more XP) for a full Day, at the Marshal’s discretion you may be eligible for a
small XP award for costuming. If you costume down (portray a race worth fewer XP) for
multiple games, a Marshal may impose an XP penalty.
Values are given for the age at which a character of that race would normally be
considered young, middle aged, and old.
These common names are given as a general guideline for the way that names of this
race are constructed, if there is a racial standard. If a “-“ is given, there is no standard.
This does not mean that members of these races would consider just any name. More
often, they choose a race or culture they admire and adopt a name from there.
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Aetherites

Aetherites claim they are the first race – created from the raw stuff of elements as
the world was first forged. Certainly, they are an old race, but they do not keep much
in the way of written records, saying that the elements never forget. Aetherites live
two to three centuries.
Description

Each aetherite embodies one of the four elements – Air, Earth, Fire, or Water. When
you create an aetherite character, you must choose one of these, and it cannot be
changed later. Extremely rare aetherites can sometimes be blessed by more than
one of the elements. Legends exist of aetherites who have commanded all four
elements – known as Incarnates, these beings are said to be extremely rare .
Aetherites in general can be somewhat solitary beings, equally disposed to be
warriors or scholars, and they usually exhibit tempers that match their elements.
They prefer natural environments to urban ones. Many aetherites revere something
they call the Dynamae – a primal combination of all the elements is somewhere
between an ancestor and a deity, or perhaps an origin story for their race.

Costuming

Aetherites usually choose the paths of Magic or Nature.
Select one of: Air, Earth, Fire, Ice. Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in an
appropriate color and motif for your character’s element. Aetherites should use body
glitter over their makeup, as their skin shimmers slightly. Optionally, hair in a slightly
darker or lighter shade of the same color. Masks that portray the element are
acceptable as well.
Aetherites favor loose, minimal clothing in colors that complement their element.
Choose one of: Air, Earth, Fire, or Water. This choice is (element) in the two powers
below.
Elemental Kin

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Your character Minimizes (element). Call “Minimal”.

Your character gains Vulnerable the opposite element
(Air <-> Earth, Fire <-> Water).
Your character may use claw boffers for 1 (element).
Claws
S
Cost 3: Add 1 to this damage.
Cost 5:
For this encounter, you Minimize (element), and your
Blessing of
claws may Convert (element).
E You may purchase this up to three times – once for each
(element)
element other than your base element, but each time after
the first, the cost doubles.
Requires: Blessing of (element) purchased 3 times
Cost 5: Minimize all Elemental types. You may freely
Incarnate
S
choose an elemental type for your claws at any time.
Remove Elemental Foe from your sheet.
3
Young - 50
Average - 100
Old – 200
Age Ranges:
Names are enunciated clearly.
Setis, Quistus, Arius, Crutia, Entia, Albia
Elemental Foe

Abilities

S
S
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Celestines (Half-Angels)

Celestines resemble humans or sun elves with large, feathery wings. Wing coloration
is usually stark white or gray, but may be any other shade, with bright colors being
highly uncommon. They often claim that before the advent of clerics they were the
only servants of the gods. Celestines live as long as a century.

Description

All celestines are said to have been able to fly in the old days, but many have lost
that ability. Some scholars say that they failed in some duty to the gods, resulting in
the creation of clerics of other races. All Celestines have an aversion to fire, which
does terrible damage to their wings.
No matter what else is said about them, it cannot be denied that celestines are
connected to the struggle between good and evil. All of them can heal at a touch,
and the color of their wings is rumored to reflect their worldview. Under this belief,
those with golden or silvery wings take actions for the greater good, those with other
colors remain neutral, and Celestines with reddish or black wings favor their own
self-interest. Most celestines deny this color association as pure superstition.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Because they look so much like the fabled servants of the gods, celestines are
sometimes called half-angels, but they are not a hybrid race. Celestines usually
choose the paths of Faith or Magic.
Celestines have a pale complexion, and a little white or shimmer makeup is required.
All celestines must have feathery wings. These need not be enormous, and should be
worn carefully so as not to pose a risk to players around you. Wing colors other than
white, grey, brown, black, red, silver, and gold require the Unusual Background.
Optionally, celestines may wear elf ear tips.
Celestines favor robes and loose clothing, and may go shirtless or use minimal chest
coverings in warm weather so as to have their wings less constrained.
Sensitive
Your character gains Vulnerable Fire.
S
Wings
Divine
Touch, Heal 5 HP.
D
Healing
Cost 5: Increase this Healing to 10 HP.
Cost 4: You may go Out of Game for 20 seconds to move. Out of
Wings
combat, you may fly longer, at a Marshal’s discretion.
E
Occasionally, some problems can be resolved by flying.
Cost 15: For this Encounter, you may call Fear 10 seconds as a
Melee Point-and-Click against anyone who targets you with a
hostile power. Out of combat, you may expend this power to
Radiance E
radiate light and grace, which may incline some NPCs to regard
you favorably, or at least more respectfully. This power is
physically taxing and may fail if used capriciously.
3
Young - 20
Average - 40
Old – 80
Age Ranges:
Names are airy and sibilant. Ignore strange marks when pronouncing.
Orušân, Atârûs, Rôchan, Minâz, Ošata, Denûz
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Constructs

Constructs are a recent race, dating back less than two hundred years. One of the
more famous dwarven wizard guilds, the Runemakers of Astra, perfected the art of
creating constructs that could outlast their creators. They created hundreds of these
beings, using them to crush their opponents. A coalition of other forces disbanded
the Runemakers and freed their constructs. It is said that so long as they are not
destroyed, constructs are immortal, and this rumor often causes resentment.

Description

Constructs do not sleep, as such, although they must enter a state of rest in which
daily self-repairs are carried out. Surprising all clerics, they do appear to have a soul
of some sort, although it has a strange quality to it. Attacks that target a creature’s
spirit seem less effective against them. Constructs, when they are religious, tend to
favor Kora, treating creation and crafting as holy duties.
Constructs are stoic in the face of danger, and can sometimes be overly curious.
Many of them are unused to finding their own way in the world, and are uncertain of
who, or what, they truly are. Most wish to find some cause or person to serve, but a
few individuals are fiercely proud of their masterless state. Some constructs are
genderless, others made in the image of men or women (or intersex), but all
constructs are sterile.

Costuming

Constructs are made from a wide variety of materials – wood, stone, or metal
foremost. All of these materials seem to be easily damaged by strong acids, and
constructs take care to avoid them. Constructs usually choose the path of Steel, but
some choose the path of Mind.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in a natural color suited to the material of their
construction. Hair is often white, blond, silver, or black, but many constructs are
bald. They may also be patchwork. Facial makeup should be patches or panels, or
circuit-like line designs. Optionally, faux-metal prosthetics may be used for hands or
fingers, but these must be safe for combat.
Constructs rarely exhibit any sort of fashion sense – their clothing is minimal and a
patchwork of whatever has come their way.
Sentinel
Armored Soul
Handmade

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

S
S
S

Your character gains Immune to Stun and Sleep
Your character gains Minimize Spirit.
Your character gains Vulnerable Acid.

At character creation, choose one of these options:
 Combat Model: Reduce the cost of a single power
Production
that increases damage by 3.
S
Line
 Worker Model: Your character does not count up
to 8 ENC worth of items they carry.
3
Young - 10
Average - 100
Old – ???
Age Ranges:
Names are adopted from other races, objects around them, or their workplaces.
Arrow, Courier, Guard, Oak, Quill, Silver, Docks, Smith
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Dhampir (Half-Vampires)

Dhampir are said to be created from the union of a vampire and a mortal of another
race, usually human or elf. In truth, their vampire ancestor can be further removed
than a direct parent, but normally not more distant than a great-grandparent.
Dhampir themselves are usually sterile. They live as long as two centuries.

Description

While dhampir are almost always attractive and lithe, their dislike of sunlight and
thirst for blood recall full vampires to many. While dhampir are not often killed on
sight, they are regarded with suspicion and often blamed for any unexpected deaths
in the area. Dhampir prefer the blood of living sentients, but many people know that
they can sustain themselves on animals. Dhampir must also eat normal food and
drink, but need less of it than beings of other races.
Dhampir tend to have a certain obsession with life and death than permeates all
they do. They are seductive in a dark-and-mysterious way, and rarely lack for
companionship. Some rare individuals exist who actually enjoy the sensation of a
dhampir’s bite, although most people find it painful and shocking.
Dhampir often drift through society as travelling mercenaries, entertainers, and
artists. Those who specifically choose to fight evil beings often go out of their way to
separate themselves from their heritage, struggling not to feed off of sentients.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Dhampir are also called half-vampires, which is often but not always true. Dhampir
choose the paths of Mind and Magic most frequently.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in very pale white, and some shimmer makeup
should also be used. Dhampir should wear small fangs when possible, but these
should be removed for combat or if they greatly interfere with speech. Optionally,
dhampir born to an elven parent may wear elf ear tips.
Dhampir tend to wear subdued but well-tailored clothing. They often favor lace or
shimmery veils when dressing up.
20 seconds, Touch, Feed on any willing, unconscious or recently
dead sentient creature with blood to Heal 5, Self or Gain 3
Blood
Temporary HP. Your victim, if not dead, suffers 3 Bypass.
D
Drain
Cost 1: While the mechanics remain the same, your bite no longer
causes agony, and some may actually experience pleasure.
You may use claw boffers for 1 Acid.
Claws
S
Cost 3: Add 1 to this damage.
Piercing
Cost 5: Call Dominate 20 seconds as a Melee Point and Click.
E
Eyes
Dark
Cost 5: Wings of shadow appear on your back.
E
Wings
You may go Out of Game for 15 seconds to move.
2
Young - 20
Average - 70
Old – 150
Age Ranges:
W → V, J→Y, generally Germanic pronunciations
Garin, Orom, Storik, Kottri, Arni, Karil
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Dragonkin

Description

Costuming

Dragonkin are something of a mystery. While tales of dragons abound, scholars are
not sure how long dragonkin have existed or what, if anything, their relation is to the
true dragons they resemble. Questioning them about these matters is seen as
insulting, and may provoke violence if the matter is pressed. The first confirmed
scholarly reference to them appears some 400 years ago. Dragonkin live for as long
as a century. Some Dragonkin have large leathery wings, but all have scaly skin,
draconic heads, and stocky tails. Those with wings do not usually generate enough
lift to fly, although some have enough control over them to use them as weapons.
Dragonkin are generally considered to be somewhat unlucky. Individual Dragonkin
often have a little trouble in society due to this stigma. Dragonkin are attuned to the
elements, and feel most comfortable with one of them, shunning the one that
opposes it. Dragonkin themselves have temperaments very similar to dwarves and
stoneborn, with whom they often get along better than with other races.
Because of their innate martial abilities, they often take jobs as guards or
mercenaries. Dragonkin are generally serious, but often act on instinct, and fail to
think through their actions. While they can learn anything, given enough time, it
often takes them longer to master a skill. This can lead to them being regarded as
dull or slow. Dragonkin choose the paths of Steel or Faith most often.
Choose a color scheme for your character’s scales. One example would be “red,
orange, and gold” for a fire dragonkin. Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in a scale
pattern in these colors. A reptilian mask or facial prosthesis must be worn, as must a
reptilian tail. Masks may be removed for combat. Optionally, reptilian wings or hand
prostheses may also be worn.
Dragonkin most often wear leather clothing, choosing stiff fabrics when forced to
wear cloth. Their preferred colors are those of natural hide and those that
complement their element.
Choose one of: Air, Earth, Fire, or Water. This choice is (element) below.

Elemental Foe

S
S

Claws

S

Dragon’s Breath

D

Wing Buffet

D

Your character gains Vulnerable the opposing element
(Fire <-> Water, Earth <-> Air).
You may use claw boffers for 1 (element).
Cost 3: Add 1 to this damage.
Packet, 7 (element).
Cost 8: You may deliver this as a Burst or Blast.
Cost 3: Call Knockback as you batter a foe away with your
wings. This effect is a Melee Point and Click.

Strong Wings

E

Cost 5: You may go Out of Game for 20 seconds to move.

Elemental Kin

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Your character gains Minimize (element).

5
Young - 20
Average - 40
Old – 80
Age Ranges:
Names are harsh-sounding and compounds (hyphenated names) may be used.
Amis, Sernak, Zalit, Shar, Assi, Talu
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Dusk Elves

Description

Dusk elves hold that they descended from the Birth Tree, the first tree which
emerged from the land when it was created, in order to provide shade and safety.
The sun elves are those who left the shelter of the trees for the open ground of
cities, and moon elves are those whose inner anger turned their skin the color of
their hearts. Dusk elves have the pointed ears common to all elves, but otherwise
manifest a great deal of diversity in skin tones and hair color. They live as long as
two centuries. As one might assume from their name, they hold the time between
Day and Night to be sacred, and some revere Laurela due to her connection with
liminal times. Ritual hunts are often conducted during this time.
Dusk elves generally strive to live in harmony with the land, although they do not
hesitate to defend themselves with force, and they are accomplished hunters. They
have a tribal society with few large towns or cities. Dusk elves divide themselves
into warrior societies, each of which favors a particular pattern of face paint using
particular colors. While no two dusk elves paint their face exactly alike, there are
enough clues to allow an educated viewer to guess their affiliation.
When they travel outside their forests, dusk elves generally keep the company of
other martial races, such as low caste humans or hiwani. They even have been
known to accept half-orcs into their company, making them fairly unique among the
elven races.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Dusk elves almost always find their professions in the Nature path, but some
instead choose the path of Steel.
Dusk elves manifest a great deal of diversity in skin tones and hair color, and belong
to warrior societies, each of which has a particular pattern of face paint in black,
grey, green, or brown. Yellow, red, or white are allowed, but only as small
highlights, since these colors stand out. Elf ear tips are required.
Dusk elves frequently tie their hair back, if long, with leather cords. They wear
natural colors that allow them to blend into the forest. They ornament with natural
items such as bones, feathers, claws, carved wood or stone, and fur.
Your character may become Invisible. This effect lasts until they
move, speak, or use any power. Place your weapons or hands over
Fade
E your head to indicate invisibility. If not currently in a natural
environment, you may not remain Invisible more than 10 seconds.
Cost 5: This power becomes Difficult.
You may purchase the Quarry power in the Warcraft power tree
(even if Warcraft is not a Class Tree for you, and without purchasing
Hunter S its prerequisite power). If Warcraft is a Class Tree for you, reduce
the cost of Quarry by 3.
Cost 2: You may also purchase Persistent Hunter and its upgrades.
2
Young - 20
Average - 70
Old – 150
Age Ranges:
Ower, Bran, Aleins, Enana, Liane, Tyrin
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Fellblooded (Half-Efreet)

Fellblooded are among the younger races. Little is known about their origin,
although scholars note that they have Efreet blood in them. Fellblooded regard
Efreeti as beings of power, rather than as inherently evil. A few fellblooded are
repentant of their perceived dark heritage, and explicitly serve the gods of good.

Description

Fellblooded are known to be consummate performers – for some reason, all of them
share a strong artistic heritage. In some ways, this allows them to be tolerated in
places they otherwise wouldn’t be, although they are haughty in their skill. While
beautiful, fellblooded can be a bit unsettling, not least of which because of the
constant aura of energy that seems to surround them, never quite visible.
Fellblooded do everything with their full passion, can have a quick temper, and tend
to nurture grudges, striking when they sense weakness. This same passion is said to
make them great lovers, perhaps an echo of how their race was born. They seem
especially fond of celestines, often going to great lengths to seduce them, and those
among the celestines who serve dark powers often have connections to fellblooded.

Costuming

Fellblooded all have horns and tails. Their eyes are often red, and their hair varies
across all colors. Because of their appearance, they are sometimes called half-Efreet,
but this is not true – they are a true race and not half bloods. Fellblooded choose the
paths of Magic or Faith most often.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in grey, black, copper, gold, or red. Optionally,
their skin may be veined or lined with darker or lighter versions of these colors,
usually symmetrically so. A scaly lizard-like tail or a smooth tail that ends in a point is
required unless clothing would cover these. Horns are also required, and larger ones
are better. Optionally, red, gold, or black contact lenses.
Fellblooded enjoy rich, fine clothing, in colors that complement their own. Horn
jewelry, such as gold bands, is seen as especially ornamental.
Reduce the cost of your first purchase of Craft Other by 2.

Fragile Soul

S
S

Claws

S

Hellblast

D

You may use claw boffers for 1 Fire.
Cost 3: Add 1 to this damage.
Packet, 8 Fire.
Cost 5: You may deliver this as a Blast.

Biting
Tongue

D

Cost 3: Point and Click, Taunt 10 seconds.

Artist

Abilities

Cost 7: As a (meta) power, change any single-target Status
Effect with a duration you inflict to Dominate.
5
Young - 20
Average - 60
Old – 120
Age Ranges:
Dark vowels, like romance languages (a→ah, e→eh, i→ee, o→oh, u→oo)
Deh'jef, Mal'haras, Ekh’emry, Ahl'nat, Suhma'hre, Ze'zahri
Corruptor

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Your character gains Vulnerable Spirit.

E
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Feytouched

Feytouched are a highly diverse race. Most of them share only one physical thing in
common – there’s fey blood in their heritage. They all have some obvious trait that
indicates this, whether it be an unnatural shade of hair or eye color, pointed ears,
small non-functional wings, or elongated, clawed fingers. Aside from these features,
they generally resemble elves or humans. Feytouched live as long as two centuries.
Description

Feytouched tend to be beautiful in an otherworldly sense, and many are courtesans
and entertainers. Their beauty and grace often admits them to high society,
although mostly as ornaments. They resist compulsion, having fey magic in their
blood. Feytouched are mercurial – they can be just as quick to anger as they are to
laugh, and their temper can be unpredictable.
All of them share a fascination with the fey: rarely-seen beings of great power over
time and fate. As well, feytouched are easily distracted by especially pretty or
valuable objects, and many of them hoard wealth.

Costuming

Feytouched choose the paths of Magic or Nature most often.
Two or more of: Small horns, extremely long ear tips, unnaturally colored contact
lenses, unnaturally colored hair or wig, small faerie wings, or delicate, swirling facial
markings. The number of these signs exhibited is correlated with the strength of the
fey blood in a feytouched. Optionally, glitter makeup and gems or jewels on the
forehead.
Feytouched tend to dress suggestively, wearing tight clothing or open vests on their
tops and slit skirts or short pants below. Those who are courtesans often wear
especially revealing outfits.
Mercurial Mind

D

Resist 1 Mental Effect.

Chrysalis

S

In addition to the Reset all characters receive for free,
Feytouched characters receive a free Respec.

Faerie Dust

E

Cost 3: Packet, Sleep 30.

Abilities
Court-Marked

S

Cost 3: One of the Fey Courts takes a special interest in
your character, and fey of that Court may appear
unexpectedly to aid or confound you. Fey of opposing
Courts tend to dislike you.
Choose from one of:
Moonstone, Lapis, Jade, Jasper, Hematite

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

1
Young - 20
Average - 70
Age Ranges:
Cs are always soft (like s)
Alltain, Riorachal, Breas, Kossaria, Deircita, Morbane
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Old – 150

Gnolls

Gnolls are fierce desert raiders who live in large tribes usually composed of
numerous extended family groups. While gnolls are often thought to be
matriarchal, in truth they are simply equally likely to have male or female leaders.
Gnolls tend to be nomadic, travelling from area to area within a central range that
comprises that tribe’s territory. They herd a number of food animals, but are most
famous for their exotic mounts – giant scorpions. Early gnoll tribes learned to tame
these creatures and use them as beasts of burden, and this naturally extended itself
into times of war.
Description

Gnolls in general tend towards the Path of Nature, as they are closely in tune with
their harsh desert home. They do have individuals who walk all other paths,
however. Gnolls tend to be animistic, and revere nature spirits, animal totems, and
elemental powers. They do not deny the deities others revere – they simply regard
them as more powerful spirits.
Recent times have been full of change for the gnoll tribes in the Sea of Sands. A
rogue gnoll named Dawnclaw, devout in the apparent faith of a human god,
gathered together the remnants of several lesser gnoll tribes and cast aside their
animosities, forging a mighty army and erecting a permanent base of operations.
Opposing Dawnclaw was a cunning older gnoll named Flintspark. Her tribe, the
Lightning Stones, valued intelligence and cunning highly, and they reached out to
the Adventurer’s Guild, forging an unlikely alliance that has brought the Lightning
Stones into the Desert Outpost established by the Adventurer’s Guild.

Costuming

Now, members of both sides must come to terms with the day-to-day reality of this
tenuous coexistence. Long tolerated at the edges of several nations, gnolls are only
now moving out of “Kill on Sight” within the Jeweled Cities themselves.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in brown shades. Face paint in a shade of brown
with darker black or brown spots. Optionally, a muzzle prosthetic, canine ears, small
tusks or fangs.
Gnolls wear clothing suitable for a desert environment, including wraps and cloth
that can be pulled up to cover the face if needed.
Spirit-Favored
Thick Hide

Abilities

Scent

Sample Names

Your character gains Minimize Spirit.
Any armor you wear counts as being one Tier higher.
You may request scent-based information from Marshals.

You may use claw boffers for 2 Slashing.
Cost 6: Add 1 to this damage.
4
Young - 10
Average - 30
Old – 60
Age Ranges:
Gnolls name themselves after things in nature. Often a noun and an adjective will
occur together, and occasionally two words are used separately.
Claws

XP Bonus:

S
S
S
S
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Half-Orcs

Half-orcs have existed for as long as orcish tribes have come into contact with other
races. Orcs are strong warriors and fierce raiders, and some take spouses from
other peoples or keep slaves as spoils of war. Half-orcs live about 50 years.

Description

Half-orcs are caught between two societies, and their views tend to favor those
they grew up in. If raised by orcs, they view strength as the most important thing a
person can possess, and weakness as a punishable offense. If raised among humans,
dwarves, or elves, half-orcs tend to more moderate behavior, although they are still
aware that their own fighting spirit descends from the orcish blood in them.
Most half-orcs tend to be fighters of some type, with only a rare few following
scholarly pursuits. Many other races treat them harshly, seeing too much of the orc
in them, and this can cause them to be bitter and resentful. They often are quick to
anger and slow to back down from a fight.
Half-orcs enjoy any lifestyle where their skills are constantly put to the test, and
they tend to spend their money on drink, pleasant “company”, and hearty food.
Half-orcs choose the paths of Steel or Nature most often.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in greenish shades. Optionally, a small nose
prosthetic, small tusks or fangs.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Half-orcs prefer sensible leather clothing that offers some protection and doesn’t
hinder them in a fight.
Instead of 1, you spend ½ an Influence for Fair Escape.
Hard to Kill
You may invoke Fair Escape twice a Day.
S
Any Heal effects that target you Add 2.
Your character does not count up to
Strong Worker S
5 ENC worth of items they carry.
Resist 1 Stun.
Persistent
D
Cost 3: Resist 1 Weakness or Knockback as well.
4
Young - 10
Average - 20
Old – 40
Age Ranges:
Ch is a hard k sound, Germanic- sounding names, ‘- ulf’ and ‘-in’ mean ‘warrior’
Gommar, Rotar, Magnulf, Theuda, Authin, Munta
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Hill Dwarves

Most of the dwarves that other races encounter are hill dwarves – these are the
dwarves that settled the lower, less resource-rich foothills. Not as secretive as
mountain dwarves, and often dwelling closer to other races, hill dwarves are
worldlier as well. They live as long as two centuries.
Description

Costuming

Ablities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Like their mountain dwarf cousins, hill dwarf males have thick beards, and hill dwarf
females grow their hair long in elaborate braids. They take a great deal of pride in
these things, and insulting them is a surefire way to anger them. Aside from this,
their temperament is generally even, but they tend to stubbornness if prodded or
forced. They tend to accumulate wealth, but are not miserly. While mines are not
unknown, most of their money comes from trading, and a hill dwarf who cannot
strike a good bargain is seen as a fool, and often ends up an outcast.
Hill dwarves also know when to relax, and they have legendary reputations as
drinkers. While they do not give trust casually, once given it is difficult to exhaust.
Somewhat curiously, there is an ancient agreement between hill dwarves and moon
elves, and the merchants of both races often deal with each other. Certainly, not
every member of the two races is friendly to every other, but in a fight they often
gravitate to supporting each other. Hill dwarves choose the paths of Steel or Faith
most often.
Male hill dwarves must have beards, either natural or fake. Female hill dwarves
should wear their hair in braids, either natural or fake. All genders tend to a ruddy
complexion, which should be applied with makeup. Optionally, padding around the
waist to give a more stocky appearance.
Hill dwarves tend toward simple, sensible dress, and regard more than a little
jewelry as ostentatious and unwise to display.
The cost of the first power you buy in the Crafting power tree is
Crafty
S
reduced by 2. This does not affect its upgrades.
Resist 1 Sleep or Knockback.
Stubborn
D
Cost 5: Resist 1 Physical Effect instead.
Cost 5: Play Paper Rock Scissors with a Marshal. The cost of any
Advanced
one item sold by an NPC merchant is lowered by 25% if you Win
E and 15% if you Tie. If you use this power you commit to buying
Haggling
the item either way. You may only use this power for yourself.
1
Young - 20
Average - 70
Old – 150
Age Ranges:
Gharuk, Magol, Shulúb, Sharba, Marzul, Khazga
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Hiwani

Description

One of the younger races, hiwani are a reclusive and nomadic race of humanoids
that tend to inhabit areas that other races would find unlivable. A strange
combination of human and animal, hiwani have mixed facial features, large ears,
hands with long fingers that often taper into claws, digitigrade legs with large clawed
feet, and frequently, a tail. A very light coating of fur is present on their face, ears,
forearms and hands, thighs, legs, feet and tails. Each of the hiwani tends to exhibit
the characteristics of a specific mundane animal, and their fur and skin are colored
according to that animal. Related hiwani tend to favor similar animals – a family
might be all feline, or all canine, in nature. Hiwani live as long as half a century.
Hiwani live in small tribes, consisting mostly of extended family units. Highly mobile,
the hiwani have no permanent cities; tents and caravans serve as their homes,
markets and temples. Camp is moved whenever the local resources become scarce,
or the other local inhabitants have gotten a bit too close for comfort.
Hiwani often mate in couples for life, but others may have families with multiple
male or multiple female partners. As their birth rate is low, children have become
something to strive for and are seen as essential to the survival of the society.
Other races tend to regard them as a bit primitive, although they get along well with
dusk elves and low caste humans. Hiwani choose the paths of Nature or Faith most
often.
Minimal costuming includes facial makeup to suit the markings of the chosen animal,
as well as ears and a tail. Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in the general color of
the animal’s markings. Optionally, leg prostheses, facial prostheses, or fangs.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Hiwani wear sensible clothing for traveling in harsh climates, and favor wood and
bone ornaments, as well as claws or fur of their chosen animal, but only if these
items were taken personally in honorable kills or from animals that died of natural
causes.
Scent

S

You may request scent-based information from Marshals.

Claws

S

You may use claw boffers for 2 Slashing.
Cost 6: Add 1 to this damage.

Howl

E

Cost 3: Call Burst Fear 20 seconds.

Beast
Cost 3: Call Dominate Animal 30 seconds as a Point and Click
Master D
targeting an animal.
5
Young - 10
Average - 20
Old – 40
Age Ranges:
Names are usually4-6 letters. â/ê/ô are vowels with accents that resemble claw
marks. A leading Z has a hiss.
Akhim, Tanir, Baran, Zinâth, Izra, Nila
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Humans (High Caste)

Description

While both are collectively humans, humans of high caste often differ in complexion
and disposition from their low caste brethren. According to the sun elves, humans of
high caste are descended from those who first adopted farming and herding as
opposed to itinerant hunting lifestyles. Approached by the elves, they received the
gifts of writing, crafts, and art, progressing much more rapidly than the tribes that
remained nomadic. Humans of high caste live as long as a century.
High caste humans have varied hair and skin colors, and are given to more variation
of temperament than members of other races, but in general they have a refined,
elegant appearance, and tend to be at least learned enough to read, write, and do
mathematics.
Because of their early guidance, high caste humans regard sun elves with a mixture
of awe and envy, and tend to share their attitudes about other elven races, seeing
dusk elves as outsiders, and moon elves as corrupt.
High caste humans are especially given to bureaucracy – they have guilds,
universities, clerks, attendants, and officials for everything. These structures can
often be very difficult to interact with for outsiders. In the city of Kishar, high caste
humans control the Sultanate, the Royal Academy, and most of the noble houses.
High caste humans choose the paths of Magic or Steel most often.
No makeup required, but cosmetics such as eye shadow, eye liner, and lip color are
considered fashionable for all genders. Similarly, facial jewels are worn by all genders
as marks of status.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

High caste humans, when they can, wear rich and elegant clothing and jewelry. They
are known to value having a large and varied wardrobe, and courtly life in particular
places an emphasis on this.
The Influence cost to be able to buy all levels of Rank is reduced
Very Social S by 1. (This benefit may not be applied to more than 3
Organizations.)
The cost of Information is reduced by 1. (This benefit may not
Educated
S be applied to more than 3 Information skills.)
Deep
After your second game as a PC, you receive an additional 20
S
Pockets
lunari in starting funds. You must ask a Marshal for this.
Cost 4: You may call in an additional Favor each Day, which may
only be used for information.
Spies and
S Alternately, you may receive more detailed Rumors (see the
Whispers
power in the Universal tree).
Choose one of these when you buy the power.
Young - 15
Average - 40
Old – 70
Age Ranges:
Non-European naming inspirations are suggested.
Hakim, Mahmed, Deng, Fatyah, Sulma, Sadira
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Humans (Low Caste)

Description

Low caste humans are the descendants of the human tribes who stayed nomadic the
longest. Without the gifts sun elves gave their cousins, low caste humans took much
longer to develop writing, metallurgy, and art. Their skills in warfare and hunting
were sharpened through contact with dusk elves, who have an affinity for them.
Some low caste human tribes remain nomadic to this day, but others have settled
down, developing agriculture and herding, supplemented with raiding. Low caste
humans live as long as seventy years.
While their cities are smaller and younger, low caste humans retain a certain vitality
of spirit and joy in life that seems to have suffered in high caste humans. They live
for the moment, never spending much time in regret over past mistakes. They laugh
easily, love and give friendship freely, and fight fiercely when angered.
Low caste humans come from cultures that focus more on the oral tradition, since
writing came to them so late, and great storytellers and singers are highly respected,
accorded just as much honor as great warriors. Honor in general is very important to
low caste humans, and they spend much of their life fighting to earn it.
Low caste humans, hiwani, and dusk elves all get along reasonably well. Low caste
humans choose the paths of Steel, Faith or Nature most often.
No makeup is required, but tattoos are common among low caste humans, often on
the face or arms, and lacking these is a sign of low status among them.

Costuming

Low caste humans favor practical clothing with small decorations. Their clothing is
usually made of leather and roughly-spun or woven cloth, and is often
complemented by a few nice pieces of well-crafted jewelry of metal, bone, or wood.
Maintenance

S

Subtract 1 from any Decay applied to your items.

Add 1 Weapons for this Encounter. To activate this power, you
E must utter your war cry, which is selected at character
creation. War cries must be approved by a Marshal.
Cost 5: You must take trophies of some sort from defeated
enemies of note, and possess a phys-rep that represents this.
Gain +1 Max HP for each enemy of note that you collect a
Trophies
S trophy from (up to +10 Max HP). A Marshall will tell you when
taking a trophy is appropriate. People of Rank in the Jeweled
Cities tend to find this practice offensive, and NPCs may react
poorly to it.
Young - 15
Average - 30
Old – 50
Age Ranges:
Northern European styles are suggested, or anything distinct from high caste names.
Tholrir, Hrolf, Eddavard, Osma, Alva, Helvi
Battle-Ready

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names
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Moon Elves

According to the moon elves, all elves began as moon elves, but the other elven
races, with their pride, drew too close to the harsh light of the sun and were
bleached of color. Moon elves have solidly black skin, hair colors ranging from white
to reddish-brown, and pointed ears. Moon elves may live as long as two centuries.

Description

Moon elves are rarely trusted, and are known to be secretive, but they are not evil
beings – there are even those among them who serve the good gods, although these
are rare. Moon elves usually have money, since they bargain shrewdly, and are
known to keep slaves or indentured servants. Moon elves, like many races, respect
strength and cunning over age or knowledge.
Strangely enough, there is a long-standing truce between moon elves and hill
dwarves, and their merchants tend to give each other good prices. Scholars of
military history point to old battles in which moon elves and dwarves fought
together against sun and dusk elf armies. This alliance is not a firm one, nor do
members of the two races regard each other as brothers, but it often is enough to
allow them a small measure of trust, which is a rare enough thing for moon elves.
Family plays a large part in moon elf society. All members of a family are expected to
work together against other families, and marriage is frequently among distant
cousins. The nights of full moons are considered the most auspicious time to strike
bargains or marry, as pure moonlight is sacred. Some traditionalists hold that
ceremonies held under a full moon are the only ones that are binding, but this view
is not common.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Moon elves do not live underground, nor do they worship spiders. They are never
called “drow”. Moon elves choose the path of Nature least often, but are found in all
the other paths equally.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in solid black, and hair, eyebrows, and beards
should be white, grey, blond, reddish, or reddish-brown. Elf ear tips of a suitably
dark color must be worn.
Moon elves take great pride in fashionable, expensive clothing, gaudy rings, and
visible jewelry. The often wear black highlighted with bright colors.
Gain 1 Dodge.
Hard to Hit D
Cost 8: Instead of a Dodge, gain a Phase.
Cost 5: Play Paper Rock Scissors with a Marshal. The cost of any
one item sold by an NPC merchant is lowered by 20% if you Win
Haggle
E and 10% if you Tie. If you use this power you commit to buying
the item either way. You may only use this power for yourself.
3
Young - 20
Average - 70
Old – 150
Age Ranges:
Names are soft, with H drawn out.
Kallon, Vrath, Sarelon, Melrorith, Berith, Kherida
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Mountain Dwarves

Mountain dwarves are those dwarves who took first to the high mountains of the
world, and learned to mine the metal and gems therein. Their own legends tell that
they were first shaped among the races, from stone itself, and that they found the
shar’vin and the stoneborn deep in the mountains, bringing them to the surface
world. Mountain dwarves live as long as three centuries, making them among the
longest-lived races.
Description

Mountain dwarves are highly isolationist, allowing outsiders into only a few border
towns in their realms. Even hill dwarves are only trusted so far, and are often viewed
as debased by their worldliness.
Mountain dwarves are aware of the loose agreement between hill dwarves and
moon elves, but will not honor it themselves for anything short of outright war, in
which case they accept these other races as reluctant allies. While they enjoy the
company of shar’vin and stoneborn, individuals of these races are few and far
between.
Like hill dwarves, male mountain dwarves have long beards, and women wear their
hair long in braids. Mountain dwarves will often braid their beards as well, and
ornaments of gold and silver are often worn in the braids of dwarves of all genders.
Mountain dwarves choose the paths of Steel or Faith most often.
For males, a beard with at least one braid in it, for females, elaborate braids.
Mountain dwarves have a touch of gold in their complexion, which should be applied
with makeup. Optionally, ornaments such as ribbons or metal beads in the braids.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Mountain dwarves wear ornate, well-tailored clothing and armor, with metallic
colors frequently used as accents. Their clothing is often decorated with runes that
suggest a family motto or quality.
The Influence cost to be able to buy Rank 1 and 2 is reduced by 1.
Social
S (This benefit may not be applied to more than 3 Organizations.)
Mountain dwarves begin play with Heirloom Armor or an Heirloom
Weapon, which is chosen at character creation. This family
treasure is considered to be something close to the physical
manifestation of the dwarf’s honor and value in life. This item
cannot be broken and never receives Decay, but it can be stolen. A
Heirloom S
Mountain Dwarf who does not currently have their heirloom
cannot benefit from any Rank or from Influential, and Adds -1 All.
Cost 7: An Heirloom Weapon is of Quality or Heirloom Armor
grants an additional Armor Resist / Encounter. (choose 1 when you
buy this)
Cost 5: Any items personally owned and used by you that could
Durable
normally be Enchanted may receive the Harden Enchantment in
S addition to another Enchantment. (This includes receiving Harden
Gear
twice)
1
Young - 50
Average - 100
Old – 200
Age Ranges:
Narâl, Rathûl, Gilâs, Kharun, Amathûl, Sharud
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Shar’vin

Shar’vin are among the older races – they are considered second born by the
mountain dwarves, along with the stoneborn. The shar’vin themselves do not speak
of their origins, so this remains unclear. They are a crystalline race – while they seem
to be able to move as well as any other race, their flesh is some sort of living crystal,
opaque at all but the thinnest places. Whatever their composition, they are
somewhat brittle, and crack easily. When cut, they produce a thick, syrupy blood in a
color that matches their flesh. They live about two centuries.

Description

What sets the shar’vin apart from other races, aside from their strange flesh, is their
lack of both sex and gender. There are no shar’vin females or males. Their method of
reproduction is not commonly known, although the rumor is that they bud. Similarly,
shar’vin children, if they exist, are not seen in public. The shar’vin themselves refuse
to discuss the matter, finding romance and reproduction in the other races decidedly
odd. Shar’vin form friendships and even have close companions that might travel
with them for life, but they do not consider those friends to be mates in any sense.
Among all of the races, only the Shar’vin surpass sun elves for their obsession with
logic, which they view as superior to emotion in every way. Because of this it is very
difficult to sway them by any means other than rational argument. While they can
feel happiness, sadness and so forth, they believe that strong emotion derives from
inherent flaws. These flaws are commonly found in gendered races, who are
incomplete in themselves. Shar’vin do not sleep, but they are known to enter a sort
of trace in which they meditate upon the events of the day. The Shar’vin rarely
revere a particular deity – while they acknowledge their existence, they see them as
abstract cosmic forces that mortals insist on putting faces to.

Costuming

Shar’vin are often seen in the company of mountain dwarves or sun elves, both of
whom enjoy long debates. Shar’vin commonly choose the paths of Mind or Nature.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in a bright, gemlike primary or secondary color,
and then painted with black lines to have a rough, craggy appearance. Hair should be
a matching or complementary color. Optionally, adhesive gems in the same color,
applied to the face.
Shar’vin wear clothing for decoration, and it tends to be covering if only for the sake
of other races’ notions of modesty. They do feel rain or cold, and will sometimes
wear cloaks or other such garments.
Disciplined
Your character gains Immune to Mental Effects.
S
Mind

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Fragile Skin
Gemkin

S
S

Your character gains Vulnerable Bashing.
Reduce the cost of your first purchase of Craft Jewelry by 2.

Perfect
Cost 3: Touched Target gains Immune Mental Effects for this
E
Reason
Encounter. 30 seconds of RP with the target is required.
4
Young - 20
Average - 70
Old – 150
Age Ranges:
Unusual sounds such as z,x common, emphasized
M’elal, Tsor, Xer, Shoula, Cy’th, Tzana
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Stoneborn (Gargoyles)

The precise origin of the stoneborn is unknown, although the mountain dwarves
claim that they found them under the mountains, along with the shar’vin. Stoneborn
themselves are not much given to scholarship, and written records of their past are
few and far between. There is some suggestion that they may derive from the Dao,
ancient beings of earth. They live as long as two centuries, sleeping for much of it.

Description

Stoneborn are generally solitary in nature, although they will tolerate the company
of others for their own purposes. In crowded conditions they usually must either
find a place where they can be alone on occasion, or send their body into a deep
sleep, in which they almost appear to be actual rock. Both of these habits have
gotten them the name gargoyles, for they often are found resting on high, difficult
to access places where solitude can be found. While stoneborn have wings, they use
these mainly to balance and to aid them in climbing, as their immense weight
prohibits them from flying.
Occasionally stoneborn will make friends, especially with someone who has done
them a great favor. They are normally reserved and solemn, but are quick to anger
when fighting, especially if their friends are in danger. They most commonly
associate with mountain or hill dwarves, who seem happy enough to do the talking
for both of them.

Costuming

Abilities

Due to their strength and natural resilience, stoneborn often find themselves
employed as bodyguards, mercenaries or night watchmen. Stoneborn most
commonly choose the paths of Steel or Nature.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in a rough stone texture. To do this, first apply
dark makeup, then sponge on texture with light makeup. Fangs or tusks should also
be used. Dark, reptilian wings should be worn, and horns of some sort are also
required. Optionally, tails, facial prosthetics, red contact lenses.
Stoneborn wear minimal, practical clothing in shades of black and grey. They use
silver and gold as highlights, but sparingly.
Your claws enable you to easily climb some surfaces.
Climber
S
Occasionally, problems can be resolved by climbing.
Strong
Your character does not count up to 5 ENC worth of items
S
Worker
they carry.
You may use claw boffers for 2 Earth.
Claws
S
Cost 6: Add 1 to this damage.
Resist 1 Slow, Stun or Frozen Foot.
Juggernaut
D
Cost 3: Resist 1 Physical Effect instead.
Stone Skin

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

D

Cost 5: Gain 1 Armor Resist.

5
Young - 20
Age Ranges:
Imgar, Virarg, Kalid, Fira, Shael, Masha
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Average - 70

Old – 150

Sun Elves

Sun elves, one of the three races of elves, consider themselves to be the first race,
and the only true elves. According to their legends, they emerged fully formed from
the First Light at the creation of the world. Their skin was pale and radiant, and their
hair golden. As some of them moved away from the purity of the First Light into the
shadows of the forests, they darkened, becoming dusk elves. As dark influences
entered the world, they corrupted some of the elves further, creating moon elves.
Now, only sun elves remain to carry on the destiny of the true elven race. Sun elves
are very long lived, some of them living up to three centuries.
Description

Sun elves have a much slower approach to life, preferring to take time to consider
all angles of a plan before acting. Since it is not uncommon for them to live so long,
a plan that doesn’t come into fruition for a decade or two doesn’t bother them.
Because this temperament is in many ways similar to that of mountain dwarves, and
because both races prize refinement and wealth, sun elves often see mountain
dwarves as their only true equals, and the two can be competitive. This is a
respectful enterprise, rather than the contempt sun elves feel for moon elves.
Sun elves have an even temperament, regarding strong displays of negative
emotions to be shameful. While they will cry quiet joyful tears upon great victories
or the reunion of family parted for a century, they will look down upon those who
weep in open misery, yell in anger, or otherwise make a scene. These things are
signs of the character flaws so often found in the younger races.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Sun elves are pale, and their hair tends to lighter shades. These days, sun elves with
black hair are seen on occasion, although they are generally looked down upon by
other sun elves as this suggests less purity of blood. Their skin has a slight golden
hue to it, and brightens in the light of full sun, which is their preferred time of day.
Sun elves choose the paths of Magic or Faith most often.
Elf ear tips must be worn, and a light brushing of pale makeup or shimmer as well.
Their hair tends to lighter shades. These days, sun elves with dark hair are seen on
occasion, although they are generally looked down upon by other sun elves as this
suggests less purity of blood. Optionally, highlights on the cheekbones and forehead
in gold, golden hair.
Sun elves wear finely crafted clothing in light colors, with males dressing in high
court fashion, and females wearing elaborate multilayered dresses.
The Influence cost to be able to buy Rank 1 and 2 is reduced
Social
by 1. (This benefit may not be applied to more than 3
S
Organizations.)
Undweomered

D

Resist 1 Sleep.

Remembrance
Cost 7: Meditate for 1 minute to regain the use of an
E
of Ages
Exhausting power other than this one.
1
Young - 50
Average - 100
Old – 200
Age Ranges:
ë = ‘ay’, ä = ‘ah’, starting C is soft, like an s
Aremir, Naselin, Vätellin, Nornë, Eluminwë, Asteril
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Waterborn

Description

Waterborn are the descendents of ancient beings from the deep ocean. Their
features and inclinations reflect this heritage, althought they have long since
adapted to extended stay on the land. Waterborn are generally uncommon, rarely
being found in any location much further than a day’s travel from open water. Even
those that venture further inland tend to carry a vial of seawater or riverwater
about their person, which serves as a sort of personal talisman. Waterborn have an
unusual vitality, and can live for up to a century, appearing young the entire time.
When injured, their flesh slowly heals, making them less likely to carry things like
medicines and potions. There is some suggestion that they are related to the Marid,
beings of elemental water, or to the river monsters known as trolls, but this is
hardly a proven conjecture.
Waterborn are rare enough that many people take them for half-orcs or aetherites
at first, although their pointed ears, the bluish tinge to their skin, their long noses,
and their sharp claws differentiate them from these other races. Having some
aquatic heritage, they tend to be good swimmers, and this is another reason why
they are often found near water, or plying a trade aboard a ship. It is considered
lucky to have a waterborn aboard a seagoing vessel.
Waterborn often have an irreverent temperament and an outwardly friendly
manner, which leads to their having a reputation for pranks and mischief second
only to feytouched. They are contemptuous of the overly-stoic, which disinclines
them towards sun elves, mountain dwarves, and shar’vin.

Costuming

Abilities

XP Bonus:
Sample Names

Waterborn choose the paths of Nature or Steel most often.
Upper body makeup (or bodysuit) in bluish-green. Hair should be as dark as
possible, black or blue-green. A significant nose prosthetic must be worn. Pointed
ear tips, matching the skin tone, should also be worn, longer being better, and with
a downwards tilt if possible. Optionally, webbed ear tips, webbed gloves, or chin
prosthetics may be worn.
Waterborn wear minimal clothing, favoring leather and hides.
You may swim with more agility and hold your breath
longer than members of other races. This is largely an RP
Swimmer
S
ability, but may sometimes have mechanical effects or
allow certain problems to be resolved.
By baring your teeth and claws, you evoke the primal
Feral Visage
E heritage of your ancient relatives. Call Fear 30 seconds as a
Melee Point and Click.
You may use claw boffers for 2 Slashing.
Claws
S
Cost 6: Add 1 to this damage.
Heal 3 HP, self-only. This power may be used while
Regeneration
unconscious, but if so, has a 10 second cast time.
D
Cost 3: Heal 6 HP instead.
5
Young - 20
Average - 40
Old – 80
Age Ranges:
Waterborn often have ‘s’ sounds in their names, but no standard exists.
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2. Choosing a Class
After you choose your character’s race, the next important
choice is to pick a class. Classes determine your character’s
starting HP and Max Armor, as well as the increases to each
you receive as your character progresses. Character classes
determine which power trees are available to a character. A
brief discussion about power trees and a summary of the
classes follows. More information can be found in the section
on Class Details.
Certain similarities can be seen among the classes. Each class
has a path and a role: the path is the source of and the way in
which they manifest their powers, and the role is the purpose
of their powers. Almost every class has powers that make
them more survivable or that deal damage, but some roles
focus on these more than others.
Class Power Trees

Each class has 3 class power trees available to it, one of which is unique to the class. Characters of all
classes also treat the Crafting and Universal trees as class power trees. Unless specific powers say
otherwise, characters may only purchase powers from their class power trees.
Class Paths

Steel – This path focuses on the mastery of the tools of war. Its Guardians often wear armor, its
Aggressors wield weapons with incredible skill, and its Healers apply poultices and use battlefield
medicine. Steel savants disarm traps, in addition to wielding deadly thrown weapons.
Magic – This path focuses on high magic, a skill that takes a sharp intellect and many long years of study
to master. Its Guardians weave force fields of protective magic around themselves, its Aggressors fling
bolts of fire or ice at enemies, and its Healers use the essence of life to heal allies. Magic savants disrupt
their foes, or charm them to their bidding.
Faith – This path calls upon the powers of the Gods. Its Guardians are protected by holy might, its
Aggressors seek out enemies of their faith to purge, and its Healers close wounds with prayers, or bring
the dead back to life. Faith savants are protected from harm by their patron Deity.
Nature – This path draws on the natural energies found all around in the environment. Its Guardians call
upon animal totems to protect themselves, its Aggressors have mastered deadly styles of fighting while
in tune with their surroundings, and its Healers speak to spirits and draw upon them to restore health.
Nature savants master the destructive powers of the elements.
Mind – This path focuses on the immense untapped potential within the mind, and through it, control of
the environment. Its Guardians seem to move faster than their opponents, avoiding deadly blows before
they hit, its Aggressors unleash raw chaos upon their enemies, and its Healers use their powers to twist
the web of fate. Mind savants can step outside of normal reality.
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Class Roles, Benefits, and Drawbacks

Guardian

Aggressor

Healer

Savant

Guardians protect themselves and their companions on the battlefield. Often, they have
more HP than their companions, and many of them use shields or bucklers. Guardians buy
time for others to do what they each do best by outlasting their opponents.
 Guardians are always considered to be wearing armor one Tier higher than their actual
armor. If they are not wearing any armor, for example, they receive the benefit of Tier
1 armor. A guardian wearing Tier 5 armor (the highest Tier listed), receives an
additional Armor Resist per Encounter.
 Guardians have their damage capped at 3 with all weapons. Anything that would Add
damage for the entire Encounter instead grants an Armor Resist. Anything that would
Add damage for some number of attacks instead grants that many uses of Taunt 10
seconds, Melee Point and Click, Instant.
Aggressors focus on hitting the enemy, hard and fast. Their powers concentrate on doing
damage through a variety of means, sometimes accompanied by status effects that make
enemies less effective. Aggressors contribute by taking out the enemy before they can do
the same to you.
 Aggressors Add 1 with all damaging powers and weapons. This is not factored into
their power trees, so players must remember to add this bonus in to what is printed on
their character sheets.
 Aggressors double the durations of all status effects they receive.
Healers focus on keeping themselves and their companions healthy and free of harmful
status effects. Their powers allow them to close deadly wounds, reinvigorate their allies,
and free them from dangerous binds. Healers contribute by propping up their companions,
allowing them to successfully overcome the enemy.
 Healers may determine an unconscious or willing character’s current and max HP by
touching them.
 Healers have their damage capped at 3 with all weapons. Anything that would Add
damage for the entire Encounter or for some number of attacks instead grants a single
use of Heal 5, Touch, Instant. Weapon powers that Add damage do not convert in this
way - they have no effect.
Some classes do not easily fit into these roles, or have side interests that are just as
important as those normally associated with the other three roles. Many of them focus on
powers that have as much or more impact out of combat as in battle. Savants are
adaptable on the battlefield, doing whatever is needed to bring victory.
 Savants have no mechanical benefits or drawbacks, but may occasionally attention
from NPCs:
o Savants may develop an Ally, who will take actions designed to help them. A
Savant whose Ally is killed, driven away, or mistreated does not automatically
receive another one.
o Savants may develop an Enemy, who will take actions designed to thwart
them. A Savant that defeats their NPC Enemy does not automatically receive
another one.
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Class Summary Table

Faith

Guardian

Steel
Tactician:
-Enervation
-Resilience
-Command

Battlemage:
-Brilliant Armor
-Teamwork
-Control

Oathbound:
-Resilience
-Teamwork
-Divine Protection

Shapeshifter:
-Brilliant Armor
-Enervation
-Shapeshifting

Adept:
-Avoidance
-Enervation
-Body Control

Chirurgeon:
-Avoidance
-Enervation
-Field Medicine

Necromancer:
-Conjuration
-Shielding
-Necromancy

Cleric:
-Healing
-Teamwork
-Holy Light

Animist:
-Healing
-Hexing
-Spirit Lore

Mender:
-Healing
-Shielding
-Fateweaving

Master of Arms:
-Resilience
-Warcraft
-Weapon
Mastery
(Or Archery)
Rogue:
-Avoidance
-Warcraft
-Thievery

Evoker:
-Conjuration
-Destruction
-Evocation
(Or Archery)

Dervish:
-Warcraft
-Destruction
-Righteousness
(Or Archery)

Scout:
-Hexing
-Warcraft
-Terrain Mastery
(Or Archery)

Psionicist:
-Destruction
-Hexing
-Chaos
(Or Archery)

Illusionist:
-Conjuration
-Hexing
-Charm

Chaplain:
-Shielding
-Teamwork
-Sanctity

Shaman:
-Destruction
-Teamwork
-Elementalism

Etherealist:
-Hexing
-Shielding
-Phasing

Savant

Aggressor

Magic

Healer

The table below shows the relationship between roles, paths, and classes, and lists the power trees
available to each class. The power tree listed last is the one unique to the class.

Nature

Mind

2a. Choose Rituals

Characters of all paths receive access to Rituals based on their path. At character creation, a character
should choose 2 Rituals from those listed as available to characters on their Path.
Each Day of a Kishar Event, the character may be able to perform a Ritual they know, and they may be
eligible to participate in Rituals performed by other PCs.
After character creation, additional Rituals must be learned through the acquisition of Ritual scrolls. See
the section on Rituals for more details on the meaning of these choices.

Class Details
Each class entry gives general information about characters of that class – that is to say, what that class
tends to be like. Keep in mind that individuals always vary somewhat. Short summaries of the class’
three power trees are also listed. Detailed information about specific powers can be found in the section
on Power Tree Details.
In addition to the power trees listed for a class, all classes treat the Crafting and Universal power trees
as class trees. These contain powers that are equally available to characters of all classes.
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Adept

Adepts are the Guardians for the path of Mind. They exemplify mind over matter. Attaining this class
represents many long years of vigorous training. On the battlefield, adepts slip between their enemies’
blows to strike at nerve clusters and vulnerable joints. Their tattooed or scarred skin and honed muscles
released stored energy when needed, allowing them to push their limits.
1. Avoidance (Adept, Chirurgeon, Rogue)
Avoidance allows a character to reduce or negate the effectiveness of enemy attacks. A master of
Avoidance is so difficult to strike that even surefire attacks can miss.
2. Enervation (Adept, Chirurgeon, Shapeshifter, Tactician)
Enervation allows a character to know precisely where to strike a foe with weapons in order to
inflict a variety of unpleasant status effects. A master of Enervation can force an opponent to drop
everything they’re holding, even shields.
3. Body Control (Adept)
Body Control allows a character to hone their own form into physical perfection. They can reduce
the strength of enemy blows or increase their own strength. A master of Body Control can perform
superhuman feats of strength.

Animist

Animists are the Healer for the path of Nature. While others who follow the path of Nature can feel the
pulse of life in the wilds, animists are most attuned to the natural world. Their mastery of spirits allows
them to infuse their allies with these powers. In battle, animists heal their allies, while using natural
magic to inflict debilitating status conditions on enemies.
1. Healing (Animist, Cleric, Mender)
Healing allows a character to channel magical energies into repairing wounds. A master of Healing
can heal an ally who is nearly unconscious back to full health with a single touch.
2. Hexing (Animist, Etherealist, Illusionist, Psionicist, Scout)
Hexing allows a character to hinder or harm enemies in a variety of ways. A master of Hexing is able
to deliver powerful status effects to many enemies at once, freezing them in their tracks.
3. Spirit Lore (Animist)
Spirit Lore allows a character to interact with the essences of natural spirits. A master of Spirit Lore
can enhance racial aspects and powers.
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Battlemage

Battlemages are the Guardians for the path of Magic. They follow an unusual path, being the only class
in the path of Magic that train specifically for war. Battlemages enjoy a legendary reputation – their
presence or absence, wielding the power of Control, has decided battles throughout history, and they
are considered just as valuable to an army as heavy cavalry or siege equipment. They protect themselves
with magic, fitting into formations and bolstering the fighters around them, finally unleashing their
deadly powers when enemy lines loom before them.
1. Brilliant Armor (Battlemage, Shapeshifter)
Brilliant Armor allows a character to defend themselves with powerful force fields made of magic. A
master of Brilliant Armor can restore these magical protections quickly in combat.
2. Teamwork (Battlemage, Chaplain, Cleric, Oathbound, Shaman)
Teamwork allows a character to assist other characters by improving the strength of their powers. A
master of Teamwork can allow their allies to re-use expended powers.
3. Control (Battlemage)
Control allows a character to inflict status effects on enemies in their immediate proximity. A master
of Control can freeze enemies in their tracks.

Chaplain

Chaplains are the Savants for the path of Faith. The path of Sanctity is given to them by the gods, in
return for their pledge of non-violence. Because they enjoy a reputation as pacifists, they often make
excellent negotiators, walking brazenly into armies of thousands of enemies to deliver messages or
arrange peace talks. While they do not themselves fight, chaplains will support their allies, especially if
attacked or ambushed from surprise. Some foes simply won’t leave without a fight – they recognize this
and do what they can to prevent their own friends from getting hurt.
NOTE: Chaplains are less powerful than other classes in combat. They exist primarily for those who
prefer to RP instead of fight, but wish to be helpful to others in combat. They are also an excellent
choice for anyone who cannot fight due to health concerns or other issues, or for anyone who has never
played in a boffer LARP before and wants to observe before taking a more active role. To compensate a
little for this, all Chaplains reduce the cost of all base powers in the Universal and Craft trees by 1. This
does not affect the upgrades to these powers.
1. Shielding (Chaplain, Etherealist, Mender, Necromancer)
Shielding allows a character to erect magical barriers of protection around themselves and their
allies. A master of Shielding can even reflect harmful effects back on their opponents.
2. Teamwork (Battlemage, Chaplain, Cleric, Oathbound, Shaman)
Teamwork allows a character to assist other characters by improving the strength of their powers. A
master of Teamwork can allow their allies to re-use expended powers.
3. Sanctity (Chaplain)
Sanctity allows a character to benefit from the blessings of the Gods, which shield them from
damage and other harmful effects. A master of Sanctity can extend this protection to their friends or
unconscious allies as well.
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Chirurgeon

Chirurgeons are the Healers for the path of Steel. Their job is a difficult one – they heal with herbs and
bandages, rather than magic. Despite this they are quite capable, and more equipped to fight than other
healers. In battle, chirurgeons dodge attacks, wither foes, and generally cure all manner of afflictions
from their allies.
1. Avoidance (Adept, Chirurgeon, Rogue)
Avoidance allows a character to reduce or negate the effectiveness of enemy attacks. A master of
Avoidance is so difficult to strike that even surefire attacks can miss.
2. Enervation (Adept, Chirurgeon, Shapeshifter, Tactician)
Enervation allows a character to know precisely where to strike a foe with weapons in order to
inflict a variety of unpleasant status effects. A master of Enervation can force an opponent to drop
everything they’re holding, even shields.
3. Field Medicine (Chirurgeon)
Field Medicine allows a character to use their knowledge or herbs and anatomy to heal a wide range
of problems that might affect their allies. A master of Field Medicine can even bring someone back
from what appeared to be certain death.

Cleric

Clerics are the Healers for the path of Faith. They are foremost among the servants of the Gods. While
others follow the path of Faith, clerics spend their time praying, tending temples or shrines, and growing
the worship of the gods they follow, and they are well rewarded with holy power. In battle, clerics’
prayers mend wounds, knock their enemies from their feet, and even resurrect the dead.
1. Healing (Animist, Cleric, Mender)
Healing allows a character to channel magical energies into repairing wounds. A master of Healing
can heal an ally who is nearly unconscious back to full health with a single touch.
2. Teamwork (Battlemage, Chaplain, Cleric, Oathbound, Shaman)
Teamwork allows a character to assist other characters by improving the strength of their powers. A
master of Teamwork can allow their allies to re-use expended powers.
3. Holy Light (Cleric)
Holy Light allows a character to draw directly on divine power, smiting their foes, curing their allies,
or banishing their enemies. A master of Holy Light is even able to restore life to allies who have been
dead for a time.
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Dervish

Dervishes are the Aggressors for the path of Faith. Of all those who follow the path of Faith, dervishes
consider themselves to be the martial champions of the Gods. While the oathbound are charged with
leading fights against evil, and clerics with converting the masses to the worship of their god, dervishes
are sent into great danger, often alone, to find and purge the worst corruptions of the world. In battle,
they wield deadly magical energies and whirling blades with equal skill, purging the battle field with holy
power.
1. Destruction (Dervish, Evoker, Psionicist, Shaman)
Destruction allows a character to summon powerful and deadly bolts of magical force. A master of
destruction can inflict deadly wounds with any element upon any foe in sight.
2. Warcraft (Dervish, Master of Arms, Rogue, Scout)
Warcraft allows a character to master the general use of Melee weapons, even using two of them at
once. A master of Warcraft can slay a foe with a single blow.
3. Righteousness (Dervish)
Righteousness allows a character to sense the beings opposed to their own cause, as well as use
their weapons to best effect against them. A master of Righteousness can cut through any armor,
shield, or sorcery wielded by such creatures to strike them down.

Etherealist

Etherealists are the Savants for the path of Mind. They are among the rarest of the classes, as the
mental fortitude necessary to open gateways to the space between worlds is phenomenal. In battle,
they use their powers to disrupt enemies, shield allies, and use the tools and tricks of Phasing to
disappear, teleport allies, or even cast enemies adrift in time.
1. Hexing (Animist, Etherealist, Illusionist, Psionicist, Scout)
Hexing allows a character to hinder or harm enemies in a variety of ways. A master of Hexing is able
to deliver powerful status effects to many enemies at once, freezing them in their tracks.
2. Shielding (Chaplain, Etherealist, Mender, Necromancer)
Shielding allows a character to erect magical barriers of protection around themselves and their
allies. A master of Shielding can even reflect harmful effects back on their opponents.
3. Phasing (Etherealist)
Phasing allows a character to manipulate the very fabric of space and time, creating and using
pocket dimensions. A master of Phasing can suck objects or people into the spaces between time,
retrieving them later.
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Evoker

Evokers are the Aggressors for the path of Magic. Like others who follow the path of Magic, they have
spent many years in the study of their arts. Evokers specialize in knowing practical magic that can be
used to contain or destroy your enemies. In battle, evokers lay down a withering fire of magical bolts as
well as summoning elementals or protective circles.
1. Conjuration (Evoker, Illusionist, Necromancer)
Conjuration allows a character to lay down powerful warding circles or summon elementals. A
master of Conjuration can create powerful effects that reshape the battlefield.
2. Destruction (Dervish, Evoker, Psionicist, Shaman)
Destruction allows a character to summon powerful and deadly bolts of magical force. A master of
destruction can inflict deadly wounds with any element upon any foe in sight.
3. Evocation (Evoker)
Evocation allows a character to harness the mystical power of Torment to crush their opponents. A
master of Evocation can use the suffering of their enemies to empower their magic.

Illusionist

Illusionists are the Savants for the path of Magic. Where other roles in the path of Magic use their
talents overtly, illusionists specialize in the subtler tricks of magic. Like evokers, they can use their
powers to contain or repulse an enemy. In battle, illusionists call forth frightening illusions that reduce
enemy morale, or use their powers of compulsion to turn enemies against themselves.
1. Conjuration (Evoker, Illusionist, Necromancer)
Conjuration allows a character to lay down powerful warding circles or summon elementals. A
master of Conjuration can create powerful effects that reshape the battlefield.
2. Hexing (Animist, Etherealist, Illusionist, Psionicist, Scout)
Hexing allows a character to hinder or harm enemies in a variety of ways. A master of Hexing is able
to deliver powerful status effects to many enemies at once, freezing them in their tracks.
3. Charm (Illusionist)
Charm allows a character to avoid combat and frighten foes in lieu of attacking them. A master of
Charm can even command the minds of those they have bewitched.
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Master of Arms

Masters of Arms are the Aggressors for the path of Steel. Of all those who follow this path, Masters of
Arms become truly one with their weapons. Tough enough to fight in the front lines, they have training
for all possible circumstances. In battle, masters of arms wield a wide assortment of weapons to deadly
effect, adapting to current conditions.
1. Resilience (Master of Arms, Oathbound, Tactician)
Resilience allows a character to become physically tougher and more resistant to damage. A master
of Resilience can spring back from wounds that would have long before dropped lesser heroes.
2. Warcraft (Dervish, Master of Arms, Rogue, Scout)
Warcraft allows a character to master the general use of Melee weapons, even using two of them at
once. A master of Warcraft can slay a foe with a single blow.
3. Weapon Mastery (Master of Arms)
Weapon Mastery allows a character to gain deadly proficiency with all types of weapons. A master
of Weapon Mastery cannot be disarmed of their chosen weapon.

Mender

Menders are the Healers for the path of Mind. The turn the vast gifts of their intellect into a means of
protecting and caring for those around them. Some menders practice ascetic paths, but not all. In battle,
menders tend wounds, but put just as much effort into making sure their friends are protected by
magical auras. Their inner attunement to the world as a whole grants them the ability to tune the web
of fate itself.
1. Healing (Animist, Cleric, Mender)
Healing allows a character to channel magical energies into repairing wounds. A master of Healing
can heal an ally who is nearly unconscious back to full health with a single touch.
2. Shielding (Chaplain, Etherealist, Mender, Necromancer)
Shielding allows a character to erect magical barriers of protection around themselves and their
allies. A master of Shielding can even reflect harmful effects back on their opponents.
3. Fateweaving (Mender)
Fateweaving allows a character to sense the tangles and twists in the web of fate, gaining insight
into dangers ahead or giving valuable advice to allies. A master of Fateweaving can sometimes even
alter the course of fate.
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Necromancer

Necromancers are the Healers for the path of Magic. Like chirurgeons, necromancers follow an unusual
path to healing. Necromancers often focus on more aggressive means of protecting their friends. In
battle, they place powerful magical shields on them, using the bodies of slain foes to call undead
minions to do battle for them, then using the energy of these spirits to heal wounds.
4. Conjuration (Evoker, Illusionist, Necromancer)
Conjuration allows a character to lay down powerful warding circles or summon elementals. A
master of Conjuration can create powerful effects that reshape the battlefield.
5. Shielding (Chaplain, Etherealist, Mender, Necromancer)
Shielding allows a character to erect magical barriers of protection around themselves and their
allies. A master of Shielding can even reflect harmful effects back on their opponents.
6. Necromancy (Necromancer)
Necromancy allows a character to summon and control undead, using the bodies of the fallen as a
resource. A master of Necromancy can summon powerful and deadly creatures such as Revenants
and Wraiths.

Oathbound

The oathbound are the Guardians for the path of Faith. As with clerics, to be an oathbound is to
embrace the understanding that your life belongs to the Gods. However, where clerics are called to tend
wounds or convert others to the cause, the oathbound give their life to holy battle. They move when
and where their deity sends them, according to callings only they can feel. Most take strict vows of
conduct, but these vary from deity to deity. In battle, oathbound protect the weak, placing blessings
upon their shields, coaxing their allies to fight at their fullest, and calling upon holy protections to allow
them to fulfill their purpose.
1. Resilience (Master of Arms, Oathbound, Tactician)
Resilience allows a character to become physically tougher and more resistant to damage. A master
of Resilience can spring back from wounds that would have long before dropped lesser heroes.
2. Teamwork (Battlemage, Chaplain, Cleric, Oathbound, Shaman)
Teamwork allows a character to assist other characters by improving the strength of their powers. A
master of Teamwork can allow their allies to re-use expended powers.
3. Divine Protection (Oathbound)
Divine Protection allows a character to protect themselves or a designated charge with special
blessings, ensuring their survival. A master of Divine Protection can draw deeply on the divine, giving
them incredible stamina in combat.
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Psionicist

Psionicists are the Aggressors for the path of Mind. Like etherealists, these are rare warriors – those who
have gained some measure of ability to tap into the primordial chaos between worlds. Unlike
etherealists, psionicists channel this power directly, if unpredictably, into harming their foes. In battle,
they produce deadly blasts of magic, hinder their opponents with debilitating conditions, and unleash
raw chaos.
1. Destruction (Dervish, Evoker, Psionicist, Shaman)
Destruction allows a character to summon powerful and deadly bolts of magical force. A master of
destruction can inflict deadly wounds with any element upon any foe in sight.
2. Hexing (Animist, Etherealist, Illusionist, Psionicist, Scout)
Hexing allows a character to hinder or harm enemies in a variety of ways. A master of Hexing is able
to deliver powerful status effects to many enemies at once, freezing them in their tracks.
3. Chaos (Psionicist)
Chaos allows a character to harness the ever-present power of the chaotic energies that lurk
between worlds. Chaos is unpredictable in the extreme – even a master of Chaos cannot know the
full scope of their attacks until they unleash them upon their hapless enemies.

Rogue

Rogues are the Savants for the path of Steel. Most rogues are found in civilization – the larger the city,
the better. While others who follow the path of Steel specialize in open military conflict, rogues are at
their best striking from the shadows, disabling an unsuspecting opponent before fleeing back into the
night. While most rogues take up the profession for personal profit, others specialize in using their
talents for good – these are often called thief-catchers, and are frequently employed by reputable
elements of society. In battle, rogues slip inside an opponent’s guard, striking them in vulnerable places,
or quickly disarm traps to allow their allies to enter an enemy stronghold undetected.
1. Avoidance (Adept, Chirurgeon, Rogue)
Avoidance allows a character to reduce or negate the effectiveness of enemy attacks. A master of
Avoidance is so difficult to strike that even surefire attacks can miss.
2. Warcraft (Dervish, Master of Arms, Rogue, Scout)
Warcraft allows a character to master the general use of Melee weapons, even using two of them at
once. A master of Warcraft can slay a foe with a single blow.
3. Thievery (Rogue)
Thievery allows a character to disarm traps, fast-talk enemies, or steal small objects. A master of
Thievery can open even magical locks with ease.
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Scout

Scouts are the Aggressors for the path of Nature. They usually hail from races with some connection to
the wild lands. Unlike others who follow the path of Nature, scouts take it upon themselves to guard the
borders between the wilds and civilization, rendering aid to those in need and removing any threats to
the natural environment. They do as they see fit, rarely accountable to any master other than their own
inner sense of what is right. In battle, they set snares to trap foes, and wield weapons with amazing
precision.
1. Hexing (Animist, Etherealist, Illusionist, Psionicist, Scout)
Hexing allows a character to hinder or harm enemies in a variety of ways. A master of Hexing is able
to deliver powerful status effects to many enemies at once, freezing them in their tracks.
2. Warcraft (Dervish, Master of Arms, Rogue, Scout)
Warcraft allows a character to master the general use of Melee weapons, even using two of them at
once. A master of Warcraft can slay a foe with a single blow.
3. Terrain Mastery (Scout)
Terrain Mastery allows a character to be a master of tracking, to tame and use wild beasts, and to
produce bursts of fire. A paragon of Terrain Mastery can produce a powerful timed explosive.

Shaman

Shamans are the Savants for the path of Nature. To them, the world was birthed from the first elements,
and it is these four elements they still revere. Some shamans pursue a single element above all others,
using attunements to master it. Others believe they must master all, bringing them into balance, in
order to make their way in the world. In battle, shamans fling powerful magical bolts, showing others
how to best target their foes. While attuned to their chosen elements, shamans are especially powerful.
1. Destruction (Dervish, Evoker, Psionicist, Shaman)
Destruction allows a character to summon powerful and deadly bolts of magical force. A master of
destruction can inflict deadly wounds with any element upon any foe in sight.
2. Teamwork (Battlemage, Chaplain, Cleric, Oathbound, Shaman)
Teamwork allows a character to assist other characters by improving the strength of their powers. A
master of Teamwork can allow their allies to re-use expended powers.
3. Elementalism (Shaman)
Elementalism allows a character to truly master the elements, by extracting and using the power of
elemental cores and shards. A master of Elementalism can produce powerful blasts of the elements,
decimating foes around them.
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Shapeshifter

Shapeshifters are the Guardians for the path of Nature. Shapeshifting is first mentioned as a gift that
was carried by blood, with those in a direct lineage sharing the power. In modern times, shapeshifting is
something that is bestowed by an animal totem to those who have proven themselves worthy of
fighting to protect nature and their allies. While each animal totem has its own desires in the world,
they all bestow similar powers upon these protectors. In battle, magical energies flow into the
shapeshifter, protecting them from harm. As they use their powers, they take on aspects of their animal
totem.
1. Brilliant Armor (Battlemage, Shapeshifter)
Brilliant Armor allows a character to protect themselves with powerful force fields made of magic. A
master of Brilliant Armor can protect their body against attacks from all of the four basic elements.
2. Enervation (Adept, Chirurgeon, Shapeshifter, Tactician)
Enervation allows a character to know precisely where to strike a foe with weapons in order to
inflict a variety of unpleasant status effects. A master of Enervation can force an opponent to drop
everything they’re holding, even shields.
3. Shapeshifting (Shapeshifter)
Shapeshifting allows a character to tap into their inner anger, manifesting traits of a chosen animal
to better battle their enemies. A master of Shapeshifting has so finely honed these powers that they
sustain them in battle, even when their wounds would have dropped them.

Tactician

Tacticians are the Guardians for the path of Steel. While this trade is a common one in the world,
requiring little in the way or tools to begin learning, only a few ever truly master it. Tacticians are the
captains and commanders of great armies, using their knowledge of battlefield tactics to achieve
surprising victories. In battle, tacticians organize and direct lines, using their armor, inherent resilience,
and knowledge of debilitating strikes to lead their side to victory.
1. Enervation (Adept, Chirurgeon, Shapeshifter, Tactician)
Enervation allows a character to know precisely where to strike a foe with weapons in order to
inflict a variety of unpleasant status effects. A master of Enervation can force an opponent to drop
everything they’re holding, even shields.
2. Resilience (Master of Arms, Oathbound, Tactician)
Resilience allows a character to become physically tougher and more resistant to damage. A master
of Resilience can spring back from wounds that would have long before dropped lesser heroes.
3. Command (Tactician)
Command allows a character to focus and direct the use of Battle Formations. A master of
Command is a leader without equal, able to issue effective orders in the middle of a battle.
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3. Note Your Hit Points (HP)
Max HP

Max HP is the maximum number of hit points your character has normally. Powers that Heal HP can
never take you over your Max HP. This means that if you have 20 Max HP, and are currently at 16/20, a
power that allows you to Heal 10 still only takes you to 20 HP. There is a special type of HP obtained
from powers, Temporary HP, which can raise you over your Max HP. However, Temporary HP are gone
once used and cannot be healed.
HP By Class

Your character begins with the Max HP listed below, which are determined by their class. Max HP can be
altered by some powers. A character begins each Day with their Max HP.

Guardian

Healer

Aggressor

Savant

Steel

Magic

Faith

Nature

Mind

Tactician:

Battlemage:

Oathbound:

Shapeshifter:

Adept:

15

15

15

15

15

Chirurgeon:

Necromancer:

Cleric:

Animist:

Mender:

15

10

10

10

10

Master of Arms:

Evoker:

Dervish:

Scout:

Psionicist:

15

15

15

15

15

Rogue:

Illusionist:

Chaplain:

Shaman:

Etherealist:

15

15

5

15

15

HP Increase Per Level

Each time your character gains a level, they get +2 Max HP (except for Chaplains, who do not). In
addition to these increases, which your character gets automatically without spending XP, there are
powers available that can further increase your character’s Max HP.
HP And Costuming

Marshals reserve the right to apply an HP penalty (generally, -5 HP) to any character wearing an
excessively poor costume. This should be taken as an encouragement to acquire reasonable costuming
before PCing. If you are concerned about obtaining sufficient costuming, consider NPCing or contacting
the Marshals to borrow some costuming.
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4. Spending Your Experience Points (XP)
The powers your character starts with are determined by how you spend your experience points. Unless
you have been told otherwise by a Marshal, your character begins with 18 XP + any bonus experience
points received by choosing a particular race. To learn more about experience points, see the section on
Experience and Leveling. To see what you can spend your points on, see the section on Power Trees.

5. Starting Equipment
Each character begins play with the basic equipment needed to participate.
Choice 1
Choice 2
Choice 3

Make the Following 4 Choices:
1 Non-throwing Weapon
1 Brace of 5 Throwing Weapons
1 Non-throwing Weapon
1 Brace of 5 Throwing Weapons
1 Shield or Buckler

5 lunari
5 lunari
5 lunari

A Marshal will give you item cards and/or coin for your selections. Remember that you must also have
phys-reps for all of these items if you intend to use them in-game. See the sections on Weapons &
Shields for help in making your selections. Characters created after Season 1 receive an additional 20
lunari per Season after 1. For example, a character created during Season 4 receives 60 lunari in addition
to their starting equipment. This money is to be used only for the new character’s benefit – creating
characters for the purposes of giving starting funds to other characters is cheating. Marshals reserve the
right to mark starting funds with a character’s name.
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6. Character History
Characters do not emerge fully-formed from nowhere – they are real people who grew up somewhere,
had life experiences, and eventually settled into a job. Along the way they have had friends, enemies,
and people who are indifferent to them. They might have acquired scars, quirks, special tastes for food
and drink, or opinions about the world. To represent that, Kishar uses Standings and Backgrounds.
Standings

Every player character must choose a Standing, which represents the level of society your character has
inhabited in the past. The Standings as presented here are roughly in the order of social status, from
highest to lowest. Some Standings have a * next to their name, and light red color behind their
descriptions. You must obtain permission from a Marshal to add that Standing to your character’s past.
Name

Highborn

Ordinary

Foreigner*

Street Rat

Slave*

Effect
You are the child of someone of Rank 3 or higher in a prestigious Organization. While not
of Rank yourself, you enjoyed substantial privilege due to your parent’s status. At some
point, you made the decision to leave and seek your fortune, or fell out of favor with your
family for whatever reason, but you retain a love for the finer things in life, and most
likely have a more thorough education than most others.
If you reach Rank 3 in the same Organization, you earn the title “Legacy”.
The ordinary Standing represents a good life, generally free from hunger and with enough
money for a few luxuries. Most crafters, merchants, soldiers, and others of similar social
class would have this Standing. You understand what it’s like to need to watch your
finances carefully and invest wisely for the future, and are less likely to spend wantonly
than those around you. The order that life in the Jeweled Cities imposes is largely in your
favor – as an upstanding citizen you are unlikely to be treated unfairly by the law. Still, it is
wise to watch both your mouth and your purse when around those who outrank you.
You come from a land other than the area around the Jeweled Cities. Most NPCs will treat
you as an outsider who is not to be trusted. In the Jeweled Cities, foreigners are referred
to as “Farlanders”, and their accents ridiculed as “Farlandish”. You may have some
information about the lands you come from, and others from your homeland may
approach you preferentially. If you have money, you will be treated better, but society
generally places you below the ordinary folk of the Jeweled Cities.
You grew up on the merciless streets with little or no money. Perhaps your family was
poor, or you were an orphan without a guardian, or suffered some early calamity that
caused you to lose everything. Whatever the cause, you quickly learned that survival is
not an assured thing, acquiring some habits that have followed you through life. Even
now, you hesitate to spend money wastefully on luxuries, to trust quickly, or to sleep
deeply in an unguarded location. Those who do earn your trust, however, keep it.
You were born a slave, or became one at some point. In most parts of the world, you are
treated as property rather than as a person. You have an owner who holds life or death
power over you, whether an NPC or another PC. Many slaves in the Jeweled Cities are
taught that through a lifetime of dedicated service to their owner, slaves will be reborn
into higher status in their next life. Other slaves are rebellious, and tend to seek out secret
gatherings where talk of uprisings circulates. The one redeeming factor about your status
is that slaves who have grown up in the Jeweled Cities are still seen as more civilized than
those who clearly have shunned large cities and who exhibit few manners.
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Wildborn

For whatever reason, you were raised in the wilder parts of the area around the Jeweled
Cities, whether that be in the forests, the plains, or the mountains. Your parents may have
been farmers or nomads, or they may have died when you were young, leaving you to
fend for yourself in the wilderness. Your instincts have kept you alive, and they lend you a
feral character in general, which makes it difficult for you to bear the stifling crowds,
noise, and harsh smells of the cities. When in the wilderness where you grew up, you are
likely to be very comfortable and familiar with the terrain.

Backgrounds

Backgrounds are what set your character apart from other characters of the same Standing. Every player
character must select at least 1 of these Backgrounds, but may select up to 2. Most Backgrounds provide
little or no mechanical effect. Instead, they are intended as RP guides and to provide direction for
character development.
Some Backgrounds have a * next to their name, and light red color behind their descriptions. These
require more work for the Marshals, or should be rare. In these cases, you must obtain permission from
a Marshal to add those Backgrounds to your character’s past.
Name
Clerk

Crafter

Dark Past*

Diplomat

Eerie

Effect
You have received training in the art of copying text, taking dictation, and paying attention
to your surroundings. You would find yourself equally at home in a library, law office, or
counting house. You may have some of the scholar about you, or simply a good memory,
but in any case you are often the first one to take notes or record new information.
You define yourself in great part by a trade that you follow. You could be a blacksmith, a
painter, or an alchemist, but you’ve devoted most of your time to the study and
perfection of your craft. Most likely, you’ve spent enough time in the trade (as an
apprentice first, then on your own) that others in the craft might have heard your name.
For whatever reason, your interests have now brought you to adventuring – perhaps to
learn more about the world or to find rare materials.
If you reach the Grand Master title in two Crafts, you earn the title “Favored of Kora”.
You have perpetrated evil or been exposed to evil acts. These experiences have scarred
your soul, and leave you suffering from unpredictable bouts of nightmares. Significant
effort and RP may allow you to overcome your past and cleanse your soul, a worthy deed
that will earn you rewards.
You may have been born into privilege, or on the streets, but you quickly learned that
words can be as valuable as money or a fast knife. You find that making the right
introductions, wearing the appropriate attire, and bribing the right people can help you
end up exactly where you want to be. Organizations in Kishar and the wider world are
always on the lookout for those who display this unusual talent. Despite your tendencies,
you do recognize that many foes simply refused to be cowed by anything other than
violence, and some, such as elementals or undead, simply cannot be reasoned with.
At some point in your life, you had an encounter with greater forces. Perhaps you felt the
touch of a deity, or were exposed to strange magics, were abducted by the fey, or began
to hear the voices of the long-dead from the worlds beyond. In any case, you’ve never
been the same since, and everyone around you can sense it. You tend to pay less
attention to the here-and-now, and are easily lost in contemplation.
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Entertainer

Farmer

Hermit

Learned

Martial

Merchant

Mystery*

Outcast

You might be a juggler, a dancer, a singer, a poet, or a courtesan, but whatever your
talent, you find your satisfaction in bringing happiness to others. There is nothing like the
roar of the crowd, the attention of everyone at the party, the acclaim of the critics, or the
look of passion on a lover’s face to fulfill you. You might have been taught these skills by
another, or you might be a natural who came to realize your talents on your own, but
your goal is to refine your abilities as much as possible.
You grew up on a farm or have otherwise spend a good deal of your life farming or
herding animals. Most likely this has kept you out of the cities proper, and you tend to
feel more at home outside of themFor some reason, you have decided to leave your farm
and seek your fortune elsewhere. Perhaps you need more income to keep your farm
afloat, or perhaps something happened to it, but you should expect many to treat you as
a bumpkin new to the cultured life of the city.
You have spent significant time by yourself, whether because you were cast out of some
place or because you sought quiet and enlightenment. While not a foreigner, the customs
of other people can sometimes surprise you, and you may be ignorant of things like
current fashion or trends. You are likely to have less inherent respect for titles, but those
who show they have earned respect can still get it from you. You should select a place
where you spent your solitude, and a reason why you left it.
You have spent a large portion of your time in study, as opposed to pursuing active
endeavors. You are likely to be treated well by those who value learning, as your
reputation as a scholar is known, and are likely to find yourself at an advantage anywhere
a studious bent would aid you.
If you possess 5 instances of the Information power, you earn the title “Sage”.
One of the most common jobs available to those who show a little skill in combat,
soldiering or guard duty pays reasonably well. Caravans, the lifeblood of trade, rely
extensively on hired swords for protection. The Jin Shi and other functionaries require
guards for their offices, as do the various Temples. Whatever your social standing, you
either have an innate desire to protect and serve, or you’ve discovered that being paid to
largely do nothing is easy work. If the opportunity arises, you’re likely to fall into old
habits, like standing watch or patrolling an area.
If you have spent at least 50 points in one of the Warcraft, Weapon Mastery, or Archery
trees, you earn one of these titles: “Blademaster”, “Paragon”, “Master Archer”.
Whether born into the life of a trader or not, you have made it your life’s work to learn to
buy and sell at advantage. Perhaps you were apprenticed in a shop, or ran your own stall
in the Copper Bazaar, but in any case, you earned enough money to get a good start.
Others might live for fine wine, exciting battle, or the look in a companion’s eye, but you
find your excitement in turning a profit through commerce.
For reasons mundane or magical, some or all of your past is unknown to you. Perhaps you
were shipwrecked, or went through some other great trauma, or perhaps you stumbled
into the Night Market and came out worse for the experience. In any case, you experience
much of the world with wonder, and the oddest things may sometimes bring back a
fragment of your past.
You are of your people, but your people do not recognize you. You gain no benefits from
being a member of your race, but suffer no penalties, either. You must still obey all
costuming requirements, and you still gain bonus XP. NPCs who hate members of your
race will simply be indifferent to you, as will those who love your race.
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Pureblood*

Sailor

Thief*

Unusual*

The oldest blood of your race runs in your veins. While they may choose how to act on
this, all members of your race can tell just by looking at you that you possess this
Background.
A good portion of your life has been spent at sea. You are familiar with ropes, nautical
charts, and somewhat aware of ship-board weapons and tactics. In situations where this
would be useful you may receive additional information or advantages.
If you own your own ship worth at least 300 lunari, you earn the title “Captain”.
If you wish your character to have been more than a common sailor, that requires
Marshal approval, and you may have to take this Background more than once.
You spent much of your formative time engaged in less-than-legal pursuits. You may have
been an urchin who learned to pick pockets, or you may be of noble blood but with an
interest in cat burglary. What you certainly have is a belief that things locked away are a
challenge waiting to be conquered.
You are especially unusual in some manner, such as being a sun elf that scorns logic in
favor of bold passion or a somber-minded feytouched. You might have a highly unusual
name or an extremely rare hair color or other feature. Whatever the cause, you tend to
stand out, for good or bad.
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Character Questionnaire

One you have selected Backgrounds, you must complete this character questionnaire, which asks basic
questions about your character and their past. Your responses should be emailed to
kisharmarshals@gmail.com
1. What is your character’s name? (Choose genre-appropriate names)
2. How old are they? Do they see themselves as young at heart, or old for their years?
3. How do they relate to what is considered ‘normal’ for their race? (If you aren’t sure what that is,
read the section on Race or ask questions of other players)
4. How do they relate to what is considered ‘normal’ for their class? (If you aren’t sure what that is,
read the section on Class or ask questions of other players)
5. What event defined their childhood? Were they bullied, quiet, outgoing, bratty?
6. How do they relate to their family? Do they know their ancestors or family history? Do any members
of their family still live? Do they play a prominent role in the character’s life?
7. Is your character single, married, widowed, or in some sort of relationship? With whom?
8. What is your character’s view of politics? Have they had extensive dealings with nobles?
9. What is your character’s view on religion? Have they had extensive dealings with clerics?
10. What is your character’s view on morality? (That is to say, the struggle between good and evil)
11. Where does your character fit, economically? Are they from a rich or poor background? Have they
had to work hard for everything, or was it given to them?
12. What is the most traumatic thing that has ever happened to your character? Are they used to seeing
people be injured or die? How do they deal with stress?
13. What is your character’s moment of greatest triumph? How often do they feel happy or successful?
14. What secret talents does your character have? Can they sing, dance, or craft art?
15. Has your character worked for, travelled with, or been inspired by any organization, such as a
merchant’s guild, a noble family, an order of monks, or a band of mercenaries? What type of group
was it? Did you character leave them (if so, why?), or are they still a member?
16. Has your character ever done anything particularly underhanded, illegal, or just plain wrong?
17. What is your character bad at? Are they a poor fighter, unable to read, or ignorant of the world at
large? Are they open about it, or do they try to pretend they don’t have difficulty?
18. What mental or moral flaws does your character have? Are they afraid of anything, obsessed with
anything, or unreasonably stubborn or violent? How do these flaws manifest themselves?
19. Why is your character where they are, right now? (Geographically, economically, etc.)
20. What does your character want from life? Do they have any idea how to get it? What would they
give for their dreams? What would make them give up that dream?
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7. Choose an Edge
Each character also begins play with a small added edge appropriate to their Standing, Background, and
history. Choose one of the following at character creation:


Crafty – You have spent some time learning the basics of a trade that will allow you to earn a living.
You may reduce the cost of the first level of your first Craft power by 2 XP. See the Craft section.



Good Listener – You may have a friend who is a Farlander, trade often with merchants from abroad,
or perhaps your character has traveled extensively. In any case, you have learned the basics of
another regional language, and may buy a single instance of the Linguist power for 0 XP. See the
Universal tree.



Herb-wise – Perhaps you trained with an alchemist, or spent some time in the wilderness learning
the uses of various herbs and unguents. Your natural knack for basic healing enables you to buy the
First Aid power for 1 XP, instead of 3. See the Universal tree.



Impulsive – Your gut feelings have gotten you this far, and you’re inclined to trust them. Your initial
read of a situation will usually govern how you react to it, although with enough time you can be
talked into changing your mind. You may buy the Intuition power for 1 XP, instead of 3. See the
Universal tree.



In the Know – Your studious ways and natural talent for remembering information enable you to
buy a single Information skill for 1 XP, instead of 3. See the Universal tree.



Secretive – Your character has a connection to an Organization that prefers not to advertise itself.
You may buy a single Secret Society power for 1 XP, instead of 3. This choice requires Marshal
approval. See the Universal tree.



Night Owl – Due to your character’s tendency to spend time out at night, you notice things other
might now. You may buy your home regions’s Rumors power for 0 XP and the Light Wand power for
0 XP. See the Universal tree.



Well-Connected – Your favorable social connections allow you to buy your first Rank 1 power in an
Organization for 2XP less. See the Universal tree.

You may benefit from any single one of these Edges when creating your character, taking a Respec or
Reset, or within the period of the Two Event rule. If you use an Edge, you must buy the discounted
powers immediately – you cannot save your Edge for later.
You do not have to choose one of these options, however – you may choose to receive no benefit if
none of them are appropriate.
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Experience and Levels
Kishar, like many role-playing games, uses an experience point (XP) system. Experience is earned by
attending Kishar Events, as a reward from certain challenging quests, and as thanks for donating time or
materials to the game above and beyond what players do as part of the normal game play.

Starting Experience
Starting XP in Kishar is 18 XP, plus any additional Racial XP (see the section on Races).

Experience per Day
In order to allow new characters to ‘catch up’, and to make alternate characters more feasible, Base XP
progression is based on the Season in which a character was created. Players who begin play by
monstering receive that Season’s XP progression until they create a character, at which point their XP
progression begins according to the current Season. Example: Abby begins playing in Season 1, choosing
to monster the last three days of the season. She receives 5 + 4 + 3 = 12 XP. When she creates a PC for
the first game of Season 2, that PC’s first day earns 6 XP.
Day
Season 1
Season 2
Season 3
Season 4
Season 5
Season 6+

1
5
6
6
6
6
6

2
4
6
6
6
6
6

3
3
5
6
6
6
6

4
3
4
6
6
6
6

5
3
3
5
6
6
6

6
3
3
4
6
6
6

7
3
3
3
5
6
6

8
3
3
3
4
6
6

9
3
3
3
3
6
6

10
3
3
3
3
5
6

Next 10 Days
2
2
2
2
2
2

Next 10 Days
1
1
1
1
1
1

After That
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼

Bonus Experience at Character Creation
Some characters may begin play with more XP than usual. This is usually due to a player who NPCed
before PCing, although it may also be due to bonus XP applied from retiring a character. In either case,
so that unfair spikes of XP don’t occur, characters beginning play with Bonus Experience will be
considered to have played an amount of Days appropriate to their additional experience. This affects the
Experience per Day these characters will be awarded. Rounding in this calculation will be in the player’s
favor. As an example, a character who enters play in Season 6 with 26 bonus XP will be considered to
have played 4 Days prior to their first Event. After 6 more Days of play, their Experience per Day will be
reduced to 2, according to the normal progression.

Spending Experience
All powers in Kishar have an experience point cost, listed under the Cost header (along with any
prerequisite powers). At the beginning of each Day, when players check in, they will be shown the
amount of unspent XP they have for their chosen character. They may spend any or all of that XP, or
save it. Players may also submit XP expenditures by email (to kisharmarshals@gmail.com) between
games to save time.
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Relics
Sometimes, XP is found as an in-game reward. To allow players to discuss this concept ICly, we use the
terms relic and relic shard. A relic is an item that can be broken in-game (turn in the card to a Marshal)
and in exchange your character receives 1 or more XP.

Levels / XP Requirements per Level
Characters in Kishar have levels. Levels are earned as soon as a PC has a specific amount of XP on their
sheet. Since characters always begin play with at least 18 XP, they are always at least level 1. There is no
intended “maximum level” in Kishar – the chart below lists 20 levels to illustrate the XP progression only.
PCs earn free boosts to their Max HP every time they gain a level. Racial bonuses to XP are not included
when determining a PC’s level. The amount of XP required for each level is listed below:
Level
XP
Level
XP

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

18

24

31

40

50

61

73

86

100

115

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

131

148

166

175

195

216

238

261

285

310
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Coins & Gems
Players will receive props for coins and gems when possible. As the game does not have an indefinite
supply of props, item cards may instead be issued on occasion.
Between games, Marshals reserve the right to exchange coins in players’ packets for larger or smaller
denominations in order to improve overall availability.
Name of Coin

Value in lunari

Brass

1/10

Picture

Description
A small, flimsy brass coin of essentially
negligible worth. Brass have many sources
and may vary in size, but will always be
noticeably smaller than lunari.

1

The default coin for commerce. Made of
debased silver and minted by the
Merchant’s Guild.

Small
Gem

5

Any cut gem ¾” across or less. Gem weights
and values are regulated by the Merchant’s
Guild.

Medium
Gem

10

Any cut gem more than ¾” across but less
than 1 ¼” across. Gem weights and values
are regulated by the Merchant’s Guild.

Large
Gem

15

Any cut gem 1 ¼” or more across but less
than 2” across. Gem weights and values are
regulated by the Merchant’s Guild.

Half-Solari

25

A solid coin made of debased gold and
minted by the Great Council, under the
Sultan’s authority.

Enormous
Gem

40

Any cut gem more than 2” across. Gem
weights and values are regulated by the
Merchant’s Guild.

Lunari
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Name of Coin

Value in
lunari

Picture

Description

50

A large, thin coin made with lessdebased gold and minted by the Great
Council, under the Sultan’s authority.

80

A pure copper coin minted by House
Tang. This coin’s value rests upon the
House’s reputation more than the
value of its metal.

100

A silver-platinum alloy coin minted by
House al-Zharka. This coin’s value rests
upon the House’s reputation more
than the value of its metal.

Dragon

200

An ultra-pure gold coin minted by
House Khazâd. This coin’s value rests
upon the House’s reputation more
than the value of its metal.

Stellari

500

A pure platinum coin minted by the
Great Council, under the Sultan’s
authority.

Solari

Tiger

Phoenix

3 foreign coins (or any card marked
Foreign Coins) may be taken to any
merchant to play the following game:

Foreign
Coins

Varies

Pick a number between 1-6 and roll
4d6. For each die that comes up
showing the number you picked, you
win 5 lunari. If you don't get any
matches, you receive 1 lunari.
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Brass Rule
Items priced in brass exist purely for RP, and PCs may purchase any reasonable amount of these items
simply by miming handing the merchant some coins. This allows PCs to, for example, buy food from
street venders or offer charity to beggars, both of which would be appropriate uses of these coins.
PCs wishing to receive an actual item card or give notable charity may not invoke this rule, but must use
actual coins.

Purchasable Items
The following goods are often available for sale at shops around the Jeweled Cities. Prices are presented
as guidelines – actual prices may fall above or below these amounts depending on demand.

Item

Average Price in Lunari

Shield
Weapon
Weapon of Quality
Crafting components (mundane)
Harden Enchantment
Sovereign Glue
Other Potions
Inferior Book
Ritual Scroll
Reliable Ring*
Difficult Bracelet*
Exhausting Amulet*
Set of Tools (Add +5 BP to a Craft)

15 (Buckler), 20 (Shield)
15 (1-handed or Brace of 5 Throwing), 20 (2-handed)
Base cost + 25 (can be applied to a Brace of 5 Throwing)
1 / Build Point
50
20
10 - 15
10 - 15
50 - 65
2 / XP in cost of base power
5 / XP in cost of base power
8 / XP in cost of base power
30 lunari

* - If these items are purchased from NPC vendors, they have no XP cost to bind, but may not be recharged.
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Influence
Characters in Kishar build reputations by surmounting adversity, aiding well-connected people, and
generally becoming better known in the world at large. All of these things are represented through an
alternate in-game currency called Influence. While some things are purchasable with both Influence and
lunari, Influence may not normally be exchanged for lunari or vice-versa.

Gaining Influence
Player characters begin with 1 Influence, and gain another at every level. This represents the base
amount of social capital available to every member of the Adventurer’s Guild as they advance in life.
This might be sympathetic townspeople, a small group of off-screen retainers, or even secrets about
important people that would allow blackmail. Additional Influence can sometimes be obtained as ingame rewards for particular actions or quests.

Spending Influence
Influence may be used in 3 ways. Using an Influence expends it permanently.
Fair Escape

Once per Day, a character may spend an Influence any time they would die. If they do so, they do not
actually die, but are instead saved at the last moment by some force. If a PC invokes Fair Escape, the
character is removed from immediate danger, and their player has the option to remain on the monster
crew if they wish, in order to be safe from further character death that Day. If a character's death was
due to something with lasting consequences, they are not immune to those returning at a later time. In
other words, if a PC is killed by a bandit, they probably don't need to worry about that specific bandit
coming back to target them again next Event, but if they stole jewelry from a prominent noble who sent
assassins after them, or killed a member of the City Militia, they may be subject to more reprisals in the
future. A player whose character could invoke Fair Escape, but chooses not to, is choosing Voluntary
Retirement.
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Large-Scale Actions

Influence can be spent to represent actions larger than what a small group of people can reasonably
accomplish. If the PCs discover that a plague has spread in the local area, for example, they may attempt
to spend Influence to spread medicine and isolate the sick. The Marshals will compare the amount spent
to the difficulty of the obstacle and inform PCs whether or not they have succeeded. PCs are considered
to be responsible for any success and may act upon this ICly. If the PCs find they have failed, they may
spend additional Influence to try to reach the necessary threshold, but they may only do so once. After
that, all Influence spent is negated.
Services

Lastly, Influence may be exchanged for goods and services at the rates specified below. Each item must
be paid for in full at the time of its purchase, which means that you cannot pay part of an item’s cost
now and the rest later. Players may spend Influence on behalf of other players for the purposes of things
listed here.
Item

Cost

Audience

Varies

Create Plot

Varies

Identification

¼-1

Investigation

Varies

Observation

Varies

Procurement

Varies

Rumor

Varies

Services

Varies

Effect
You may spend Influence to gain an audience with certain NPCs. Costs vary by
the importance of the NPC. Some NPCs will never grant audiences.
With a Marshal’s approval, a player may spend Influence to “hire” the
Adventurer’s Guild to pursue a specific matter. This requires a significant
investment and approval at least 1 month prior to the Event where it will take
place.
A permanent magic item or other rare piece of equipment is identified,
allowing you to know what it does and the XP cost (if any) to bind it.
You may spend any amount of Influence towards uncovering information
about a single topic, such as a historical matter, a specific person, or the
source of a rumor. Results vary based on the difficulty of acquiring that
knowledge normally.
You may spend any amount of Influence to represent hiring people to watch a
specific person or place. More Influence will result in more motivated
watchers, which is useful if your target has reasons or means to evade
detection.
Unusual items, especially crafting components, may become available for sale
with Influence. Influence costs vary by item, and the purchase price in lunari
must still be met.
You may spend any amount of Influence to create rumors. Additional
Influence makes it more difficult to trace the rumor back to you and causes
the rumor to spread more widely.
You may spend Influence to have an NPC use powers or Rituals on your
behalf. This cost varies by the power or Ritual.
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Kismet & The Night Market
Kismet is an in-game currency that is awarded to players who go above and beyond the normal
expectations by donating to the game, performing OOC services for players such as cooking food or
cleaning, who bring large amounts of costuming and set decoration, or who bring new players to the
game. 10 Kismet may be exchanged for 1 XP.
Kismet belongs to a player, not to a character, so they may spend their Kismet on any of their current
characters. Spending Kismet on behalf of other players is not normally allowed, and encouraging other
players to earn Kismet so that they can use it on your behalf is against the spirit of the mechanic.
Kismet may also be used to instantly “bind” magic items that require XP to be used. You must have
sufficient Kismet to pay the XP cost using the normal 10-to-1 conversion.

The Night Market
In addition to spending Kismet to purchase XP, players may also wish to purchase certain unique items,
benefits, or services from the Night Market. In-game, the streets carry rumors of a mysterious collection
of stalls that appears in side streets no one remembers being there yesterday. Often, they are gone just
as quickly. Curious seekers go in, and most come out - some laden with strange oddities they do not
wish to speak of, and all with a somewhat dazed look in their eyes.
Staffed by pureblooded Fey and other strange creatures, the Night Market does not always appear in
the evening... sometimes, the shade created by overhanging buildings and tangled alleyways is enough.
It never appears in the same place twice, nor has there been any method of predicting where it can be
found. Those willing to speak of their experiences therein say the merchants refuse lunari, gems, or
solari - they prefer to deal in Kismet, the coin of fate itself.
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Purchasable Goods
While the Night Market will always sell unique items when found during an Event, there are a number
of commonly desired items that players may always purchase between Events at a fixed price. These
items may also be for sale at the Night Market during Events, but if so, the prices will be lower.

Item

Price in Kismet

A bag of Holding (+3 ENC)
An Influence with a non-secret Organization*
Monster power-up (NPC only players)
An additional slot for an Experimental pattern (limit 3)
A unique power (may still require XP to purchase)
A Respec (change everything but race and class)
A Reset (change everything)
* - Requires Marshal approval.

30
40 *
50
60
90 *
100
150

Respecs and Resets From the Night Market
If you buy a Respec from the Night Market, you can completely re-spend your XP, but you must stay the
same race / class / character. If you buy a Reset from the Night Market, you may completely change
everything on your sheet, down to being a different character. Either way you will usually keep any item
cards currently held by your PC. If you (or the Marshals) feel that some of these items are highly
inappropriate for your new character, some exchange will be worked out.
Losing older characters causes a risk of also losing "game memory" - i.e. no longer having characters
around who remember that certain things happened and that can explain plot to newer characters or
otherwise tie things together. To resolve this, we allow people who take Respecs and Resets to keep the
memories of the old character. The Night Market is full of beings who trade in non-tangible goods, and
who knows what they do with the things they buy?
If your character takes a Respec, they walked into the Night Market and traded some of their fate
(kismet) for new training and skills. These skills were most likely sold to the Night Market by someone
else, so it's not that your character has suddenly learned to swing a sword with great precision - they
remember someone else learning it, but the memories are slowly integrating into their own. Don't just
treat a Respec as a mechanical change - play up the RP of having traded your skills away for new ones!
Resets are even more so! If you take a Reset and change your character entirely (as opposed to changing
their class or race but keeping the character) then your old character is one of the people who
wandered into the Night Market... and never came out. Who knows what happened? But one thing is
certain - somewhere in there, they sold their memories, and your new character, for whatever reason,
bought them. Your new character remembers the events witnessed by your old character through
someone else's eyes, and might not agree with your old character's perspective! "Ah, I remember seeing
these people before. X took pity upon them, but I see them for the liars they are!"
Once more, make this an RP opportunity, and play it up. How does it affect the people who knew your
old character that you have these memories of them?
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Weapons, Shields, and Items
The damage type on a weapon does not force you to only use the weapon in a manner that would inflict
that type of damage in real life. For example, you can slash with a Thin Blade, but it still does Piercing
damage. See the section on Powers for more information on the Properties column. You do not gain
additional uses of these powers for using multiples of the weapon. 2-handed weapons must be used
with 2 hands. All non-Sure weapon Properties are (meta) effects.
Name

Description

Claws

By Race / Power.

Thrown

Throwing hammers
(B), knives &
throwing axes (S),
darts & javelins (P).

Dagger
Short
Blade
Long
Blade
Thin
Blade
2-handed
Sword
Axe
2-handed
Axe
Bow
Pistol
Crossbow
2-handed
Crossbow
Spear
Polearm
Mace
2-handed
Mace
Staff

A short knife for
stabbing.
A short sword for
slicing.
A longer sword for
slicing.
A longer sword for
stabbing.
A 2-handed sword
for slicing.
A 1-handed axe for
chopping.
A 2-handed axe for
chopping.
Any non-winched
projectile weapon.
Any 1-handed
crossbow.
Any 2-handed
crossbow.
Any 2-handed
weapon for piercing.
Any 2-handed
weapon for slashing.
A 1-handed weapon
for crushing.
A 2-handed weapon
for crushing.
A 2-handed crushing
weapon.

Size
≤ 24” past
any grip

Base Damage
Varies

S

Immune to Disarm.

≤ 12”
or ≤ 4’
(javelins)

1 Bashing (B) or
Slashing (S) or
Piercing (P)

D

Ranged: Substitute Stun 5
seconds
+2 base damage (javelins only)

≤ 20”

4 Piercing

21-34”

1 Slashing

S
S
S

35-48”

1 Slashing

D

Gain 5 Temporary HP.

35-50”

1 Piercing

D

Swing: Substitute Taunt 20
seconds

51-68”

2 Slashing

D

Swing: Substitute Disarm

≤ 42”

1 Slashing

E

43-68”

2 Slashing

D

5 Piercing

D

Swing: Substitute Disarm
Bypass
Swing: Substitute Disarm
Bypass
Ranged: Substitute Slow 30
seconds

4 Piercing

D

Ranged: Add 3 for one shot

5 Piercing

D

2 Piercing

E

Ranged: Substitute Frozen Foot
20 seconds
Swing: Substitute Slow 60
seconds

2 Slashing

D

Swing: Substitute Knockback

≤ 42”

1 Bashing

E

Swing: Substitute Sleep 20

43-68”

2 Bashing

D

Swing: Substitute Sleep 20

4-6.5’

1 Bashing

D

Swing: Substitute Stun 5
seconds

25# or
500 “#s
25# or
500 “#s
25# or
500 “#s
4-6.5’,
17”- head
4-7’, 18”+
blade
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Properties

Add 1 Melee while wielding
+1 base damage when fighting
with 2 Short blades

Weapon Use
You do not need to purchase any powers to use weapons. All characters can use all weapons. You do,
however, have to purchase the Universal power Two-Weapon Fighting to use two weapons at once. You
must also purchase a power to use a buckler or shield.

Bucklers and Shields
Bucklers are small round shields no more than 18” in diameter or 38” in circumference. Kite shields are
any larger shield that covers [from a player’s shoulder to their mid-thigh] vertically and [the width of
their shoulders] horizontally. Tower shields are any shield larger than a kite shield. Kite vs. tower is
relative to individual players. Bucklers and shields require a hand to wield, and may not be simply
strapped to an arm. Certain powers may increase the maximum size of bucklers.

Melee Weapon Specifications
The quality and composition of commercially available latex and padded weapons varies greatly. In
general, to be approved for use in the game by a Marshal, a weapon must be soft enough on striking
and thrusting surfaces to enable a reasonable person to fight with it according to the standards outlined
in the section on Safety. Weapon cores should be light but rigid. PVC should be used with caution – it’s
often too heavy. Similarly, bamboo may break or splinter under heavy use, which can be unsafe. These
days, the most popular cores are graphite, like some golf clubs or kite rods. Graphite is light and very
rigid. You don't want the core to be whippy (bend significantly while striking). Most latex weapons have
graphite or fiberglass cores, and these can be ordered online if you wish to make your own weapons.
Among other things, the core should not be at any risk of emerging from the weapon, especially in
thrusting tips. Neither should the weapon have any surface which is overly hard or sharp in any manner,
even if that surface is not intended for striking. A minimum of 1" of padding on striking surfaces
(anything coming into contact with a player when you use the weapon) and 2" of padding on thrusting
surfaces (anything where the line of motion points into the attack, like the tip of a sword or polearm
being used to thrust) is required. Those are the minimums, but more can be better. Most players pad
every surface (even pommels, etc.) just to be extra safe.
Foam used in weapons should be soft enough to dissipate the force of a reasonable blow. Padding on
striking and thrusting surfaces should be soft and give significantly when pressed on. Weapons designed
for thrusting should have a thrusting tip larger than a human eye socket. Thrusting surfaces on homemade weapons should involve open-cell foam (cushion foam) over closed-cell foam (pipe insulation or
camp pad) so that there is enough give. We recommend washers or another solid object covering the
ends of all cores so that they don't come through the foam in case of an accident. Foam used on a
weapon should be solidly attached to the weapon’s core.
If you're building with duct tape (a common outer layer for homemade weapons), make sure you don't
tape the foam down to the point where it can't flex. You want to tape enough that it stays together (and
on the core) but not much more. Don't spiral wrap tape - it's weak under stress. If we can feel the core
through a striking or thrusting surface, that will fail the weapon. In general, we test by poking, prodding,
and hitting someone with the weapon under controlled circumstances. Remember that even if your
weapons don't pass, we'll have weapons provided for NPCs, most of which will be latex weapons made
for this type of game. Weapons must be approved once a Season by a Marshal.
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Missile Weapon Specifications
Bows and crossbows may have either a 25# or less draw weight or be measured at 500 inch-pounds or
less (at 20” from string neutral for bows, at nock point from string neutral for crossbows). Archers found
to have exceptionally long draws may be subject to different measurements. No compound bows or
compound crossbows.
Arrows and bolts must be solidly constructed and may not have wooden shafts. Missile heads must be
solidly padded (3 inches of open-cell foam or equivalent) and larger than a human eye socket. The core
should not protrude or be palpable from under the padding, nor should the head show signs of bending
off of the shaft.
Arrows and bolts must be approved twice a Season by a Marshal.

Packet Specifications
Anything used for packet attacks must be soft, capable of being used by a reasonable person in a safe
manner according to the standards outlined in the section on Safety, and larger than a human eye
socket. Preferred packets are generally round or square cloth bags filled with a material such as bird
seed. It is recommended that players use brightly colored cloth to aid in finding thrown packets, and
that players avoid allowing packets to come into contact with water. Packets may not use propulsion
sources other than a lobbing motion from the human hand. Players should take care not to get cloth
packets wet if possible, and to inspect them for mold if they do. Unusual packets are allowed by Marshal
approval only. Packets must be approved once a Season by a Marshal.

Weapon Banding
If a phys-rep for a weapon is longer than the maximum weapon length, it is acceptable for a player
wishing to use it to place tape, a rubber band, or another suitable marker at the place where the
maximum length should be. The weapon may not be held below this marker.

Encumbrance (ENC)
In addition to other game information, every item card that represents a physical object has an
encumbrance (ENC) listed. For example, a sword might say “ENC 2” on it. Encumbrance represents
several things, such as physical weight and unusual size or shape. When an item has a high
encumbrance, it is because it is heavy, large or awkwardly shaped. All characters, at base, can have
items totaling to at most 10 ENC on them at once and still move freely. A further 5 ENC worth of items
may be carried, but the character becomes Slow, and this effect is not removable until they drop down
to 10 ENC. At more than 15 ENC, a character is affected by Frozen Foot, which is not removable until
they drop to 15 or fewer ENC. Certain powers grant a character the ability to carry more than the
normal limits.
Items for which the player is carrying a phys-rep have ENC 0 as long as the phys-rep is carried, meaning
that a player wearing armor they have cards for and carrying as many physical weapons as they have
cards need never worry about exceeding their ENC limit. Items with less than 1 ENC will be listed in units
of 1/10 of an ENC.
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Physical Representations of Items (Phys-Reps)
The following are general rules for the use of physical representations in Kishar:
1. All weapons, shields, and armor used in Kishar must have corresponding physical representations
(phys-reps). That is to say, if you character currently has four item cards for swords, but you only
carry two boffer swords on you at a time, you may only make use of two of those item cards in a
given combat. The two item cards you select for use are active, and the other two are inactive.
2. Active cards represent items your character currently has on them, whereas Inactive cards are
things stowed in such a manner that they are not rapidly accessible in the heat of battle.
3. You may switch which cards are active at the beginning of each Encounter. Once combat has
started, however, you may not switch active cards.
4. If you find a new item card that you do not have a spare phys-rep for, you may choose to make one
of your current cards inactive to make the new item active (outside of combat only).
5. If you cannot hide the phys-rep, you cannot hide the item card, either.
6. Phys-reps may be shared, but never at the same time. For example, two players might share a piece
of armor, but only one can receive a benefit for it at any given time, and only one can receive a
costume bonus for it for that Day. Only one player may wield a given weapon at once.

Unique Items
Some weapons, armor, or other items are truly one-of-a-kind. These items are marked as Unique.
Where this label may not fit on a card, the letter U inside a circle may appear instead. Unique items
follow certain rules. First of all, no character may possess, use, or benefit from more than 3 Unique
items during a single Event. A character currently holding 3 Unique items may not even pick up a fourth
– the magic of the items they are carrying repels the other object. A Unique item that is dormant (i.e.
unidentified or deactivated) may be picked up without invoking this rule. Unique items will have special
names.
Unique items are very hard to destroy. While they possess Durability ratings, they are not instantly
destroyed if they are exposed to enough Decay to exceed their Durability. Instead, they become
dormant. Reactivating a dormant Unique item requires that characters from at least 3 of the 5 Paths
perform a special ritual (considered to be known by all characters) lasting 2 minutes, at the end of which
the character who owns the Unique item (who must be a participant) must expend an Essence of Magic
and forfeit 1 XP or 10 kismet. If the character has neither available they may go into XP debt. This ritual
does not count against the characters’ normal limits on performing rituals. Dormant items that receive
Decay before being repaired risk being destroyed.
Unique items that have an appropriate type of Maintenance Kit may have their Durability refreshed by
these kits. Unique items that do not have a designated Maintenance Kit use Essence of Magic as their
equivalent. Unique items may never be copied by any player power or Craft. As an example, if a player
with Transmutation created a Unique item, they would be unable to record a recipe for it, even if they
normally could.
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Gear Pieces
Some items are marked as Gear pieces. A Gear piece must be phys-repped (to a standard acceptable to
a Marshal) to provide its benefit. This is to encourage players to expand their costuming as their
characters acquire special items.
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Armor
Armor is protective gear worn by characters to make themselves more resistant to damage. Common
examples include leather, chain mail, scale mail, ring mail, and plate mail. While modern materials can
be used for armor, the overall appearance of the armor and the burden it imposes on the wearer will be
taken into consideration when assigning a set of armor to one of these categories.
No item cards are needed for armor, and all characters may wear it.
Helms must leave the face exposed so that speech may be understood, and ideally the ears exposed as
well so that the player can hear calls made around them.
Players may request that an Armor Marshal evaluate their armor at the start of any Day. Until evaluated,
armor provides no benefits other than costuming. If armor is removed, the benefits are removed as
well. If any single piece of armor is removed, assume the Armor that remains qualifies as one Tier lower,
unless the piece was a torso covering, in which case you should ask a Marshal.
The examples below assume armor is made out of reasonable materials. Plastic plate, while rigid, is
extremely light, meaning it will generally be rated less highly than metal plate. These examples should
be considered representative, rather than exhaustive, and are intended to provide guidelines so that
players can be reasonably sure what a given set of armor will provide, in terms of benefits.
Marshals may adjust the examples presented below or the benefits granted for variations in individual
circumstances.
For powers that automatically raise the benefits of armor, no armor at all is considered to be Tier 0.
Tier
Benefit

S
D

Examples

1

2

3

4

5

+3 Max HP

+5 Max HP

+8 Max HP

+10 Max HP

+15 Max HP

-

Gain 1 Armor
Resist.

Gain 1 Armor
Resist.

Gain 3 Armor
Resists.

Bracers and
greaves

A backless
metal
breastplate

A plate chest
piece, front
and back

Gain 2 Armor
Resists.
A plate torso,
front and back,
and full arm or
leg coverage

A mesh
chain shirt

A mail hauberk

A mail
hauberk and
coif

Full chest &
limbs mail, plus
coif

Tier 4 +
significant
additional armor
underneath

A leather
breastplate

A leather
breastplate,
bracers and
greaves

Full chest &
limbs flexible
leather

Full chest &
limbs rigid
leather, plus
skullcap

Tier 4 + a
significant helm
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Full body metal
plate (no helm or
sabatons)

Hit Points (HP) and Damage
All characters have a measure of how much damage they can sustain before falling unconscious. This is
measured discretely in hit points (HP). You character’s HP represent how much damage they can sustain
under normal conditions.

Increasing Max HP
Any power that increases your Max HP also increases your current HP at the time it is used. This is
considered a Heal effect. The exception is Sure powers that grant an always-on increase to Max HP. The
same power cannot increase your Max HP more than once in an Encounter. Similarly, only the first use
of the same power functions as a Heal each Encounter.

Temporary HP
Some powers grant Temporary HP. Temporary HP are not healing – they represent an additional buffer
of HP that are used first. Any damage taken is always applied to your Temporary HP (if any) before it is
applied to your normal HP. Temporary HP last 1 Encounter – if you have any remaining at the end of the
Encounter, they go away. Temporary HP can take you over your max HP. If you are below 0 HP, gaining
Temporary HP does not cause you to regain consciousness.

Unconscious / Bleeding / Dead
A character falls unconscious when they are at 0 or fewer HP, and begins “bleeding out” – that is to say,
they take additional damage as their wounds weaken them. While at 0 or fewer HP, you take an
additional point of Bypass damage every 10 seconds. This count stops if another character uses any
power on your character that restores HP, stabilizes your character, or stops bleeding. If that character
fails to complete the use of their power, your count begins again. Failing to keep proper track of
bleeding is considered cheating. When you reach -12 HP from injuries or bleeding (2 minutes of bleed
from 0 HP), your character is dead. If you are dead and receive healing, it is ineffectual. Say “No Effect”.
If you are bleeding and receive healing, you are first rendered stable (0 HP), then healed. This means
that even if you are at -10 HP, and are healed for 1 HP, you would then be at 1 HP, not -9 HP.

No Instant Death
Most of the time, NPCs portraying monsters are not trying to kill the PCs, only disable them. Similarly,
PCs may wish to try to capture an NPC alive, or merely knock opponents out as opposed to murdering
them. To prevent characters from being killed instantly by accident, any damage call that reduces you
from above 0 HP to below 0 HP reduces you to 0 HP instead. You then begin your bleed count, as noted
above. NPCs at 0 may or may not begin to bleed out, as is appropriate to the story.
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Normal Damage Example
If you currently have them, Temporary HP protect you against damage. Any damage received is
removed from these bonus HP until no more remain, after which any further damage is removed from
your normal HP. If a character has 10 Max HP and 5 Temporary HP from a power, they fall unconscious
when they receive 15 or more points of damage. If struck by a power that inflicts 4 damage 4 times, the
following would happen:
Weapon Strike
0
1
2
3
4

HP
10 + 5 (Temporary HP)
10 + 1 (Temporary HP)
7
3
0 (No Instant Death Rule)

Status
Max HP
Max HP
Wounded
Badly wounded
Unconscious, bleeding

Damage Types
If you attack someone, you must call out your character’s damage with the weapon or power you are
using. For instance, a character using a long sword (base damage 1 Slashing) calls their damage as “1
Slashing”. If the long sword is magical and Adds 1 Converts Fire, they would announce their damage as
“2 Fire”. This is done because some targets are Vulnerable to specific types, and others Minimize them
instead.

Omitting Damage Types
You may choose to omit some of your damage types, although all bonuses associated with that type
must also be omitted if you do so. If you are using a power that allows you to Add 2 Convert Fire , and
you found that you were attacking an opponent who Minimizes Fire, you may remove the “Fire” portion
of your damage call, (representing turning the power off), but you must also omit the +2 damage.

Bypass
Bypass damage ignores ALL forms of protection, whether granted by powers or not, unless a power or
item specifically says it protects against Bypass damage. Most often, this means that Bypass damage
cannot be prevented, negated, Dodged, Phased, Minimized, Resisted, Reflected, or Absorbed. Bypass
damage also ignores shields and cannot be parried by weapons – if you are hit on a shield or weapon by
Bypass damage, you take the damage as if you had not blocked the attack. Temporary HP protect you
from Bypass damage normally. If Bypass is added to the end of a status effect, that status effect cannot
be prevented, negated, Dodged, Phased, Resisted, Reflected, Reduced, or Absorbed. You may not call
Immune to such an effect, either.

Eternal
Eternal damage is treated as Bypass damage. Any character reduced to 0 by Eternal damage
immediately begins a Bleed Count of 10 seconds. If they are not healed or stabilized in that time, they
are dead. Furthermore, the cost of invoking Fair Escape is raised from 1 Influence to the character’s level
in Influence, and this cost may not be reduced.
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Damage Types Summary
The following table is a comprehensive list of all the damage types in Kishar, and any special notes about
them, if applicable. Normal weapons are those that inflict Piercing, Bashing, or Slashing damage. These
three types are collectively referred to as “Normal damage”.
Name
Slashing
Bashing
Piercing
Fire
Water
Earth
Air
Acid
Spirit
Bypass

Represents
Physical cutting
Physical crushing
Physical stabbing
Burning
Magical stabbing
Magical crushing
Magical cutting
Melting, corrosion
Damage to the soul
Incredible force or precision

Eternal

Godly powers

Special Notes
Normal damage
Normal damage
Normal damage
Elemental attack
Elemental attack
Elemental attack
Elemental attack
Ignores all defenses
Ignores all defenses, highly likely to result
in character death
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Frequency
Common
Common
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Uncommon
Uncommon
Slightly Rare
Slightly Rare
Very Rare
Extremely
Rare

Combat And Safety
In Kishar, we fight simulated combat using padded weapons and packets. The most important rule is
safety. If you are not able to control yourself in a combat situation, you should remove yourself from the
fight. If necessary, a Marshal may remove you. Remember that dangerous or unwanted physical contact
is never allowed. It is recommended that a player wear an athletic supporter and/or kneepads.

Safe boffer combat means that you are always in control of yourself, your weapons, and all pieces of
your costume, such as wings, tails, or cloaks. Obey all of the above rules and pay attention to your
environment and your opponent. Remember – unsafe combat leads to injury, and that’s not fun for
anyone! If you’re hurting people, you’re doing something wrong.
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Adverse Conditions Rule
Certain environmental conditions, such as heavy rain or snow, or extremely wet ground present
challenges to players employing ranged combat. Packets and other ranged ammunition may easily
become lost, may have reduced range, or may become damaged by water or mud. In such an
environment, a Marshal may declare Adverse Conditions, at which point the following rules apply:


Blast powers may be delivered as Bursts instead.



Any Packet power may be delivered as a Melee Point and Click by completing a 5 second Casting
Count in addition to the normal Cast Time (if any) for the power.



Thrown weapon damage may be delivered as a Melee Point and Click with a 5 second Cast Time.
The player must mime throwing the weapon, then sheath it.



Any Projectile power may be delivered as a Point and Click by completing a 10 second Casting Count
in addition to the normal Cast Time (if any) for the power or a Melee Point and Click by completing a
5 second Casting Count in addition to the normal Cast Time (if any) for the power. The player must
mime drawing and firing the arrow or bolt, then replace it in their quiver.

Full darkness is always considered to be an Adverse Condition, so all combat at night uses these rules.

Bottle to Blade Rule
As noted in the section on Bad Stuff, Intoxicants of any kind are prohibited at any Kishar Event with
combat. You may not participate in Kishar combat if you have consumed intoxicants in the last 6 hours.
Violators of the bottle-to-blade rule or anyone caught with intoxicants on the Kishar field can be
suspended for up one year for a first offense. Second offenses could involve expulsion. If for any reason
an Event allows alcohol, this will be stated explicitly.

Breather Rule
Any player who feels that further participation in combat would cause them actual harm in real life may
ask a Marshal to approve a Breather for them. If a Marshal approves this, they will record the player's
current game state and take their player packet. At that point, the player is considered to be OOC. A
player taking a Breather may choose to remain with the group or may choose to find shade and rest,
return to a building (to cool down, to get additional liquid, or remove some of their costuming or
armor), or go to any other location of their choice. While they are taking a Breather, their character is
considered to be safe IC-ly but unconscious. When they return, their character 'wakes up'. Anything they
observe while on a Breather is considered to be OOC knowledge. A player may not invoke this Rule
purely for the purposes of avoiding IC harm.

Brother’s Keeper Rule
Live combat is always chaotic, and it can be surprisingly difficult to focus on your surroundings. Because
of this, Kishar uses a rule known as Brother’s Keeper. When you are fighting an opponent, you have a
much better picture of what’s behind them than they do. You might also have a better idea of obstacles
to their sides. You are therefore responsible for keeping that opponent from stepping into something
hazardous, or tripping over a fallen log or other obstacle. If you see someone about to move into an
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unsafe situation, call a Hold. Inform them of the danger. If needed, you might both take steps away from
the direction of the obstacle. If the person you are fighting falls over something behind them, you are
considered responsible, so please be aware!

Charging
Charging is the practice of running into other players as a combat tactic. It is frequently used to break
lines or shield walls. Charging is not allowed in Kishar. You may run up to another player, but only if you
can stop in a controlled manner at Melee range. If you run into another player, or if they have to move
to prevent you from running into them, you were charging.

Color-Coded Headbands
To avoid the need to stop combat to ask certain questions, Kishar uses a number of different types of
color-coded headbands. If you see a player wearing one of these headbands, you automatically know
certain things about the character they are portraying, without having to ask. For obvious reasons, you
should not wear one of these headbands if the information it conveys would be incorrect.
Color

Type

White

Racial

Orange

OOC

Dark Blue

Familiar

Red

Summoned

Green

PC

Meaning
The player should be treated as if they were wearing makeup from the
race written on the band.
The player is out of character and should be ignored.
Whether or not this has occurred “on screen” at a previous game, you
have seen this character before in some casual setting. This does not
mean this character can be safely ignored. This will commonly be used to
represent NPCs that the PCs would have seen before, such as other
adventurers or a merchant who always sells fruit at the market.
This player is representing a summoned creature.
This player is temporarily portraying a character that is normally their PC.
Appropriate times to do so (called “green band-ing”) include during RP
scenes and meals that happen indoors if you would otherwise be an NPC
and in the field if requested by a Marshal.
Green banded PCs have access to all powers normally on their sheet, but
none of the items in their packet.

Combat Around Hazards or Tobacco
There is no combat within 10 feet of OOC hazards at Kishar. These include: open fires and torches, cliff
sides, sharp or exposed metal objects, and food preparation areas. If a combat ensues within this radius,
a Hold must be called to move the fight to a safe distance. Cigarettes and lit pipes can also be dangerous
in a combat situation. No one who has a lit cigarette or pipe is allowed to initiate or participate in
combat. If someone wishes to attack them, a Hold is called, all tobacco is extinguished, and the game
proceeds. For fire safety and due to site policy, there is no smoking indoors.
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Defenseless Targets & Noncombatants
If a character cannot fight back, because they are asleep, unconscious, disarmed, etc. then you may not
strike their player. Instead, place the tip of your weapon lightly against their chest (asleep or
unconscious) or stand within melee range of them (disarmed) and call your damage at 1 second
intervals. Striking a defenseless player is bad sportsmanship and may result in penalties.
For various reasons, a player may elect to be a non-combatant. They may not engage in Melee combat,
but may use ranged weapons or powers. Non-combatants must wear prominent white bands on their
arms. They are treated as if they were always disarmed, and may not be struck. Players using missile
weapons should attempt to target other characters first. If this is not possible, they may use the Drop
Rule against non-combatants at any reasonable range. Non-combatants may be struck by packets and
targeted by Burst, Blast, and Point and Click powers as normal.

Drop Rule
Projectile weapons have a minimum firing range, currently defined as 10 feet. Inside of this range, they
cannot be fired. In order to discourage unsafe shots, all combatants receive one use per Encounter of
this special attack: With a drawn and aimed arrow or bolt, you may drop the arrow or bolt on the
ground instead of shooting to call your damage. Your target must be within your minimum firing range
and not wielding a shield or buckler while facing you. This counts as a (meta) power. This rule is
intended to allow missile combatants to defend themselves from charging, and players should never
deliberately advance in order to invoke it. At a Marshal’s discretion, very conscientious players may be
given additional uses of this rule per Encounter. Some characters may purchase a similar power from the
Archery power tree.

Dying As a PC
If your character bleeds out and is not resurrected or covered by Fair Escape, they’re dead. Please see
the section on Retiring Characters. When you die, your items will remain with your body. Give your
player packet to a Marshal. Some powers allow dead characters to be resurrected. If you have used
Exhausting powers and are killed, then resurrected, you come back with those powers still used. If you
are somehow resurrected in the middle of an ongoing combat, used Difficult powers are also still used.
Any beneficial effects active on you when you died are no longer active.

Encounters
An Encounter is defined as the time between the last time there was combat, and the end of the next
combat. If no “next combat” occurs before 30 minutes pass, this also resets the Encounter timer.

Hazardous Maneuvers
As it is not possible to exhaustively cover all possible actions players might take during combat, the
Marshals reserve the right to deem any maneuver they witness Hazardous. Hazardous maneuvers are
those things that place either combatant at an increased risk of being struck in areas like the head, are
generally unsafe, or that represent “dirty fighting” outside of what is intended by the scope of the rules.
Once a Marshal informs you that something is Hazardous, you should immediately stop doing it. You
may request a clarification between Encounters.
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Holds and Time Freezes
Occasionally, there is a reason that all game play must be stopped. To facilitate this, a “Hold” may be
called. When you hear someone call “Hold”, immediately cease all action. While it is preferred that you
go down on one knee, it is permissible not to do so if your physical health does not allow you to or if the
terrain is unfriendly to kneeling (sharp rocks or mud). Unless you are asked by a Marshal to perform
some action, or asked to get a Marshal, you should remain in the same place. Look down, and avoid
talking. Looking around in order to gain a tactical advantage is considered cheating. You may not draw,
sheathe, load or unload any weapon or item during a hold unless safety requires it. If for any reason you
have to move while in a hold, place your weapon or some other identifier in your current spot, so that
you may correctly resume your position when the Hold ends. Holds should only be called for safety
reasons, when allowed and absolutely necessary for powers, or in case of an injury. Players should take
care to avoid yelling the word “Hold” for IC reasons. “Halt” or “Stop” are recommended instead.
A Marshal will end the hold by calling 3 commands in sequence: “Positions!”, to tell players to resume
their places, “Ready!”, to indicate that everyone should be prepared, and “Game On!”. At this point,
play resumes.
Certain events happen instantaneously. To represent this, a Marshal may occasionally call a Time Freeze.
If this happens while you are a PC, freeze in position immediately, close your eyes and hum, or sing
loudly enough that you are not aware of noises around you. You may not draw, sheathe, load or unload
any weapon or item during a Time Freeze unless safety requires it.
The Marshal will end a Time Freeze by calling 3 commands in sequence: “Positions!”, to tell NPCs to
assume their final places, “Ready!”, to indicate that everyone should be prepared, and “Time In!”. When
Time In is called you may open your eyes and resume play.

Legal Strikes
Weapons must describe a 45 degree angle to make legal strikes, and packets must travel at least 1 foot
to be legal. At distances smaller than 5 feet, packet throws must be underhand. Good strikes are
generally between 90 degrees and 45 degrees, target a safe part of the body, and slow down at the last
moment to reduce impact force. Bows and crossbows may not be fired at targets closer than 10 feet.
Within 15 feet, bows should be fired at half-draw, and crossbows should be fired at the legs.

Illegal Maneuvers
Boffer LARPs differ widely in what is and is not allowed in combat. Things that are allowed in some other
LARPs that are not allowed in Kishar include:








Shield Bashing (striking other players with a shield, even a padded shield)
Weapon trapping (pinning a player’s weapon to the ground, their body, or between your weapons)
Scissoring (pinning or striking another player’s weapon with both of yours in a scissor shape)
Grappling (physically attempting to restrain or pin another player)
Shield kicking (physically kicking a player’s shield to knock them down or back)
Charging (see above)
Striking defenseless players (see above)
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Illegal Targets
Melee strikes to the head, groin, or a hand while on a weapon do not count, and should be avoided.
Likewise, ranged (arrows, thrown weapons, or packets) strikes to the head or groin should be avoided.
Illegal strikes never have any harmful effect on their target – if you are hit in the head by a weapon, for
example, you do not take damage. A person being struck in the head or groin has the option to call
“Reflect” on the strike. If you repeatedly strike illegal targets you will be removed from combat.

Killing or Sparing NPCs
Generally speaking, NPCs who are reduced to 0 or negative HP and left that way, without sustaining
further damage, are assumed to be left to the mercy of the streets, rather than killed outright. If a player
wishes to be sure they have killed an adversary, as opposed to merely knocking them out, they may use
the rules for striking Defenseless targets to inflict additional damage. 12 points of damage is sufficient to
take a target at 0HP or below to dead. This system is intended to give players the option not to kill NPCs,
as opposed to assuming that the average PC routinely murders people.

Lifting Bodies
Sometimes, it is important to carry unconscious people to safer ground or to otherwise retrieve a body.
You have the option to actually carry a body, but only if you can do so in a safe manner and the person
consents to being lifted and carried by you. Make sure you have OOC verbal consent! Otherwise,
carrying a body is represented by placing your hand on the person’s shoulder and calling “Carry”. Unless
you are using a Feat of Strength, you will need the assistance of another person to carry a body.
While carrying a body you may not use 2-handed weapons or multiple 1-handed weapons. You may
drop the body in order to do so, however. Picking the body back up will again require you to have
another person’s help unless you use a Feat of Strength. You may only carry 1 body at a time.

Lightest Touch
Combat in Kishar is lightest touch. This means that when you throw a packet or swing a weapon in
combat, your goal is for the packet or weapon to make contact with your target in the lightest possible
manner and not to hurt or cause harm! Players vary greatly, so do your best to hit as softly as possible. If
your opponent feels you are striking too hard, they will ask you to “pull your blows”. If your opponent
says your strikes are too hard, they are – do not argue or attempt to ridicule them for not wishing to be
hurt. Players may opt to strike harder if both players have previously agreed to do so, but this best
reserved for one-on-one combats, such as duels.

Loot & Stealing
A Marshal will divide all rewards found over the course of a Day into roughly equal piles by value, based
on how many player characters are present. Players will then receive a random pile, at which point
those items (or coin) belong to them. Players who are unhappy with the random selection they receive
may exchange it for the selection received by another player, but this must be an all-or-nothing trade.
There will usually be one drawing for ‘special items’ per Event. This drawing will include items that are
unique, particularly valuable, or particularly rare. Players may exchange these on an all-or-nothing basis
as well. Additionally, each ‘special item’ will have a monetary value. A player may offer their ‘special
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item’ share for sale for any amount up to this value. Items must be offered equally to all players present.
If multiple parties are interested, a buyer will be selected at random. If no buyers are interested, the
‘special item’ share may be sold to the Adventurer’s Guild for the given price. Finally, a player may gift
their ‘special item’ share to any other player for free. Players who attend either Day of an Event may
participate in the ‘special item’ drawing.
Players may not steal anything from other players without the approval of the Thievery Marshal, even if
they have powers that allow them to steal from NPCs.

Machine Gunning & Drumming
Melee strikes must make at least a 45 degree angle to be legal. This angle is measured between the
weapon when it’s pulled back and the weapon when it strikes. Quick, small strikes of less than 45 degree
angles are referred to as “machine gunning” or “drumming” and are not legal. For damage calls with
weapons, each swing must be legal and you must fully and clearly pronounce the entire damage call of
the attack, including the full names of all damage types associated with your call, without using
abbreviations. Opponents are not obliged to take damage if they cannot understand the call. Note that
these requirements still apply to combatants wielding two weapons, or a double weapon. In general,
players should never make more than one damage call per second.

Out Areas and Retreating
The Marshal may designate one or more "Out" areas for each Encounter. If you retreat to these areas,
you have the option of going Out of Character. If you do so, it represents fleeing. You will not be able to
re-enter the Encounter until a Marshal judges that the Encounter has ended or all of your allies have
also retreated. To go Out of Character, stand in the “Out” area and take no actions while counting off 5
seconds out loud. During this time you may still be the target of weapons, powers, etc. After you’ve
counted off 5 seconds you may place your weapon or hand over your head to indicate being Out of
Character. At this point you may not be interacted with ICly. It is suggested that you sit down. If you
wish to re-enter the Encounter, you must inform a Marshal. Remember, “Out” areas are there to
represent the fact that sometimes even intelligent and well-armed PCs have to retreat. If you choose
not to use them, you do so at your own peril. Not every Encounter with an “Out” area will actually
require you to use it – the Marshals reserve the right to use “Out” areas at any time.

Phys-Rep Rule & Breakage
Except to move them out of harms’ way, no player may pick up another player’s phys-reps without prior
agreement. This does not apply to thrown weapons, spell packets, or ranged ammunition. If a weapon
breaks during combat, call a Hold and remove the weapon from game play until it is repaired. The
weapon is not considered broken ICly.

PVP & Intra-Player Conflict
Combat by players against other players (PvP) is strictly limited. By default, no player character may
target another player with a power without their consent. This means that players may refuse healing or
the removal of status effects by other players. A player who is compelled by an NPC’s power to attack
other players is a legal target for all powers while under such an effect.
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Players who feel that their character is in conflict with another character may request a limited
exception to this. If both players consent, their characters may indulge in PvP within defined limits set by
a Marshal, who reserves the right to revoke this permission. A good example of likely-to-be-approved
PvP is a formal duel. Unless otherwise specified, duels will be assumed to be to unconsciousness,
although both players may petition for other conditions. Fair Escape may still be used to avoid character
death if it ever results from PvP. Players who excessively provoke other PCs may result in staff granting
limited exceptions as well, but all players will be notified if this happens.
The PvP ban is conditionally lifted for the scene on any PC who commits murder by deliberately killing
(as opposed to dropping to 0 HP) any character who is a member of a race or species that can be
portrayed as a PC. The PvP ban is lifted only for PCs who directly witnessed the action. After that the
Marshals must be petitioned as normal. The intent of this exception is strictly to allow an immediate
response by characters who object to a murder they've personally witnessed - not to allow creative
players to 'engineer' a PC getting killed. Marshals may retcon (remove from the story’s continuity) any
PvP actions taken under this exception if the spirit of the rule was abused.
Player characters who wish to show IC displeasure with other player characters are encouraged to do so
by spending Influence. This results in bad things happening for the other player character, depending on
the amount of Influence spent and the RP behind the actions. This will never result in a player
character’s death. Marshals reserve the right to limit these actions. Players who are receiving such
actions may then spend Influence of their own to negate them.
Players who have a serious conflict with another player, as opposed to an IC conflict, should come to the
Marshals or the Mediator. Deliberately entering into conflict with a player’s character because you do
not like the player is considered bad sportsmanship and harassment. Please see the Gentleman’s Rule.

Ranged Courtesy Rule
Any player who spends at least a minute collecting ranged ammunition, thrown weapons, or spell
packets that do not belong to them and who brings these to their owners may increase their Maximum
HP by 2 for the next Encounter. This Rule also covers monsters.

Rhino Hiding, Garb, and Equipment
Hits in Kishar are never deemed too light. All hits which make contact should be taken. Refusing to take
damage from a legal attack is dubbed “Rhino Hiding” and will be dealt with by the Marshal. A Melee hit
is legal if it strikes any part of your character or their equipment (other than an actively-wielded shield).
A packet hit is legal if it strikes any part of your character or their equipment or weapons (packets go
through shields). Clothing is always counted as part of your equipment, which means that strikes which
hit only your clothing are legal strikes and should be taken. Players are advised to consider this when
selecting costuming.

Summoned Creatures &Self-Summons
Powers that use the keyword Animate target a dead or unconscious body. If you attempt to use these
powers on beings that are above 0 HP, they fail. You may only Animate a specific body once per
Encounter. The Cast Time for any power that Animates is in addition to the amount of time it takes you
to explain the mechanics and stats to the targeted player. Animating requires you to give the target a
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red headband to wear, which indicates that they are a summoned creature. Approved headbands will be
provided to players with these powers. Animated creatures last until the end of the current Encounter.
Once per Encounter, a player may choose to use a single power with the Animate keyword on
themselves. This is called self-summoning. You do not have to make the Animate call out loud, but you
do need to put on a red headband. While in this form, you may not use your character’s normal powers.
If you are reduced to 0 HP, the power ends. You may choose to end the power at any time voluntarily.

Three-on-One Rule
In any combat situation, there is a Three-on-One Rule. This means that no more than three people may
attack any one person at a time (in melee or ranged combat). Anyone actively using powers against a
target counts as a combatant, whether they are doing so by means of weapon strikes or not. If your
target is fully engaged and cannot hear or process your damage, find another target.
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Modifiers to Play
Three types of special circumstances require modifiers – monsters that are unusual in some manner,
encounters that are unusual in some manner, and threads that are unusual in some manner. These
modifiers are discussed below.

Encounter Modifiers

Ambush

An ambush occurs when NPCs are lying in wait for the PCs, and may be mundane or
magical in nature. Due to the difficultly of representing hidden enemies, this modifier
allows us to play these encounters out with a higher level of IC danger but not OOC
danger.
When a Marshal announces an Ambush, they may call a Hold and allow the NPCs 15
seconds of movement before the combat starts. Additionally, NPCs not previously
present in the combat may enter it, to represent enemies truly hidden from view.
Confusion occurs in highly unusual combats where chaos is the norm. Examples would
include a fight taking place in a sandstorm or against an enemy with advanced powers of
illusion.

Confusion

Flanked

If this modifier is invoked by a Marshal, they will call a Hold. On a count of three, PCs
must hold up Rock, Paper, or Scissors. The Marshal will choose one group that suffers a
status effect, which might include Weakness (in the sandstorm, representing inability to
use powers effectively) or Dominate (against an enemy with mind-control powers). This
status effect lasts the entire Encounter and may not be removed.
PCs are flanked when significant enemies are attacking them from both sides. If a
Marshal announces this modifier, they may extend both arms, creating a line.
Combatants on either side of this line may not cross it until their portion of the combat is
over. In other words, the PCs on one side must defeat all NPCs on that side before
crossing the line to rejoin their comrades. Point and Click powers may be used across the
line.
A hazardous encounter is one that takes place in an environment that’s inherently
dangerous, such as a burning building (Fire damage), an open area in hurricane-force
winds (Air damage), churning rapids (Water damage), or during a severe hailstorm
(Bashing damage).

Hazardous

Stealth

To represent this effect, a Marshal will periodically announce damage to be taken by all
PCs. A fight in a working forge might inflict 1 Fire every 10 seconds, whereas combat on
cooling lava would inflict 10 Fire every 10 seconds. Damage inflicted by this modifier can
be Resisted or Minimized as normal.
In a stealth encounter, PCs should expect that staying undetected is more likely to result
in success than using force. Marshals will provide markers for ‘patches of shadow’. While
in a patch of shadow, PCs cannot be seen or heard. NPCs, usually representing guards,
will patrol the area. Should a PC be caught moving between patches of shadow, the
NPCs can engage them in combat. NPCs are likely to be able to respawn or otherwise
raise the alarm if combat persists.
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Monster Modifiers

Mounted

Multi
Monster

Relentless

Swarm

Occasionally, a group of NPCs may represent one type of creature riding on another,
such as a human on a horse or a gnoll on a giant scorpion. In this case, a Marshal will
announce the Mounted modifier. A mounted NPC (the rider) cannot be engaged in
combat by Melee weapons until their mount is defeated or disabled in some way.
Depending on the type of rider and their weapons, mounted NPCs may be able to
engage in melee weapon combat even while mounted.
Occasionally, a single large monster may be portrayed by several NPCs. In this case, a
Marshal will announce the Multi Monster modifier. All PCs are considered to be Slow,
and this Slow may not be removed or Resisted. This represents the fact that ICly, the
monster can move as easily as the players, even though OOCly, multi-person monsters
move and fight more awkwardly. This ends once all multi-monsters have been defeated.
The Monster Marshal may elect, for any given Encounter, to make some or all of the
monsters Relentless. Relentless monsters may choose to take 15 Bypass damage to
Resist the effects of any status effect. When possible, the monster player will say
'Relentless' to indicate their use of this rule.
Occasionally, a large number of small monsters moving together may be portrayed by a
single NPC. In this case, a Marshal will announce the Swarm modifier. Swarms respond
differently to damage, since it’s hard to target individuals within them. Notably, they
Minimize any damage that comes from non-Blast/ non-Burst sources. Bypass damage,
while still effective on them, may not be as effective as it would be against a normal
target, and may result in their respawning with weaker stats.
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Thread Modifiers
The primary focus of any thread or Encounter described as ‘diplomatic’ will be noncombat role-play. This is not to say that combat isn’t possible, or that PCs are unable to
use combat powers. However, the Marshals are requesting that players begin with other
Diplomatic
options. Diplomatic threads may involve gaining information through interrogations,
attending a dinner or banquet and making conversation, or appealing to the spirits for
insight. Players are encouraged to talk, bribe, or intimidate their way to success.
Any thread or Encounter described as being for the ‘inquisitive’ will have a strong focus
Inquisitive on puzzles or physical props. Past examples of this have included riddles, math and logic
puzzles, object assembly, and dexterity challenges.
Some adversaries or combats pose a serious threat to PCs and should not be engaged
lightly. Mostly, these will include certain optional Encounters that PCs may pursue if they
wish, with the understanding that increased risk of PC death is balanced with increased
rewards for defeating these adversaries. A Marshal may choose to describe an adversary
or situation as Formidable. Formidable monsters may take deliberate actions to kill PCs,
Formidable
such as continuing to damage characters who are reduced to 0 or fewer HP, and
Formidable combats may include harsh or challenging conditions. Formidable monsters
may have access to unique abilities designed to greatly increase their challenge level. For
any optional Formidable Encounter, PCs will be given the opportunity to vote on
whether or not to proceed, with a majority being required to proceed.
A thread or Encounter designated as a ‘learning opportunity’ or something similar will be
designed for lower-power characters. While certain characters may be very combatfocused, but lower-level, and other characters may be very non-combat-focused, but
Learning
higher-level, a general guideline is that Learning missions are intended for characters of
5th level and below. Combat will be designed with player power levels in mind.
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Call Summaries
The following table lists the non-status effect calls in Kishar that are generally used, and what they
mean. “X” always represents a variable number. “Y” means there is additional information after the call.
Status Effects are listed in the Status Effect Summary table.
Calls such as “Decay”, “Disarm”, or “Knockback” that hit you, your weapons or shield, or any part of your
costume are effective, regardless of how they are delivered.
Call
Absorb
Add(s) X Y
All Allies Y
Animate Y

Armor

Blast Y
Burst Y
Convert Y

Decay

Disarm

Dodge
Feat of Strength

Effect
Your target, while struck by your attack, has Resisted that particular attack.
Additionally, the energy you expended has empowered them in some manner.
You receive +X to some numeric effect, as specified by the power. If Y is used it
restricts this bonus to certain powers or weapons. Y may also specify a duration,
such as a number of Melee strikes, minutes, or your next attack.
This power, which does Y, affects all allies in earshot.
You are being used to represent a minion. Listen to the additional information in Y
for your HP and damage. You obey the caster mindlessly. You will be given a red
headband to wear. If you are not dead or unconscious, call “No Effect”.
This call represents an Armor Resist. Your target, while struck by your damaging
attack, was protected by mundane or magical armor and takes no damage. This
only allows a character to Resist a damage call. If there is no damage call, an
Armor Resist cannot be used.
If you are within Melee range of the point of impact of this attack (6 feet), you are
affected by Y.
If you are within Melee range of the person (6 feet), you are affected by Y.
Your damage type changes to type Y with certain attacks.
This call is effective even if blocked by a shield or weapon. If struck by this ability,
some of the magic or potency has been drained out of a special piece of
equipment you carry. Normal items are not affected. See a Marshal after the
Encounter ends, and inform them of how many times you were affected by
Decay. For each time, an item will be chosen randomly from among your nonmundane equipment, at which point it will receive a random amount of decay
between 2 and 12 (2d6). If an item’s Decay exceeds its Durability, the item is
destroyed outright. Maintenance kits can be used to remove Decay that has not
exceeded the Durability of an item.
You must toss a held item 3 feet to the side of you. If this effect struck a specific
item, such as a shield or weapon, that one is disarmed. If this effect targeted you
directly, choose one item you’re holding and toss it 3 feet to the side of you. If
possible, toss things to the side that seems safest.
Your target has evaded a weapon swing or packet strike, as if they were never hit.
Dodge cannot be used on Point-and-click, Blast, or Burst effects.
Feats of Strength can be used to:
1. Call Knockback as a Melee Point and Click.
2. Resist a Knockback.
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Heal X
Hold
Immune

Knockback

3. Pick up a person by yourself, lift heavy objects, or break barriers, within
reasonable limits.
You heal X HP. You may never exceed your Max HP by healing. X may also be “to
Half”, in which case you are immediately restored to ½ your Max HP, or “to Full”,
in which case you are immediately restored to your Max HP, etc.
The game is in a Hold. Unless the Hold is called for narration or to give specific
instructions, take one knee if possible, look down, and do nothing.
Your target is flatly immune to the status effect that you attempted to inflict. Your
attack has no effect.
You are pushed away from the other person in the direction they point. You must
turn around and quickly run 15 feet (7 large paces) away. This represents being
thrown through the air, so you are not a valid target while you move. You may not
abuse this to deliberately become invulnerable to damage. If for some reason you
cannot move backwards, for example, due to safety, you are instead Stunned for
10 seconds. If you have a Feat of Strength, you can spend it to Resist this effect,
and should call “Feat of Strength, Resist!”.

Masterful Disarm

If any part of you or your equipment is struck, you must drop everything in your
hands as if repeatedly Disarmed.

Minimal

Your target, while struck by your attack, has some protection against it and is
taking only 1 damage.

Minimize
(damage type)

You only take 1 damage from any call that includes that type. You must call
“Minimal” if struck by that damage type. If you would Minimize and be Vulnerable
to the same Type, ignore both effects.

Phase

Your target has become briefly insubstantial, negating one call made against
them. This may be used against any non-Bypass call.
Your target has used a power to redirect a single attack you made back against
you. You are struck automatically by that attack. Additionally, your original target
is not affected by the attack. Note: You may not Reflect a call that has already
been Reflected, but you may Resist it if possible.
Your target, while struck by your attack, has shrugged it off and takes no effect.
Armor grants Resists that only work against damage, for which the call is Armor.
Many powers grant Resists that work against other calls, such as status effects.
You may choose to remove one status effect from yourself. If X is given, it states
the number of status effects that can be removed. X can be “All”, in which case all
status effects are removed if you choose. If Y is used after Restore, it indicates
that only status effects of that type can be removed.
Restores you to life at 1 HP.
Your target takes no damage from all damage types except Bypass, and may also
not be affected by status effects.
The game is paused. If you are a PC, stay where you are, close your eyes, and
hum, sing, or otherwise make noise.

Reflect

Resist

Restore X Y
Resurrect
Sanctuary
Time Freeze
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Status Effects Summary
In the table below, “Y” means there may be additional information after the call. “X” is the duration of
the effect in seconds, or the duration may be “Encounter” instead. You cannot Resist or be Immune to a
status effect conferred by another status effect unless you can Resist or be Immune to the whole effect.
If you are targeted by a Status Effect and cannot remember what to do, treat it as a Sleep call with the
same duration.
Status effects that hit you, your weapons or shield, or any part of your costume are effective, regardless
of how they are delivered.
Mental or Physical Effects

Some powers allow you to defend against Mental or Physical Effects. To help you know whether this
applies, most status effects are labeled (MIND) or (PHYS). Disease, Out of Game, and Vulnerable are
neither of these.
Effect
Disease

Dominate Y X

Fear X
Frozen Foot X

Out of Game X
Sleep X
Slow X
Stun X
Taunt X

Vulnerable Y
Weakness X

Meaning
You have contracted a disease, the effects of which will be described to you
separately. This effect is permanent until cured.
For X seconds, you obey all commands given by the caster of this effect. If this only
applies to certain types of creatures, that is noted in Y. This power cannot be used to
force you to use Exhausting powers. If you are currently in combat, you will default to
attacking the enemies of the caster. (MIND)
For X seconds, you are gripped by an irrational fear that makes combat terrifying.
Treat all damage as if it were Bypass. (MIND)
Choose one of your feet and plant it. You may not lift it from the ground or drag it, but
you may pivot on it. If you are struck by this effect again while already suffering from
it, both of your feet must remain planted. This effect lasts X seconds. (PHYS)
You have been removed from play for X seconds. Place your weapon or hand over
your head. You may not be the target of anything or take any actions, including
moving. Powers may allow you to inflict this to yourself, in which case you may move.
For X seconds, you fall asleep. Lay down on the ground as if unconscious until you
receive at least 5 damage. If this occurs or the effect ends, you awaken. (MIND)
For X seconds, you must walk at half speed and may not run. It is suggested that you
drag a leg to help visualize this effect. (PHYS)
You are Frozen-Footed for X seconds and cannot activate powers or attack. (PHYS)
For X seconds, you must move quickly towards and try to attack the person making
this call. This effect ends if you are Taunted by someone else, if you are attacked by
someone other than the person Taunting you, or if you are prevented from moving
and cannot reach them. (MIND)
If you receive damage of Y type, you are treated as being affected by Weakness for
the next 5 seconds, in addition to receiving the damage. If this status is due to a Racial
power, it may not be removed. If you would Minimize and be Vulnerable to the same
Type, ignore both effects.
For X seconds, your damage calls and Heals are reduced to 1. (PHYS)
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Rituals
Rituals are complicated ceremonial effects that require more than one person on that Path and which
usually grow stronger with additional ones. Rituals require at least 2 people who share a power source.
Characters may only lead 1 Ritual per Day (except for * ones), although they may participate in as many
as they like. Ritual requirements, such as number of participants or material components, must be met
for the Ritual to be performed.
Performing a Ritual counts as using a power, but Rituals themselves are not Sure, Reliable, Difficult, or
Exhausting powers and are not affected by anything that targets Sure, Reliable, Difficult, or Exhausting
powers.

Rituals By Path

Steel
Magic
Faith
Nature
Mind
All Paths

Scriptures of Steel
High Magic Rituals
Rituals of the Gods
Natural Rituals
Mindscape Rituals
Enchantments

Enchanting Rituals
Enchanting Rituals are Rituals that put long-lasting enhancements on items. Any character may learn
one of these Rituals (if it is usable by their Path) in place of one of the other ones listed for their Path. All
Enchanting Rituals have additional component requirements, which are listed along with the duration of
the effect.
For ease of tracking, Enchantments expire 5 Events after they are applied. Items with Enchantments on
them will have a label indicating their expiration date. This occurs regardless of whether the item’s
owner attends these Events.
An item may only have 1 Enchantment on it, although the item may also be “of Quality” or otherwise
special.
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Scriptures of Steel
Name

Honorable
Burial

No Man Left
Behind

Rallying
Speech *

Requisition
Order

Sacred
Banner

Scout’s Eyes

Sergeant’s
Oath

This is Mine

Effect
This Ritual can only be performed on someone who has
permanently died. A PC’s player receives 5 additional XP to use
on their next character. If used on a significant NPC, the
participants receive Influence (based on participants) to
represent Suhl’Sekh’s blessing.
Participants in this Ritual pledge to ensure all return home
safely. For this Day, any participant may spend Influence to
invoke Fair Escape on another participant’s behalf.
The player leading this Ritual must exhort their companions to
recover from whatever circumstances are hampering them. All
participants receive an additional Armor Resist for the next
Encounter.
This Ritual must be performed at the start of the Day, and the
Cast Time should be spent RPing filling out paperwork. Once
during this Day, each participant may request a single mundane
item worth no more than 20 lunari that is of immediate use to a
problem at hand.
This Ritual must be performed at the start of the Day, and
requires a banner or flag of at least 4 square feet with a distinct
symbol on it. All participants must wear or display the same
symbol on their person. If the banner is lost, all benefits are lost
until it is recovered. Once per Day, each participant may hold the
banner aloft to grant one of the following to another participant
as a Point and Click: 1 Armor Resist, Heal 10, Restore All.
When this Ritual is performed, a Marshal will give the
participants information about the next Encounter.
Information quality improves with the number of participants.
The character leading this Ritual targets the other participants.
You agree to serve as their mentor for a Day, and they agree to
take direction from you. Each target is treated as wearing at
least Tier 2 Armor. Twice per Encounter, you may call Heal 5 as a
Point and Click on a target of this ritual. You must be higher level
than your target(s).
Each participant selects a single item card. During this Day, that
item cannot be the target of Decay.

Time

Requires

RP
3 min

2+, 1 of
whom must
be a
Chirurgeon

RP
1 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+, 1 of
whom must
be a Tactician

RP
5 min

2+

RP
2 min

3+

RP
3 min

2+, 1 of
whom must
be a Rogue

RP
1 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+, 1 of
whom must
be a Master
of Arms

* - This Ritual may be performed a number of times per Day equal to your character level
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High Magic Rituals
Name
Attuning *

Effect
This Ritual allows you to detect the presence of magic. The area
and detail increase with the number of participants.

Comprehend
Written
Language

Through this Ritual, you may gain temporary understanding of
all written languages, which lasts for 30 minutes per participant.
This does not work on codes or ciphers, nor does it allow you to
detect hidden writing.

Consult Lore

Detect
Object *

Disk of
Holding

Disenchant

Hidden
Writing *

Open

Soul Binding

Time

Requires

RP
1 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+

RP
5 min

3+, one of
whom must
be a
Battlemage

RP
1 min

2+

RP
2 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+, 1 of
whom must
be an Evoker

This Ritual allows you to leave a message which is only legible to
those you specify. The length of the message and its duration
depend on the number of participants.

RP
1 min

2+, 1 of
whom must
be an
Illusionist

Open a number of normal or magical locks within one 30’x30’
location equal to the number of participants, disarming any
normal traps upon them. Magical traps are not affected.

RP
1 min

2+

RP
10
min

3+, 1 of
whom must
be a
Necromancer

This Ritual grants answers to questions, based on mystic
consultation with the writings of great Sages. It cannot reveal
anything that has never been recorded by a great Sage. Detail
varies with participants and often appears in the form of visions.
This Ritual allows the participants to know if a specific singular
object is close to them, and if so, approximately where. Area
increases by participant.
This Ritual conjures a magical floating disk that can carry up to
2.5 * (number of participants) ENC worth of items. The disk lasts
for 1 Day, and it follows the person who led the Ritual at a
distance of 2 feet. The disk is not intelligent and cannot be given
directions, nor can it be compelled not to follow its master.
Items on it are in plain view and cannot be hidden.
Destroys any number of magical items, yielding raw resources
that can be sold or used for enchanting. Cursed items may not
be disenchanted.

This Ritual takes the spirit of a fallen person and places it into an
object. This object becomes a magic item, and the spirit inside
becomes able to communicate audibly, although it cannot see.
Shattering the item frees the spirit, which becomes a legal target
for Resurrection if performed immediately.

* - This Ritual may be performed a number of times per Day equal to your character level
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Rituals of the Gods
Name
Blessed
Peace

Commune
with the
Fallen

Detect
Person *

Holy Water

Purify *

Resurrection

Effect
This Ritual cleanses an area and prevents acts of evil or great
violence from being performed there. With especially large
number of participants, this Ritual can last for lifetimes.
This Ritual allows the participants to ask questions of a corpse or
reasonably complete set of remains. While the spirit of the
departed must answer truthfully, it does not have to do so in
detail. The number of questions increases with the number of
participants.
This Ritual allows the participants to know if a definite person or
type of being (chose one) is close to them, and if so, approximately
where. The area increases by participant.
This Ritual creates a number of vials of holy/unholy water equal to
the number of participants (X). As well, each vial is stronger the
more participants there are. Holy water can be beneficial when
ingested (Heal 2X), and does damage (2X Spirit) when thrown.
Unused holy/unholy water expires at the end of a Day.
This Ritual removes all poisons, tarnish, and rot from everything in
a radius, based on the number of participants. It renders spoiled
food and drink edible as well. It may render corrupt or Cursed
objects safe to touch.
This powerful Ritual revives someone who has died, if begun
before their life force has wholly departed (10 minutes). Each
additional participant adds 5 minutes to this timer, up to 1 hour.
This Ritual requires the person’s body unless otherwise specified.

Time
RP
10
min

RP
2 min

2+, 1 of
whom
must be a
Cleric

RP
1 min

2+

RP
3 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+

RP
5 min

3+

This Ritual creates a space where truly evil or truly good (choose
one when performing the Ritual) beings cannot enter. This space
RP
Sacred
also functions as a Zone of Simplicity. The area increases by
10
Ground
participant. With especially large number of participants, this
min
Ritual can last for lifetimes.
This Ritual allows for (# of participants) weapons to be charged
with vengeful energy. Against a particular type of foe, they receive
a bonus to damage. This bonus increases with the specificity of the
Vengeful
target. For example, Vengeance against undead might grant +1
RP
Weapon
damage, Vengeance against zombies might grant +2 damage, and 2 min
Vengeance against Wraiths might grant +3 damage. A weapon may
be Vengeful against only one target at a time. This bonus lasts 1
Day.
* - This Ritual may be performed a number of times per Event equal to your character level
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Requires
4+, one of
whom
must be a
Oathbound

4+, 1 of
whom
must be a
Chaplain

2+, one of
whom
must be a
Dervish

Natural Rituals
Name
Camouflage
*

Cure Disease

Dowsing
Rod

Heartstrings

Hideaway *

Natural
Attunement
*

Rebirth

Effect
This Ritual allows the participants to hide in natural
surroundings, becoming Invisible. Once the Ritual is complete,
participants have 1 minute to activate it. Once activated, if they
move or use any powers, the effect ends.
Removes all disease from a number of targets equal to the
number of participants.
This Ritual allows the creation of an object that “tugs” toward
the nearest location of a particular natural thing, such as
“Bears”, “Underground water”, or “Iron ore”. It will not point
toward vague concepts, people, or unnatural things. The range
of detection increases with the number of participants. Dowsing
rods last 1 Day.
This Ritual allows you to cause a person to favor one of the
participants. The effect is stronger the more participants. This
Ritual requires a good picture of the target and their true name.
This Ritual creates an empty hole in the ground, 1 foot * the
number of participants in radius. When dismissed, the hole
closes up. At any later point that day, the Ritual may be cast
again to retrieve anything placed in the hole. If not cast again,
objects in the hole reappear at their original location. Living
beings inside the hole have enough air for 1 hour.
Objects or people inside a Hideaway are not detectable by
magic.
Participants gain an understanding of the natural surroundings
in the area, including natural features, natural creatures, and
normal weather. Additional participants allow the detection of
more specific things, such as the location of habitable caves or
herds of game animals.
This Ritual restores the spirit of a dead companion to life, but
the process weakens the subject. They permanently lose half
their XP. The person conducting this Ritual must undergo a trial
based on the strength of their connection to the dead person – if
they have never met or spoken, the Ritual fails automatically.

Time

Requires

RP
1 min

2+, one of
whom must
be a
Shapeshifter

RP
3 min

2+, one of
whom must
be a Animist

RP
2 min

2+, one of
whom must
be a Shaman

RP
5 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+

RP
10
min

3+

This Ritual prepares an area by awakening the environment.
RP
Each participant may call Frozen Foot 30 seconds as a Point and
3 min
Click with no cast time twice while in that area.
* - This Ritual may be performed a number of times per Day equal to your character level
Snare
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2+, one of
whom must
be a Scout

Mindscape Rituals
Name

Curse

Ether Travel

Fix Psyche

Forsee

Magic
Compass

Portal Sense *

Psycheometry
*

Scry *

Effect
This Ritual disrupts the psyche of the target, weakening them.
The nature of this weakening is determined by the number of
participants and the degree to which the target has caused harm
or offence to them. This Ritual requires some piece of the target,
such as fingernails or hair.
This Ritual can also be used to create Cursed items.
This Ritual allows (# of participants x 3) people to travel great
distances quickly, but may expose them to the dangers of the
Ethereal Plane.
This Ritual binds the spirit of a fallen person to their body,
allowing them to be Resurrected at a later time. (In game terms,
they may be Resurrected, even if 10 minutes have passed since
their death.) This effect lasts for 12 hours.
This powerful Ritual grants glimpses of the far future, allowing a
number of questions equal to the number of participants. Each
question will be answered with “Certain, Likely, Uncertain,
Unlikely, or Impossible” based on the Marshal’s current
knowledge. If the Ritual is performed with more than 2 people,
increased levels of detail may enter the answers.
This Ritual requires a piece of the target or a personal
possession. It creates an object that points to the target
creature, which lasts 1 Day. More participants make the
compass stronger, and it may also convey things such as the
target’s state of mind or level of injury.
This Ritual conveys a vague impression of what is on the other
side of a door or other portal. More participants give a stronger,
more accurate sense of this.
This Ritual allows you to gain insights into the last person to
have touched an object. As an example, performing this Ritual
on a murder weapon is likely to reveal details about the
murderer.
This Ritual functions as Detect Object or Detect Person.
The area increases by participant.

Time

Requires

RP
5 min

2+, 1 of
whom
must be a
Psionicist

RP
5 min

2+, 1 of
whom
must be an
Etherealist

RP
1 min

2+, one of
whom
must be an
Adept

RP
5 min

2+, 1 of
whom
must be a
Mender

RP
3 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+

RP
1 min

2+

RP
2 min

2+

* - This Ritual may be performed a number of times per Day equal to your character level
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Common Enchantments
All Enchanting Rituals take 5 minutes of RP and require at least 2 people of the appropriate Path. If an
effect lists “Stacks to X”, you may apply that Enchantment to a single set of Armor up to X times. Powers
gained from Enchanted items only function while using that item. Other Enchantment Rituals exist, but
must be acquired ICly. The ones listed below are available to starting PCs.
Name
Weapon

Effect
Medium Gem, Sovereign Glue x 2

Binding

E

Capricious

Armor*

Elemental Core (Water), Large Gem, Small Gem

E

Gain 1 Dodge.

Weapon

Alchemist’s Solvent, Black Pearl, Ichor of Undeath

(Stacks to 3)

Corrosive

Earthbound

Swing or Projectile

E

Substitute Frozen Foot 30 seconds.

Swing or Projectile

Add 5 Convert Acid.

Armor*

Alchemist's Fire, Elemental Core (Earth), Medium Gem

S

Gain Immune to Knockback.

Weapon

Holy Water, Ivory Figurine, Large Gem

S

Gain Immune to Disarms that target this weapon.

Ghostly

Armor*

Canopic Jar, Elemental Core (Air), Large Gem

E

Go OOG for 10 seconds.

Any

Black Pearl, Sovereign Glue

E

Resist a Decay that targets this item.

Harden
Infusion
Lucid
(Stacks to 3)

Paralyzing

Any

X Large Gems and X Medium Gems or
X Essences of Magic
X items have their Enchantments renewed for another 5 Events.

Armor*

Curative Potion x 2, Elemental Core (Fire), Large Gem

E

Gain 1 Mental Resist.

Weapon

Chunk of Coral x 2, Large Gem, Paralyzing Venom

E
Weapon

Quick

Shield
Spike

E
Buckler
or Shield

D

Swing or Projectile

Nature

Nature

Faithful

(Stacks to 3)

Path

Substitute Stun 20 seconds.

Bar Stock x 5, Fine Whetstone x 2, Leather Square x 5
Any time there is a Hold or Time Freeze, you may draw or sheathe
this weapon.

Magic

Magic

Faith

Faith

Any
Any
Mind

Mind

Steel

Bar Stock x 10, Shark Tooth x 5, Tiger Pelt x 2
Steel
Melee Point and Click

Call 5 Piercing.

* - Any Armor Enchant can also be applied to a set of clothing. Just like the same armor can’t be
enchanted twice, clothing can only be enchanted once. Characters who wish to have multiple sets of
enchanted clothing must have different costumes to represent this.
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Powers
Powers allow characters to interact with the game world by doing something other than speaking and
walking around. Powers allow characters to use weapons, magic, and training to alter the world around
them. Most powers center on allowing characters to affect other beings in the world. Some powers
make characters harder to kill by giving them additional HP or resistance to damage. Some powers allow
characters to heal injuries or remove harmful status conditions.

Cast Times & Cast Counts
Often, there is a Cast Time which represents the time necessary to gather enough willpower or magic, or
to find an opening in an opponent’s defenses, to use a power. To use a power with a Cast Time, a
character must complete a Casting Count, which should be done loudly and clearly. Unless noted
specifically, Cast Times are given in seconds, and each increment of the count should last approximately
1 second. The recommended way to do this is shown here for a 5 second Cast Time:
“1 thousand, 2 thousand, 3 thousand, 4 thousand, 5 thousand”.
(Instead of ‘thousand’, any word or phrase of 1 second duration is fine)
If this count is completed successfully, the character would then say anything else they needed to say
OOC to inform others of the effect. The casting count must be made as loud as the OOC game call that
follows it – characters are not allowed to try to be stealthy or secret about Cast Times. Powers may not
be “held” - once a Cast Time has been completed, you have a few seconds to deliver the effect of the
power. Any power that allows an exception to this rule will say so explicitly. Cast Times may not be
paused - if a character stops counting prematurely, they must begin the Casting Count again. This does
not expend the power if it has limited uses. Some other games have a rule where if you take damage
while casting, your cast is “interrupted” and the power has no effect. Kishar does NOT use this rule – our
cast counts are not interruptible.

Recharge Times
Some powers use a Recharge time. At the beginning of every Encounter, these powers are available for
use without a Cast Time. Once used, you must complete a Cast Time count equal to the recharge time in
order to make the power available again. Once recharged, the power is once again available for use
without a Cast Time. You may only recharge one power at a time.

RP Times
Some powers use an RP time. Instead of completing a Casting Count, you must roleplay the power you
are using for the amount of time listed. For example, if a power had an RP time of 60, you would need to
RP the use of the power for 60 seconds for it to work. This time is considered a Cast Time.

Wait Times
Some powers use a Wait time. This functions like Recharging a power (it’s available when you start the
Encounter), except that you don’t have to perform the Recharge count – you simply wait that amount of
time and the power becomes usable again. Unless otherwise indicated, Wait times are in seconds.
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Instant Powers
If a power does not list a Time, it is considered to be an Instant power, with a Cast Time of 0. Effects that
increase or decrease Cast or Recharge Times have no effect on Instant powers.

Out-of-Combat Cast Times & Ritual Casting
In order to increase immersion, the rules for using powers when not in combat are more relaxed. All cast
times may be treated as RP times. Rituals, likewise, always have RP times.

Types of Powers
There are 4 main types of powers. These types are named accordingly to how easy it is for characters to
master these powers and for how frequently they may be employed. The names allow characters who
wish to discuss tactics or mechanics to do so in an IC fashion, rather than needing to speak OOCly.


Sure Powers

Sure powers are those that a character has utterly mastered. Once learned, these powers function
all the time. They have no Cast Time, and a character who has a Sure power is considered to be
using it at all times while conscious. Sure powers that enhance a character’s abilities can be
deactivated by the character who possesses them, simply by willing them to be off. They return as
soon as the character wills them to be back on. If a Sure power being active is visible to other
characters, they must be informed OOC when it is activated or deactivated. When a power in a
power tree is a Sure power, it is colored in blue and marked with an S.


Reliable Powers

Reliable powers are those in which a character possesses great skill. These powers may be called
upon whenever a character wishes, as long as they complete the requirements (if any). When a
power in a power tree is a Reliable power, it is colored in green and marked with an R.


Difficult Powers

Difficult powers take a lot out of a character – as such, they may only be used once in a given
Encounter. If a character has a Difficult power, they begin each Encounter able to use it. At the end
of the Encounter, the Encounter timer resets, and the power is now available again. Using the power
immediately would prevent it from being used again if another fight occurs in the next 30 minutes.
When a power in a power tree is a Difficult power, it is colored in yellow and marked with a D.


Exhausting Powers

Exhausting powers represent the most complex techniques available to characters. These
techniques take so much effort to use that it is only possible to do so once per Day, unless a power
specifies otherwise. Generally speaking, if an Event includes two Days, the ‘timer’ for Exhausting
powers will reset at full dark on Saturday, not midnight. When a power in a power tree is an
Exhausting power, it is colored in red and marked with an E.
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Meta Powers

Some powers are marked with the designation “(meta)”. Meta powers modify the way that other
powers work, usually making them more effective. Only one meta power may modify another power
when it is being used.
Melee Powers

A Melee power is any Self, Touch, Swing, Melee Point and Click, or Burst power. Using a melee weapon
counts as a Melee power.
Ranged Powers

A ranged power is any Packet, Blast, Point and Click, or Projectile power. Using a ranged weapon counts
as a Ranged power.

The Spotlight Rule
Because Exhausting powers are limited to a single use per Day, there is a special rule for them. If you use
an Exhausting power that targets an opponent and you miss, or your target Resists, Dodges, or calls
Immune against the power, you may regain your use of it for the Day by waiting one minute. The
Spotlight Rule applies only to PCs unless a Marshal instructs you otherwise.

Delivery of Powers
1.

Self

Self powers may only affect the caster but require no special gestures. Generally, any power that
says “You” or ”Gain” in the power description is a Self power.
2. Touch

Touch powers require the intended target to be touched. Touches should be light and carefully
placed on impersonal areas of the body. Touch powers may also affect the caster unless they say
otherwise.
3. Packet

Packet powers require the toss of a successful packet strike. A packet is a small soft object padded
for throwing. A packet must travel at least 1 foot to be a legal strike, and throws from inside 5 feet
must be made underhand. If the packet touches any part of the target or their equipment (including
weapons, cloaks, shields, or backpacks) the strike is successful. If your toss is unsuccessful, the
power is still expended, unless it says otherwise.
4. Melee Point and Click

Melee Point and Click powers require the caster to point to a target within Melee range (6 feet) and
announce the effect. This announcement may not be louder than the casting count. Effects must be
given during play – you may not call a Hold to announce the effect. If your target is engaged in
combat and doesn’t notice, you may wait until they notice you and make one other attempt to
deliver the call. While waiting, you may not use other powers.
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5. Point and Click

Point and Click powers require the caster to point to the target and announce the effect. This
announcement may not be louder than the casting count. Effects must be given during play – you
may not call a Hold to announce the effect. If your target is engaged in combat and doesn’t notice,
you may wait until they notice you and make one other attempt to deliver the call. While waiting,
you may not use other powers. Point and Clicks, unless otherwise specified, have a maximum range
of 30 feet, and you must be able to see at least half of your target.
6. Swing

Swing powers require a successful strike with a Melee weapon. The strike must hit the target or a
piece of their equipment or costuming. Some powers may take effect even if the strike is blocked by
a weapon or shield. If your strike is unsuccessful, the power is still expended, unless it says
otherwise. Consult the power description for more information. Use of normal Melee weapons
counts as a Swing power.
7.

Projectile

Projectile powers function similarly to Swing powers but must be delivered by a ranged weapon
such as a bow or crossbow.
8. Burst

Burst powers affect all close targets. A close target is any target within Melee range (6 feet). Unless
a power specifies otherwise, bursts do not affect allies. Effects must be given during play – you may
not call a Hold to announce the effect.
9. Blast

Blast powers expand outward from their point of impact. Any enemy within Melee range (6 feet) of
the point of impact is affected. Effects must be given during play – you may not call a Hold to
announce the effect.

Substitution
Some powers instruct you to Substitute a call for your next ranged or Melee strike. When you use these
powers, you use the substituted call instead of the normal damage or status effect call from the base
power. Do not add the substituted call to the original one!

Power Stacking
You may never be under the effects of a power with the same name twice, unless the power specifically
says otherwise. Some powers are different but grant similar bonuses – you may be under the effects of
these at the same time. Check with a Marshal if you are unsure.

Power Dropping
If your character is rendered unconscious by damage, and you are not revived within 2 minutes, any
powers that are active on you are removed.
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Upgrades
Powers may list upgrades under them. These are modifications to the base power that can be purchased
to increase its effectiveness. This represents additional training in a power. Upgrades have their own XP
cost, which must be paid before the upgrade may be used.
Most upgrades make existing parts of a power more effective. For example, the damage or healing done
by the power might be increased. Part of a power that increase or decrease from an upgrade are
marked with “<” and “>”. Some upgrades add additional text and effects to the power. Those are
marked with symbols such as “*” so it is clear where they fit in.
Any upgrade marked with ∞ can be purchased infinitely.

Power Chains
Some powers will specifically require others to be purchased first.
These groups are referred to as chains. Chains will be indicated
with arrows like this:

Example:
Name

Freq

Restore Body

R

Name
Prayer of
Healing
Upgrade
Name
Vigor
Infusion

Effect

Time
Recharge
Restore 1 Physical Effect.
Touch
10 ǂ
Freq
Effect
Delivery
Time
Target Heals to their Max HP. This
RP
Touch
power may not be used in combat. *
30
*Up to 5 people may join hands and receive this effect at once.
Freq
Effect
Delivery
Time
Cast
Target Heals to their Max HP.
Touch
5

R
E

Delivery

Cost
4
Cost
5
2
Cost
5



Restore Body is a base power. There are no prerequisites to buying it.



Prayer of Healing requires you to have purchased Restore Body (hence, the arrow). Similarly, Vigor
Infusion requires you to have purchased Prayer of Healing. These powers must be bought in order.



Prayer of Healing has a single upgrade. It adds an additional line to the effect of the power, making it
more convenient to use on multiple people. XP costs for upgrades are listed separately.
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Power Tree Details
Crafting Rules, Trees, and Component Lists

Build Points

All crafting functions with build points (BP). The amounts listed in the craft trees are not cumulative.
Once a character has bought a power in the Crafting power tree, they gain access to a number of BP for
that craft. BP are spent to create items of that craft. Sometimes, a crafter may want to create an item
that requires more BP than they have. In this case, they may spend some lesser amount of BP, and the
item is considered to be “in progress”. At a later date, additional BP can be spent until the item is
completed. BP refresh once per Day. A player who NPCs an entire day may request to receive the BP of a
single one of their PCs. Every Craft has tools (an item card) available that can add +5 BP each Day.
Components

Components allow you to reduce the cost of crafting items. If you have one (or more) of the
components listed as a component of a crafted item, you may reduce the cost of producing that item.
Subtract the value listed after the component from the cost of the item being made, for the purposes of
figuring out how many BP it costs you to make the item. Doing this expends the component(s) as well.
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The minimum cost to make something is always ½ of its build point cost – components may not reduce
the cost below this.
Craft Maximums



A PC may not buy powers in more than 2 Craft trees.



A PC may not create more than 5 Experimental patterns per Craft.



A PC may not create more than 3 Unique items per Season.

Decay and Durability

All crafted items have a Durability rating equal to their number of Build Points. If you are struck by the
Decay call, some of the magic or potency has been drained out of a special piece of equipment you
carry. Normal items are not affected. See a Marshal after the Encounter ends, and inform them of how
many times you were affected by Decay. For each time, an item will be chosen randomly from among
your non-mundane equipment, at which point it will receive a random amount of decay between 2 and
12 (2d6). If an item’s Decay exceeds its Durability, the item is destroyed outright. For some items,
maintenance kits can be used to remove Decay that has not exceeded the Durability of an item.
Guild Certification

If you purchase the “Guild Certified” upgrade for a Craft power, you have received formal certification of
your wares by the Merchant’s Guild, which allows you to sell your wares to NPCs. Without this upgrade,
you may not do so, although you may still sell to PCs. Once per Day, if a Marshal is available, you may
request to sell to NPC merchants. To simplify this process, you tell the Marshal how many BP worth of
materials you wish to sell, and you receive lunari in exchange according to this formula: (BP / 3,
rounding down). This is equivalent to the base price paid by NPC merchants for items. It is worth noting
that NPC merchants do not pay additionally for “of Quality” items. Because Craft Other does not usually
produce items that are mechanically beneficial to PCs, it receives more BP per level, making it the most
profitable Craft for selling to NPC merchants.
Masterworks

PCs who have reached Grand Master in a Craft may create Masterworks. During their creation,
Masterworks can have as many additional BP as desired, representing detailing and fine craftsmanship.
You may apply a maker’s mark (send us an image!) of your choice and name the item, and these will
appear on the final item card. Masterworks may use unusual materials if approved by a Marshal.
Patterns

Some patterns are learned automatically by those who reach a particular level of skill, but others must
be sought out. Learnable patterns can be obtained at Events that increase your character’s abilities.
Once you have learned a pattern, you may use it as long as you have the necessary materials. You
cannot, however, teach it to other characters. Particularly unusual patterns may require more than one
craft, such as a magical jeweled weapon pommel, which might require Weaponsmithing and
Jewelcrafting to make.
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Craft Other

Kishar contains 5 crafting paths, but many things that people might wish to create will fall outside of
these. Craft Other acts as a catch-all for any type of crafting not covered below by another tree. To
compensate for its reduced effectiveness (Craft Other makes very few items with mechanical effects),
this tree provides more Built Points than any other – and thus, can generate a steady income.
Name

Name

Freq

JM Craft

S

Name

Freq

M Craft

S

Name

Freq

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice of (craft)”. When you
purchase this power, choose an artistic craft other than
those represented by the other Craft powers. You may
purchase this power multiple times for different crafts.
With Marshal approval, this power may cover things
with indirect game applications, such as Forgery or
Poisons.
Craft Item: You may create items of this craft that take
up to 15 BP.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman of (craft)”. You may
create items of this craft that take up to 25 BP.
Effect
You gain the title “Master of (craft)”. You may create
items of this craft that take up to 50 BP.
Effect

GM Craft

S

You gain the title “Grand Master Artisan”.

45 / Day

3

Name

Freq

Delivery

Cost

Surprising Strike

E

Effect
You fling a bag of crafting supplies at your foe.
Call Stun 20 seconds.
Effect
Your insights into the finer details of your craft, while
interesting to you, are less so to others.
Call Sleep 20 seconds as a Melee Point and Click.

Packet

3

Time

Cost

RP
10

3

Craft Other

Freq

S
R

Name

Freq

Bore

E

BP

Cost

9 / Day

4

BP

Cost

15 / Day

3

BP

Cost

30 / Day

3

BP

Cost

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S

You are Guild Certified as an Artisan.

2

Experimental Item

S

Maintenance Kit

S

You learn the pattern “Experimental Item”. Once per Event, you
may attempt to create an Experimental item relevant to your Craft
Other tree that has mechanical effects. You must submit a proposal
to the Marshals between games.
You learn the pattern “Universal Maintenance Kit”. For 20 BP, you
create a Maintenance Kit that removes all Decay from any one item.
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2

3

Craft Alchemy

Name

Freq

S
Craft Alchemy

R
Name
JM
Alchemist
Name
M
Alchemist
Name
GM
Alchemist

Freq

S
Freq

S
Freq

S

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Alchemist”.
You may create any alchemy whose pattern you know.
You learn all listed patterns costing 5 BP.
Distill: You may spend 1 Build Point to destroy a potion or
poison (1 item card), recovering materials equal to up to
half of the BP required to create the item.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Alchemist”.
You learn all listed patterns costing 10 BP.
Effect
You gain the title “Master Alchemist”.
You learn all listed patterns costing 15 BP.
Effect
You gain the title “Grand Master Alchemist”.
You learn the pattern “Sovereign Glue”.

BP

Cost

5/
Day

5

BP
10 /
Day
BP
20 /
Day
BP
30 /
Day

Cost

Effect
You may create short-lived potions (up to < 10 BP > of Alchemy
using patterns you know) for free. If unused, these potions expire
at the end of the Encounter.
30 BP
Effect
You may create one dose of a recreational drug for 5 BP. This drug
simply makes the user feel good, but good RP or creative
ingredients, at a Marshal’s discretion, may produce other effects.

Cost

4
Cost
4
Cost
4

Name

Freq

Combat Alchemist

D

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Apothecary

R

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as an Alchemist.

2

You learn the pattern “Adder’s Bite”.

2

You learn the pattern “Lily’s Kiss”.

2

You learn the pattern “Transmutation”.

3

Adder’s Bite
Lily’s Kiss
Transmutation
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4
6
Cost
2

Alchemy by Part

All items produced by alchemy are single-use unless otherwise stated.

Alchemy

Effect

Point
Cost

Tonic

You may concoct a medicinal remedy or tonic for
an illness or condition described to you by the
sufferer. This remedy may or may not have any
effect, but good RP or creative ingredients, at a
Marshal’s discretion, will allow it to function as
intended. Good examples include a remedy for
baldness or an aphrodisiac.

5

Alchemist’s
Solvent

5 Acid, or Dissolve 1 non-magical item

5

Curative Potion

Heal 10

10

Elixir of Decay

Vulnerable Acid

10

Infusion of
Living Iron

Gain 1 Armor Resist

15

Alchemist’s
Fire

Blast 8 Fire

15

Adder’s Bite
(Poison)

Substitute Stun 30, Swing or Projectile

20

Sovereign Glue

Restore an item destroyed by Decay to 1 Durability,
within 1 Encounter

20

Lily’s Kiss
(Poison)

Substitute Sleep 60, Swing or Projectile

20

Transmutation

Present as many item cards as desired to a Marshal
to receive a reward and record recipes. These
recipes count as Experimental patterns, and the
rules for Experimental patterns apply. This may not
be used to create armor or weapons. Marshals
reserve the right to process Transmutation
between games.

40
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Components

Glass Vial - 2

Glass Vial - 2
Shark Tooth - 2
Cheap Wine - 1
Glass Vial - 2
Maiden’s Blush - 3
Cheap Wine - 2
Glass Vial - 2
Alchemist’s Solvent - 5
Cheap Wine - 1
Glass Vial - 2
Lionblood Bloom - 5
Bar Stock - 1
Glass Vial - 2
Sun Blossom - 5
Chunk of Coral - 5
Glass Vial - 2
Paralyzing Venom - 10
Small Gem - 5
Glass Vial - 2
Curative Potion - 10
Small Gem - 5
Glass Vial - 2
Desert Lily - 5
Medium Gem - 10

Essence of Magic - 20
Large Gem - 15

Craft Calligraphy

Name

Freq

Freq

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Calligrapher”.
Additionally, you may create Inferior books.
Gem Ink: You may spend 1 Build Point to destroy a gem
and create Gem Dust Ink. You receive a number of units of
Gem Dust Ink equal to (the value of the gem in lunari / 5).
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Calligrapher”.
You may create Normal books.
Effect
You gain the title “Master Calligrapher”.
You may create Fine books.
Effect

S

You gain the title “Grand Master Calligrapher”.

S
Craft Calligraphy

Name
JM
Calligraphy
Name
M
Calligraphy
Name
GM
Calligraphy

R
Freq

S
Freq

S

Name

Freq

Handwriting Analysis

D

Name

Freq

Sigil of
Defense

E

BP

Cost

5/
Day

5

BP
10 /
Day
BP
20 /
Day
BP
30 /
Day

Cost
4
Cost
4
Cost
4

Effect
Time Cost
By examining anything written by hand, you gain some
RP
2
information about the person who wrote it.
60
Effect
Cost
Destroy 1 vial of Gem Dust Ink. You inscribe a single, highly
potent symbol upon your forehead (this must be phys-repped).
5
Gain 1 Phase for this Day.

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as a Calligrapher.

2

You learn the pattern “Experimental Scroll”.

2

You learn the pattern “Manual of Health”.

2

You learn the pattern “Ritual Scroll”.

2

You learn the pattern “Scroll of Power”.

2

Experimental Scroll
Manual of Health
Ritual Scroll
Scroll of Power

Scrolls of Power and Manuals of Health must be phys-repped. Reading a scroll follows the same rules as
an RP Count. Scroll text must be approved by a Marshal.
When creating Simple, Normal, or Fine books, they are based on your experiences, and you are required
to come up with a suitable title for them, which must be approved by a Marshal. Select a single power in
the Universal power tree that you possess. The reader lowers their cost to purchase that power by 1.
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Calligraphy by Part

Book or
Scroll

Effect

Point
Cost

Experimental
Scroll

Effects vary greatly. May not be used to duplicate
the effects of any other Calligraphy power. Marshals
reserve the right to process Experimental Scrolls
between games.

30+

Fine Book

Fine books may be used by up to 5 people before
being expended.

30

Inferior Book

Inferior books benefit only a single person before
being expended.

8

Manual of
Health

The reader must spend 1 XP to represent mastery of
this book. They receive 3 Max HP. As the user must
re-read the book periodically, it cannot be given to
anyone else, and if destroyed, the benefit is lost.
These books expire 1 year after creation.

12

Normal Book

Normal books may benefit up to 3 people before
being expended.

20

Ritual Scroll

You create a learnable, single-use scroll of 1 Ritual
you know.

40

Scroll of
Power

When read, select a single power or weapon. Add 1
with that power or weapon for this Encounter, or
increase Healing granted by that power by 2.

20
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Components
Any Vial of Ink - 1
Gem Dust Ink – 5
(1 Required)
Other - ???
Gem Dust Ink – 5
(1 Required)
Vial of Red Ink – 1
Vial of Blue Ink – 1
Vial of Green Ink – 1
Vial of Purple Ink – 1
Any Vial of Ink - 1
Gem Dust Ink – 5
(1 Required)
Vial of Black Ink – 1
Vial of Orange Ink - 1
Vial of Red Ink - 1
Vial of Black Ink – 1
Vial of Green Ink – 1
Vial of Yellow Ink – 1
Essence of Magic – 10
(1 Required)
Gem Dust Ink – 5
(1 Required)
Vial of Yellow Ink – 1
Vial of Red Ink – 1
Vial of Blue Ink – 1
Vial of Purple Ink – 1
Vial of Green Ink - 1
Gem Dust Ink – 5
(1 Required)
Vial of Blue Ink – 1
Vial of Orange Ink – 1
Vial of Purple Ink – 1
Vial of Red Ink - 1

Craft Cooking

Name

Freq

Name
JM
Cooking
Name

Freq

M Cooking

S

Name
GM
Cooking

Freq

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Cook”.
Additionally, you may follow Simple recipes.
Spice It Up: You may spend 1 Build Point to enhance the
potency of any singular food item. It restores or grants an
additional HP, and it gains the modifier “Spiced”.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Cook”.
You may follow Intermediate recipes.
Effect
You gain the title “Master Cook”.
You may follow Advanced recipes.
Effect

S

You gain the title “Grand Master Cook”.

S
Craft Cooking

R
S
Freq

Name

Freq

Refined Palate

D

Name

Freq

Savor It!

E

BP

Cost

5/
Day

5

BP
10 /
Day
BP
20 /
Day
BP
30 /
Day

Cost
4
Cost
4
Cost
4

Effect
Time Cost
By tasting something, you can gain information about its
RP
material composition, the presence of simple toxins, or
2
60
the amount of time the item has been aged.
Effect
Cost
You may apply the effects of any singular food item to up to 3
5
people.

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as a Cook.

2

You learn the pattern “Experimental Recipe”.

2

You learn the pattern “Hearty Stew”.

2

You learn the pattern “Secret Sauce”.

2

You learn the pattern “Ice Pepper Garnish”.

2

You learn the pattern “Very Strong Tea”.

2

Experimental Recipe
Hearty Stew
Secret Sauce
Ice Pepper Garnish
Very Strong Tea
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Dishes by Part

Dish

Experimental
Recipe

Simple
Recipe

Intermediate
Recipe

Advanced
Recipe

Hearty Stew

Secret Sauce

Ice Pepper
Garnish

Very Strong
Tea

Effect
Effects vary greatly. May not be used to duplicate
the effects of any other Cooking power. Marshals
reserve the right to process Experimental Recipes
between games.
You may create a single item of food from the
following list: Cooked Vegetable, Date Cake, Meat
on a Stick, Pungent Cheese, Tough Jerky, Skin of
Cheap Wine. All of these items Heal 3, Self, or grant
+3 Temporary HP.
You may create enough of any Simple recipe to feed
an entire group of up to 5 characters. This results in
a single item card that reads “Feast of (Simple recipe
item)”.
You may create a single item of food from the
following list:
Roast Lamb – Gain 1 Feat of Strength this Day.
Couscous - Gain 1 Armor Resist this Day.
Silk Pudding – Gain 1 Dodge this Day.
Lentil Soup – Gain 10 BP this Day.
Fine Wine - Resist 1 Status Effect this Day.
None of these effects stack.
You take a singular food item and create a serving of
stew from it. The character consuming the stew, in
addition to the normal benefits of the food, gains +2
Max HP for the Day. This bonus does not stack.
You take a singular food item and apply the perfect
amount of a sauce made from rare ingredients
known to stimulate the mind. The character
consuming the food, in addition to its normal
benefits, performs their next Ritual as if they had an
additional participant. They must still meet the
minimum requirements without this.
You apply a special spicy garnish to any singular food
item. In addition to its normal benefits, the
character consuming it may Add 1 All (increases
damage and healing) for the next Encounter. This
food is so spicy that any individual character may
consume Ice Pepper Garnish only once per Day.
You brew a refreshing cup of Very Strong Tea. It
heals the drinker to full (out of combat) or Restores
All.
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Point
Cost

Components

30+

Cooking Oil – 1
Simple recipe item – 3
Intermediate recipe
item - 10
Advanced recipe item
- 15

3

Cooking Oil - 1

10

Cooking Oil – 1
Simple recipe item - 3

15

Cooking Oil – 1
Simple recipe item - 3

10

Cooking Oil – 1
Simple recipe item - 3

20

Cooking Oil – 1
Simple recipe item – 3
Intermediate recipe
item - 10

25

Cooking Oil – 1
Simple recipe item – 3
Intermediate recipe
item - 10
Advanced recipe item
– 15

15

Tea - 5

Craft Droving

Name

Freq

Name

Freq

JM Droving

S

Name

Freq

M Droving

S

Name
GM
Droving

Freq

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Drover”. You learn the
pattern “Juvenile Animal”. *
Feed Animal: You may treat any single item card for
food as an additional 5 BP. You may not use this ability
more than once per animal crafted.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Drover”. You learn the
pattern “Pack Animal”.
Effect
You gain the title “Master Drover”. You learn the
pattern “Show Animal”.
Effect

S

You gain the title “Grand Master Drover”.

S
Craft Droving

R

Name

Freq

Handle Animal

D

Name

Freq

Stampede

E

BP

Cost

5 / Day

5

BP

Cost

10 / Day

4

BP

Cost

20 / Day

4

BP

Cost

30 / Day

4

Effect
Delivery
Destroy 1 item card for food.
Packet
Call Dominate Animal 30 seconds.
Effect
Destroy 10 item cards for food. Call a Hold and choose one of the
following effects:
1 – All Enemies Stun 20 seconds
2 – Call 20 Bashing Blast with a Packet

Cost
2
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as a Drover.

2

You learn the pattern “Experimental Trick”.

2

You learn the pattern “Guard Animal”.

2

You learn the pattern “Hunting Animal”.

2

You learn the pattern “Rescue Animal”.

2

You learn the pattern “War Animal”.

2

Experimental Trick
Guard Animal
Hunting Animal
Rescue Animal
War Animal

* - When you first buy this Craft, you must select a single large animal. You may only produce animals of
that kind. You must own at least 1 of this type of animal to be able to produce more (Breeding Stock).
When you select the animal, a Marshal will select a value for (body), which determines how easy it is to
produce more of the animal, but also restricts how effective some of its abilities are. Marshals reserve
the right to reject overpowered or comical animals. Examples: Canine (2), Camel (3), Moa (4), Horse (5),
Giant Scorpion (6), Giant Reptile (7), Elephant (8).
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Droving by Part

Book or
Scroll

Effect

Point
Cost

Experimental
Trick

Effects vary greatly. You attempt to teach a
particular animal an additional ability related to its
base type. Each animal may only know one
experimental trick. Marshals reserve the right to
process Experimental Tricks between games.

30+

Guard
Animal

Hunting
Animal

Juvenile
Animal

Pack Animal

The owner must spend 1 XP to represent
establishing a bond with the animal. They receive +
(body) Max HP as long as the animal is with them.
The owner must spend 1 XP to represent
establishing a bond with the animal. Once per Day, a
hunting animal can allow the owner to act as if they
had the Tracker power from Warcraft for one
thread.
This animal possesses no inherent qualities. One
Event after the animal is created, it becomes a
Mature Animal and is ready to be trained (used as a
Component in other recipes).
The owner must spend 1 XP to represent
establishing a bond with the animal. They receive +
(body) ENC as long as the animal is with them. Pack
animals may also be ridden, but they may not grant
ENC while being ridden.

(body)
* 20

(body)
* 10

(body)
*5

(body)
* 10

Rescue
Animal

The owner must spend 1 XP to represent
establishing a bond with the animal. Once per Day, a
rescue animal can drag its owner to safety. This
reduces the cost of Fair Escape to ½ Influence.

(body)
* 15

Show Animal

This animal is exceedingly fancy. All Show Animals
automatically know the Experimental Trick “Pose”.

(body)
* 25

War Animal

This animal will have stats for the Army Combat
System, and is only usable in that context.

(body)
* 20
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Components
Any item card for food
–2

Mature Animal (body) * 5
(1 Required)
Any item card for food
–2
Mature Animal (body) * 5
(1 Required)
Any item card for food
–2
Breeding Stock Required
Mature Animal (body) * 5
(1 Required)
Any item card for food
–2
Mature Animal (body) * 5
(1 Required)
Any item card for food
–2
Mature Animal (body) * 5
(1 Required)
Any item card for food
–2
Mature Animal (body) * 5
(1 Required)
Any item card for food
–2

Craft Jewelry

Name

Freq

S
Craft Jewelry

R
Name

Freq

JM Jeweler

S

M Jeweler

S

GM
Jeweler

S

Name

Freq

Jeweler’s Loupe

D

Name

Freq

Shatter

E

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Jeweler”.
You may recharge a ring, bracelet or amulet designed
to hold powers for ½ the BP it would cost to create.
You must be able to create the item to recharge it. The
user does not need to pay XP to re-bind bound Jewelry
when it is recharged.
Salvage: You may spend 1 Build Point to destroy a
jeweled or gemmed item (1 item card), recovering a
small, medium or large gem based on the cost and
construction of the item.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Jeweler”.
You learn the pattern “Reliable Ring”.
You gain the title “Master Jeweler”.
You learn “Difficult Bracelet”.
You gain the title “Grand Master Jeweler”.
You learn “Exhausting Amulet”.
Effect
You possess an accurate magnification tool, whenever
this would be of use.
Effect
You imbue a normal Small, Medium, or Large gem
with magic, then crush it. You may call 2 * the value in
lunari as Bypass damage.

BP

Cost

5 / Day

5

BP

Cost

10 / Day

4

20 / Day

4

30 / Day

4

Time
RP
60
Delivery
Point
and
Click

Cost
2
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as a Jeweler.

2

You learn the pattern “Amulet of Health”.

2

You learn the pattern “Belt of Imbued Power”.

2

You learn the pattern “Experimental Gem”.

2

You learn the pattern “Maintenance Kit”.

3

Amulet of Health
Belt of Imbued Power
Experimental Gem
Maintenance Kit

Racial powers, even ones with XP costs, may never be placed in Jewelry. Weapon powers or powers
granted by items may never be placed in Jewelry. If purchasing a power grants several sub-powers, each
sub-power counts as an individual power with the XP cost of the parent power for the purposes of
Jewelry. These powers cannot be placed in Jewelry: Any power that allows you to become Invisible and
move, Any power in the Devotion sub-tree, Head Shot (Archery), Invocation of Sanctuary (Sanctity),
Resuscitate (Field Medicine), Resurrection (Holy Light), Killing Blow (Warcraft), Salamander’s Fire
(Terrain Mastery). Unique powers (i.e., ones acquired by PCs that are not listed in this book) require
Marshal approval to be placed in Jewelry.
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Jewelry by Part

Jewelry
Amulet of
Health

Freq

S

Belt of
Imbued
Power

S

Difficult
Bracelet*

E

Exhausting
Amulet*

E

Experimental
Gem

-

Maintenance
Kit

Once

Effect
The wearer must spend 1 XP to bind this item
to them. This counts as a magical amulet. They
gain 3 Max HP while wearing it.
This gemmed belt allows those who fight with
means other than weapons to best focus their
energies. When created, select a Power Tree.
All Healing or non-Swing Damage effects in that
Tree Add 1. A character may only use one
magical belt per Encounter, and it must be
phys-repped.
This bracelet is imbued with the basic level of a
single Difficult power possessed by the creator.
This power may not require resources. The
wearer must spend 1 XP to bind this item to
them. They may use this power once, after
which the bracelet is emptied of its magic and
must be recharged. A character may only use
one magical bracelet per Day.
This amulet is imbued with the basic level of a
single Exhausting power possessed by the
creator. This power may not require resources.
The wearer must spend 3 XP to bind this item
to them. They may use this power once, after
which the amulet is emptied of its magic and
must be recharged. A character may only use
one magical amulet per Day.
Effects vary greatly. This pattern requires the
creator to submit specific ideas to a Marshal in
advance. This gem may not duplicate any other
Jewelry.
Remove all Decay from a piece of jewelry.

Point
Cost

Components

10

Necklace Card – 2
Small Gem - 3

30

15

Bracelet Card – 3
Medium Gem - 4

20

Necklace Card – 3
Large Gem - 7

30+

Large Gem – 7
Other - ???

5

This ring is imbued with the basic level of a
single Reliable power possessed by the creator.
This power may require resources – if it does,
treat the wearer as if they had at least 1 of that
Reliable
resource. The wearer must spend 1 XP to bind
10
Ring*
this item to them. They may use this power
once, after which the ring is emptied of its
magic and must be recharged. A character may
only use two magical rings per Day.
 - These items do not have a Durability rating since they must be recharged

E
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Large Gem – 7
Medium Gem – 4

None

Ring Card – 2
Small Gem - 3

Craft Tattoo

Name

Craft Tattoo

Freq

S
R

Name
JM
Tattooist
Name
M
Tattooist
Name
GM
Tattooist

Freq

S
Freq

S
Freq

S

Name

Freq

Imprint

D

Name

Freq

Cage of Ink

E

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Tattooist”. You may
create any tattoo whose pattern you know by
spending BP.
You learn the pattern “Ox Tattoo”.
Mill Ink: You may spend 1 Build Point to change the
color of up to 3 vials of ink.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Tattooist”.
You learn the pattern “Mountain Tattoo”.
Effect
You gain the title “Master Tattooist”.
You learn the pattern “Dragon Tattoo”.
Effect
You gain the title “Grand Master Tattooist”.
You learn the pattern “Back Piece”.

BP

Cost

5 / Day

5

BP

Cost

10 / Day

4

BP

Cost

20 / Day

4

BP

Cost

30 / Day

4

Effect
You create a floating magical picture of moderate quality. You are
limited by what your character has seen and their imagination.
This picture remains as long as you concentrate or, if you press it
into a willing target’s skin, 1 Day.
Effect
Delivery
Destroy 1 vial of ink to create an Ink Trap.
( Stun 30 seconds or Frozen Foot 60 seconds) You may
Packet
use this power twice per Event.

Cost
2
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as a Tattooist.

2

You learn the pattern “Experimental Tattoo”.

2

You learn the pattern “Tattoo Maintenance Kit”.

3

You learn the pattern “Tiger Tattoo”.

2

Experimental Tattoo
Maintenance Kit
Tiger Tattoo
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Tattoos by Part

Tattoo

Back Tattoo

Dragon
Tattoo

Freq

Effect

Point
Cost

Components

S

These elaborate tattoos cover the entire
back, and feature a theme unique to each
person. Your character gains a unique
power, based on the theme you choose
and your role.

50

Any Vial of Ink - 1
Gem Dust Ink – Required

E

Add 1 All, Self. This effect lasts for 60
seconds.
30

Vial of Black Ink – 1
Vial of Yellow Ink – 1
Vial of Red Ink – 1
Vial of Blue Ink – 1
Vial of Purple Ink – 1
Vial of Green Ink - 1
Any Vial of Ink - 1
Other - ???

E

Call Burst 7 (element). Choose the
element when the tattoo is created.

Experimental
Tattoo

Varies

Effects vary greatly. This pattern requires
the creator to submit specific ideas to a
Marshal in advance. May not be used to
duplicate the effects of any other Tattoo.

30+

Maintenance
Kit

Once

Remove all Decay from a tattoo.

5

Mountain
Tattoo

E

Heal 5, Self.

15

Ox Tattoo

S

Gain 2 Max HP.

10

E

Your intimidating demeanor frightens
people into assisting you. When you call
in a Favor, your Favor operates as if you
were one Rank higher.

25

Tiger Tattoo

E

Call Fear 20 seconds, M P&C.
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None
Vial of Black Ink – 1
Vial of Orange Ink - 1
Vial of Red Ink - 1
Vial of Black Ink – 1
Vial of Yellow Ink - 1
Vial of Black Ink – 1
Vial of Yellow Ink – 1
Vial of Orange Ink - 1

Craft Weapon

Name

Freq

S
Craft Weapon

R
Name
JM
Weapon
Name

Freq

M Weapon

S

Name
GM
Weapon

Freq

S
Freq

S

Effect
You gain the title “Apprentice Weaponsmith”.
You learn the pattern “Normal Weapon”.
Normal weapons do not receive a Durability rating,
and aren’t affected by Decay.
Salvage: You may spend 1 Build Point to destroy a
weapon (1 item card), recovering materials equal to
up to half of the BP required to create the item.
Effect
You gain the title “Journeyman Weaponsmith”.
You learn the pattern “Chained”.
Effect
You gain the title “Master Weaponsmith”.
You learn the pattern “Element Weapon”.
Effect
You gain the title “Grand Master Weaponsmith”.
You learn the pattern “Stunning”.

BP

Cost

5 / Day

5

BP

Cost

10 / Day

4

BP

Cost

20 / Day

4

BP

Cost

30 / Day

4

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Reinforce Weapon

D

Resist the first Decay that targets one of your weapons.

3

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Balance

E

Add 1 with weapons.

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Guild Certification

S
S
S
S

You are Guild Certified as a Weaponsmith.

2

You learn the pattern “Experimental Weapon”.

2

You learn the pattern “Maintenance Kit”.

3

You learn the pattern “of Quality”.

2

Experimental
Weapon
Maintenance Kit
Of Quality
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Weapons by Part

Weapon

Normal Weapon

Point
Cost

Effects

Create a single normal weapon or a brace
of throwing weapons.

10

(Creature)
Bane Weapon

S

Add 1 with this weapon when
fighting (creature)s.

+20

Chained

D

Resist 1 Disarm.

+10

(Element)
Weapon

S

Convert (element).

+20

Experimental
Weapon

Of Quality

Maintenance Kit
Stunning

Effects vary greatly. This pattern requires
the creator to submit specific ideas to a
Marshal in advance.
You may spend 20 BP to add “of Quality”
to a weapon. A weapon of Quality
increases its base damage by 1. Any item
that confers the mechanical bonus of an
“of Quality” item is considered to be an
“of Quality” item, whether the item card
specifically says this or not. You may add
this bonus to a weapon already created
by spending the normal cost.
Remove all Decay from a
Once
weapon.

E

Substitute Stun 30.
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30+

Components
Bar stock – 1
Crosspiece – 1
Hilt – 1
Leather square – 1
Pommel - 1
Pole – 4
Bar stock – 1
Medium Gem – 5
(creature) part* - Required
(* - Varies by creature)
Bar stock – 1
Links – 1
Metal Bands – 1
Bar stock – 1
Large Gem – 5
Elemental Core - Required
Bar stock – 1
Large Gem – 5
Other - ???

+20

Bar stock – 1
Large Gem – 5
Elemental Core - Required

5

None

+30

Paralyzing Venom –
Required
Large Gem - 10

Archery – All Aggressors
For this power tree, any reference to “arrow” may also be read as “bolt”. References to an arrow being
drawn may also refer to a bolt being fully loaded.
Archery requires constant practice, and most practitioners spend a lot of time training to ensure their
arrows will find their intended mark in combat.
Because of the effort required to master this power tree, a practitioner of Archery must give up their
ability to buy powers from their unique power tree, as noted in the table below:
Master of Arms
(Master of the Bow)

-Resilience
-Warcraft
-Archery

Name

Evoker
(Arcane Archer)

-Conjuration
-Destruction
-Archery

-Warcraft
-Destruction
-Archery

Scout
(Eagle Eye)

-Hexing
-Warcraft
-Archery

Freq

Effect

S

Add 1 Projectile weapons.

R
Accuracy

E
Name
Rapid
Fire
(meta)
Upgrade
Name
Head
Shot
(meta)

Dervish
(Whirlwind)

Freq

R
Freq

E

Psionicist
(Mindbow)

-Destruction
-Hexing
-Archery

Your uncanny accuracy allows you to perform simple trick shots, such
as shooting an apple off of a friend’s head.
( This is an RP power and has no effect in combat )
With a Marshal’s approval, you may attempt a feat of archery in
combat, such as severing a rope from a distance with an arrow.
Complete an RP count of 15 seconds, then call a Hold and play PRS
with a Marshal – if you win or tie you succeed.
Effect
Time
Call “Rapid Fire!”. With a drawn arrow, you may drop the
Wait
arrow on the ground instead of shooting to call 4 Piercing as a
30
Point and Click against < 2 different targets >.
4 different targets
Effect
Substitute 50 Bypass with a Projectile weapon. This power may not be
enhanced or altered by any other power.
Do not actually aim for the head.
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Cost

10

Cost
5
6
Cost
5

Name

Aimed Shot
(meta)

Upgrade
Name
Splinter
Shot
(meta)
Name

Black
Arrows

Freq

Cast Time

R

Varies

Cost

Begin a countdown (clearly and out loud, “Aimed Shot 1, Aimed Shot 2,
etc.”) when you have an arrow drawn and aimed at a specific foe. Reset
the countdown any time you change your target, or have fired your arrow.
When you get to “Aimed Shot 5”, Add 1 with your next arrow.*
*If you reach “Aimed Shot 10”, you Add 2 Convert Bypass next arrow.
Freq
Effect
Time

D
Freq

E

Name

Freq

Point Blank Shot

R

Name

Freq

Entwined
Power
(meta)

S

Name

Freq

Enchanted
Quiver
(meta)

D

Twice per Encounter, you may deliver your current
Projectile weapon damage as a Blast.

Wait
30

4

3
Cost
4

Effect
Call “Black Arrows!”. The power of darkness infuses you, as shadow
crawls up the ground and into your quiver, forming lethal missiles
that track your foe’s heart. This Encounter, reduce your count
requirements for Aimed Shot by 5. (You continuously Add 2, but
may count to “Aimed Shot 5” to Add 4 Convert Bypass if you
possess the upgrade)

Cost

Effect
With an arrow drawn and aimed at a specific foe, you may drop the
arrow on the ground instead of shooting to call your current
Projectile weapon damage as a Melee Point and Click. This does not
count as a (meta) power.
Effect
A single Projectile weapon you own may have a second
Enchantment applied to the grip – get a second item card for this.
You may use and benefit from both Enchantments during the same
Encounter, but not at the same moment (such as for a single
attack). The secondary Enchantment functions only for you.
Effect
Time
Place your bow in the nearest safe place to where you are
standing. You have up to 60 seconds to move OOCly to
Cast
collect arrows. If you do not return to your bow before the
5
end of this power, you take 30 Bypass. If you are the last
combatant on your side, this power ends.

Cost
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5

3
Cost

5

Cost

5

Avoidance – Adept, Chirurgeon, Rogue
Avoidance focuses on making you as hard to damage as possible. While the basic techniques in this tree
are mundane in nature, involving intense physical training, the advanced powers border on the outright
supernatural. Masters of Avoidance are reluctant to discuss the exact source of their powers, preferring
to remain mysterious even to their allies. Upgrades in this tree marked (Elite) are only purchasable by
Guardians.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Roll with the Blow

D

Heal 5. You must take damage to activate this power.

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Missed Me

D

Once per Encounter, gain a Dodge. *

5

Upgrade
Name
Smoke and
Mirrors
Name

Freq

E

* - Gain another use of this power each Encounter. (Elite)
Effect
Gain a Phase and a Reflect that may only be used on a Melee
attack.

5

Effect
While being attacked in Melee by two or more opponents, if you
avoid an opponent’s melee attack using Dodge or Phase, you may
call a Disarm as a Melee Point and Click against that opponent. *
While in an urban area, anyone who attempts to follow you
through mundane means will fail if you are ever out of their sight.
* Once per Encounter, you may call Burst Weakness 20 seconds. (Elite)
Freq
Effect
Become invisible and Slow for 30 seconds.
Using a power or speaking ends this effect.
Freq
Effect
Become invisible for 60 seconds.
Using any other powers breaks invisibility.

Cost

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Unravel

D

Resist a Physical Effect. You take 5 Bypass.

5

Freq

Effect
Once per Encounter, you Resist a Point and Click, Blast, or Burst
attack. *
* - Gain another use of this power each Encounter. (Elite)
Effect
For the duration of this Encounter, if you can catch any thrown
packet, you do not suffer its effects; instead, you have 10 seconds
to throw it at another target for the same call.

Cost

Tricky in a Crowd

Freq

7
Cost

R

3

S

Upgrade
Name
Fade Away
Name
Vanish

Name
Sudden
Cover
Upgrade
Name
You
Dropped
This

D
E

D
Freq

E
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2
Cost
6
Cost
5

5
5
Cost
5

Body Control – Adept
More than any other type of combatant, Adepts have mastered the secret ways of shaping their own
body into both weapon and shield. Every piece of their body is trained separately, and they are often
double-jointed. While not all Adepts train with others, many belong to a monastery, dojo, or fighter’s
circle. Running such an establishment is said to be the ultimate goal for many an Adept.
* - Brass Skin and Iron Skin require extensive makeup – speak to a Marshal. They do not stack with the
Guardian Benefit. These options are intended for players who want to be tough, but can’t afford armor.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Brass Skin

S

Gain the benefits of Tier 2 Armor. *

6

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Iron Skin

S

Gain the benefits of Tier 4 Armor. *

9

Name

Freq

Cost

Diamond
Skin

E

Effect
Call “Diamond Skin!”. For 60 seconds, your damage with all attacks
is reduced to 1, and may not be increased, you gain infinite Armor
Resists and are Immune to Physical Status Effects.
Effect
You may keep your eyes open and look around during Time
Freezes. You may not speak or take actions.
You may attempt to glean information by listening.
( This is an RP power and has no effect in combat )
Effect
Resist 1 Physical Effect , including Disarm (but not Masterful
Disarm). You take 5 Bypass.
Effect
Call Absorb against any single attack that targets you. You may
deliver the same call as your next weapon strike.

Cost

Name
Keen Hearing

Freq

S
R

Name
Never
Surprised
Name

Freq

Anticipation

E

D
Freq

Name

Freq

Muscle Attunement

R

Name
Muscle
Surge
Name
Living Fist
(meta)

Freq

Effect
Out of combat, choose a weapon type to attune your
muscles to. You may dual-wield a single one-handed
weapon type, or gain additional uses of the power granted
by a 2-handed weapon while attuned to it. If it grants a
Difficult power, you gain one additional use per Encounter.
If it grants an Exhausting power, it becomes a Difficult
power. Attuning yourself removes previous attunements.
Effect

5

2
Cost
5
Cost
5

Time

Cost

RP
30

5

Cost

D

Gain 2 Feats of Strength.

4

Freq

Effect
Call “Living Fist!”. For this Encounter, gain the use of this power:
Wait 10 Seconds: Gain a Feat of Strength.

Cost

E
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5

Brilliant Armor – Battlemage, Shapeshifter
Brilliant Armor protects the user with shimmering fields of magical energy. When these are in place, the
very air around the user seems charged with protective force.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Arcane Health

S

Your Max HP are increased by 5.

6

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Grounding

D

Resist 1 Physical Effect. Take 5 Bypass.

3

Name

Freq

Cost

Mass Shield

E

Effect
Call “All Allies gain 5 Temporary HP!”. Alternately, you may call
“Mass Shield!” instead (explain this to your allies beforehand).

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Elemental Shield

D

Resist 1 Elemental Attack.

3

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Force Field

D

Gain < 5 Temporary HP >.

5

10 Temporary HP
Effect
Whenever the Temporary HP granted by your Force Field are
expended, you Minimize the next damaging attack.
Effect
Call “Shield Surge!”. Regain all the Temporary HP granted by your
Force Field. You may use this power twice per Day.

6
Cost

Effect
Time
You create a buckler made of magical force. If this buckler
RP
is Disarmed or Masterfully Disarmed, it is dispelled. *
30
* You may block non-Bypass packets with the buckler, and call Resist.
Freq
Effect

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Impervious

S

Name

Freq

Shield Surge

E

5

3
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Cost

Force Shield

R

5

Upgrade
Name

3
Cost

Indomitable

D

Resist 1 Mental Effect.

5

Name
Inversion
Aura

Freq

Effect
Call “Inversion Aura” when your Force Shield is struck by damage.
Minimize (that damage type) for 60 seconds.

Cost

E
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5

Chaos – Psionicist
Chaos is an unpredictable power source, and even those who use it don’t fully control it. Channeling this
force is taxing on the user’s grasp on reality, and many practitioners of the art become… strange.
To use many powers in the Chaos power tree, the Psionicist must have two pouches at their waist.
These pouches must be large enough to hold their Chaos Tokens, and must not allow tokens to be seen
before being drawn. One of these pouches will be used for Type tokens, and the other for Numeric
tokens. If a power instructs you to make a Random Draw, this consists of drawing one Numeric token
and one Type token at random. Psionicists gain the use of all Chaos Tokens for free.
When using a power that specifies that Chaos Tokens be drawn, the time to read them and do any
needed math is added to the Cast Time (if any) of the powers being used. After being used, Chaos
Tokens must be replaced into the pouch so that the draw remains random. Recommended tokens are
plastic poker chips, small tiles, or anything else that is reasonably legible. Color coding is recommended
for Type tokens. Tokens and pouches are subject to Marshal approval.
If a power specifies that you draw a token or make a Random Draw, you may not use that power unless
you are in combat.
Chaos Tokens
Bashing, Piercing, Slashing, Air, Earth, Fire, Water
1, 1
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
3, 3

Type Tokens
Numeric Tokens
Name

Freq

Cost

S

Effect
You receive a slight boost of luck in games of chance.
This power requires a Marshal to use.

Bend Reality
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Chaos Armor

D

Draw a Type Token. Minimize that Type.

2

Freq

Effect

Cost

D

Draw a Type Token. Add 1 Convert the Type Token to Weapons.

4

Name
Chaos
Blade
(meta)
Name

Freq

Chaos Pool

D

Name
Chaos
Spike
Name
Wave of
Madness

Freq

D
Freq

E

Effect
Draw a Numeric Token. Your Spell Pool increases by this amount. If
you do not have Spell Pool, you instead gain Spell Pool 2.
Effect
Delivery
Make a Random Draw. Select up to three targets and
Point and
call (Numeric Token * 2) (Type Token).
Click
Effect
Time
Make a Random Draw. Gain (Numeric Token) uses of
Cast
packets that deliver Blast 15 (Type Token).
10
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4

Cost
2
Cost
6
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Channel Violent
Chaos
(meta)

D

Name

Freq

Chaos
Ripple
(meta)

D

Name

Freq

Power
Surge
(meta)

E

Effect
Make a Random Draw. While holding both Tokens in one hand (which
may not be holding anything else), all of your damaging non-melee
attacks Add the Numeric Token and Convert the Type Token. You may
not make use of your Spell Pool (if any) while under this effect. This
power ends if you are no longer holding the Tokens.
Effect
Draw a Type token. Effects depend on the type:
 Bashing – Gain 4 uses of P&C Knockback
 Piercing – Gain 1 use of P&C Frozen Foot 45 seconds
 Slashing – Gain 3 uses of Burst 5 Slashing
 Air – Reduce the Cast Time of your next 4 Force Bolts to 0
 Earth – Gain 2 uses of MP&C Weakness 30 seconds
 Fire – Your next 3 Force Bolts Convert Fire and are Blasts
 Water – Gain 3 uses of Heal 10, Touch
Effect
Draw 2 Type tokens and choose one.
Effects last 1 Encounter and depend on the type:
 Bashing – Gain 8 uses of P&C Knockback
 Piercing – Gain 5 uses of P&C 7 Piercing
 Slashing – Call “All Allies Add 2 All”
 Air – Reduce the Cast Time of your packet-based powers to 0.
 Earth – Minimize all types for 60 seconds
 Fire – Your Force Bolts Convert Fire and are Blasts
 Water – Call “All Allies Heal 10”
Name
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Cost

3

Cost

6

Cost

5

Charm – Illusionist
All of these effects are Mental Effects. Several of the powers in this power tree augment the effects of
the Hexing power tree.
Name

Freq

Blend In

E

Name

Freq

Illusory
Item

D

Effect
Time
Your party (no more than 10 targets) may appear in an
RP
Illusory Guise of your choice. This power is generally an RP
60
power, but may allow you to avoid some Encounters.
Effect
You attempt to produce an illusory copy of a real item you have
seen. Play RPS with a Marshal to determine the quality of the
illusion. The illusion suffers under scrutiny and fades with time.

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Bolt of Terror

R

Call Fear 10 seconds.

Packet

Name
Conjured
Terrors
Name
Ultimate
Terror

Freq

S
Freq

E

Name

Freq

Illusory Guise

R

Name

Freq

Invisibility

D

Name

Freq

False
Image

E

Cost
5
Cost
4

Time
Cast
5

Cost

Delivery
When you buy them, gain an additional use of all packet-based
Difficult powers in the Hexing power tree each Encounter.
Effect
Delivery
Call Sleep 60 seconds. The target is overcome
Melee Point and
with horrifying images and passes out.
Click

Cost

Effect
Time
You may appear as a generic member of a humanoid race of
your approximate size, selected at the time of casting. You
RP
may appear to be a different sex. This is an illusion and does
60
not alter your actual body. This effect lasts 2 hours.
Effect
While standing still and taking no actions except for speaking, you
become invisible. Put a hand or weapon over your head.
Effect
Whenever you would use Fair Escape, you may instead throw RPS
with a Marshal. If you win or tie, an illusory clone took the final
blows. This is considered to be your use of Fair Escape for the Day.

Cost

5

5
Cost
5

3
Cost
5
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Mental Mastery

S

Gain Immune to a single Mental Status Effect of your choice.

3

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Mind Fog

D

Call Dominate 45 seconds.

Packet

Name
Command
the Mind

Freq

Effect
Call Dominate 90 seconds or
Dominate 30 seconds Bypass.

Delivery
Point and
Click

E
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Time
Cast
10
Time
Cast
10

Cost
6
Cost
5

Command - Tactician
Command is not a power granted to the common foot soldier. Most Tacticians attended elite academies
since an early age, or have noble blood, leading them naturally into a position of power. Commanders
must be hard of heart, but good commanders carefully guard the resource of their allies’ trust.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
All powers in this tree, including Formations or Strategies, affect up to 10 allies (targets).
Tacticians with the Battle Master power receive Command Points. These points are allocated at the
beginning of each Day to select Formations and Strategies (see below). Multiple Tacticians may pool
their Command Points to buy these.
Formations and Strategies

Lines consist of at least 3 people within Melee range (6 feet) of each other. The “end points” of a line are
whichever two people have only 1 person next to them in the line. To be “behind a front line”, the line
must be within Melee range (6 feet), and the participants in the line must have their backs to you. A line
is considered to “break” any time there is a gap of more than 6 feet between people in the line. If you
are in a line formation and notice this happen, you should call “Line Broken!”
Name
Line Fighting

Upgrades
Name
Rank Fighting
Upgrade
Name
Rallying Cry

Name
Weapon
Specialization

Effect
Add 1 Weapons while fighting in a line. You may call a 5
S second Hold once per Encounter to form the targets into a
line.
Targets on the end points of your line gain 3 Melee Point and Click
Knockbacks per Encounter. These are lost if the line breaks.
Once per Encounter, targets gain 1 Armor Resist if they are fighting
in a line. If unused, this Armor Resist is lost when the line breaks.
Effect
Add 1 Weapons while fighting behind a front line.
S
While behind a front line, targets receive 2 uses of a Melee Point
and Click Frozen Foot 10 seconds per Encounter.
Effect

D

E

Choose a phrase. Any target may yell the chosen phrase once
to Heal 5. The phrase must be pre-approved by a Marshal.
Effect
Choose a single type of Melee or projectile weapon.
Targets Add 1 (that weapon) this Day.
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Command Points
2
1
1
Command Points
1
1
Command Points
3

Command Points
3

Name

Freq

Advanced Tactics

E

Name

Freq

Intense
Training

R

Name

Freq

Cautious

E

Name

Freq

Battle Master

S

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Reform

D

Name

Freq

Flashing
Steel
(meta)

E

Name

Freq

Formation Anchor

S

Name

Freq

Rally

D

Name

Freq

Pure Grit

E

Name

Freq

Shield Use

S

Effect
When a Marshal announces the Ambush or Flanked Encounter
modifier, you may call “Tactics” to negate it.
Effect
When a Marshal announces the Hazardous Encounter modifier, you
may call “Tactics” to halve the damage. When a Marshal announces
the Confusion Encounter modifier, you may choose one ally that
would be affected and call “Tactics” to negate the effect on them.
Effect
When a Marshal announces the Stealth Encounter modifier, you gain
three uses of the following power:
MP&C – target ally may go OOG for 10 seconds to move from one
patch of shadow to another.

Cost

Effect
You gain access to Formations and Strategies,
and gain < 3 Command Points >.
5 Command Points
Effect
You receive 20 seconds of Hold to move all targeted allies into a
continuous line or circle. Any target may refuse.
Effect
While in a line, you may call your weapon damage as a Melee Point
and Click. You must wait 1 second between damage calls made with
this power, as if you were swinging a weapon. This effect ends if the
line is broken.

Cost

Effect
While in a line, you and any allies in melee range of you are Immune
to Bursts that inflict non-Bypass damage or effects.
Effect
You receive 20 seconds of Hold to call allies to you. Any target may
choose to refuse.
Effect
This Encounter, while in a line, your allies are Immune to non-Bypass
Mental Effects. This effect is removed from any target that leaves
the line.

Cost

Effect
You may use kite shields. * Additionally, reduce the cost of Round
Shield in the Resilience tree to 0. If you use a kite shield in an
Encounter, instead of all of your damage being reduced to 3 with
weapons, all of your damage with weapons is reduced to 2 for that
Encounter.

Cost
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4

4
Cost
3

5
5
Cost
4
Cost
4

3
Cost
4
Cost
5

3

Conjuration – Evoker, Illusionist, Necromancer
Conjuration is the magic of summoning, warding, and binding. While difficult to use to full effect in
battle, it can shape the fight. Conjuration specialists can summon a variety of elementals and spirits to
do their bidding.
Some powers in this tree refer to “elemental attacks”. An elemental type is one of: Air, Earth, Fire, or
Water. An elemental attack is any damage call that includes an elemental type. You are responsible for
explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins. Powers that require markers
require that your markers approved for use by a Marshal.
Name

Freq

Elemental Armor

D

Name

Freq

Conjure
Elemental

R

Name

Freq

Dark
Possession

E

Name

Freq

Force Weapon

D

Name

Freq

Call to the
Light

E

Name

Freq

Warding
Circle

E

Effect
Select an element. When struck by a melee weapon, you may call 2
(elemental type) as a Melee Point and Click against your attacker.
Effect
Time
Touch a downed player to create an Elemental.
(Animate 20 HP , 3 (elemental type) )
RP
You must give the target a red headband to wear, which
10
indicates that they are a summoned creature. Approved
headbands will be provided to players with this power.
Effect
Time
Call “Dark Possession!” You summon a Khayal – an
elemental spirit of darkness - and cause it to inhabit your
body. You have 30 HP, and your damage with all weapons
RP
becomes 4 Spirit. You have 2 Dodges. You may not use any
30
other powers while maintaining this effect. When reduced
to 0, you revert to your normal self.
Effect
You summon a weapon made of pure force, and are automatically
able to use it. It functions as a weapon “of Quality” of its type and
requires no item card. If you are Disarmed or Masterfully Disarmed,
the weapon is dispelled.
Effect
You summon a spirit of light and cause it to inhabit your body. You
have 20 HP, and your damage with all weapons becomes 1 Spirit.
Choose another player. As long as you remain within 5 feet of them,
all of their powers that Heal Add 5. You may not use any other
powers while maintaining this effect. When reduced to 0, you
revert to your normal self.
Effect
Time
As part of the cast time, place a marker of up to 40 feet in a
circle, centered on your current location. Call a Hold.
Hostile creatures currently inside the circle are pushed
Cast
outside of it. Hostile creatures cannot enter this circle and
20
ranged attacks (including yours) cannot exit the circle. This
power ends if 5 minutes elapse.
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Cost
5
Cost

6

Cost

5

Cost
5
Cost

4

Cost

3

Name

Freq

Quick (meta)

S

Name

Freq

Enlarged
(meta)

E

Name

Freq

Golem Suit

E

Effect
All powers in this tree have their RP, Wait, and Cast Times reduced
by 10 seconds.
Effect
Triples the normal size of your next Conjuration power. If used on
Conjure Elemental, HP & damage are doubled for the Encounter.
You may join Enlarged elementals together to invoke Multi Monster
rules. If used on a Force Weapon, Add 1 with it for this Encounter.
If used on Dark Possession or Golem Suit, Add 10 HP.
Effect
Time
Call “Golem!”. You summon a Golem – a construct of rock
and magic that envelops your body. You have 50 HP, and
your damage with all weapons becomes 3 Earth. You have 2
RP
Feats of Strength. You may not use any other powers while
30
maintaining this effect. When reduced to 0, you revert to
your normal self.
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Cost
2
Cost

4

Cost

3

Control – Battlemage
This is the power that is perhaps most feared on the battlefield – the hallmark of the powerful mages
who wade into battle with impunity, trusting to their powerful defensive magics even as they unleash
terror upon their adversaries. Used properly, a squad of battlemages breaks a line better than
elephants, breaking the opponents’ will to fight.
Name

Freq

Effect

Anger Wave

R

Call Burst Taunt < 5 seconds >.

Upgrade
Name

Freq

10 seconds
Effect

Cold Nova

D

Name
Aura of
Terror

Freq

Effect

E

Call Burst Fear 20 seconds.

Name

Freq

Effect

Stun Wave

R

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Blast Wave

D

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Vine Surge

E

Upgrade

Time
Wait
Call Burst Stun 5 seconds.
30*
* - You may change the Wait time to 0 once per Encounter
Effect

Cost

3
Cost

* Gain an additional use of this power per Encounter
Effect
Time
Cast
Call < Burst Frozen Foot 30 seconds >.
5
Burst Frozen Foot 60 seconds

2
Cost

Call Burst Out of Game 5 seconds.

E

5

4

R

Fire Nova

5

Call Burst Knockback.*

Wave of Unmaking

Freq

5
Cost

Effect

D

5

Time
Cast
5

Freq

Freq

Cost

3
Cost

Call Burst Slow 30 seconds.

Name

Upgrade
Name
Enervation
Wave
Upgrade
Name

Time
Recharge
10

10 seconds
Effect
Call Burst Weakness 15 seconds. *
* - Gain an additional use of this power per Encounter.
Effect
Call Burst 10 Fire.
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Time
Cast
< 20 >

5
3
Cost
5
3
Cost
5
3
Cost
5

Destruction – Evoker, Dervish, Psionicist, Shaman
Destruction is raw magical power, channeled into bolts and lances that leave only devastation in their
wake. Those who specialize in this power are naturally drawn to conflict, passing over slower protective
magics in favor of the best defense – a strong offense.
Some powers in this tree grant the ability “X type”. This means that anywhere in this tree where (type)
appears, you may Substitute one X you have been granted for (type).
Destruction powers that use packets make use of a Spell Pool. This number is the amount of these
powers you may hold once they are cast. For example, if you have Force Bolt and a Spell Pool of 2, you
may hold up to 2 Force Bolts once you have cast them. While you are holding a power, you may deliver
it without further Cast Time. You may only throw one packet at a time, even if you have multiple packets
in your Spell Pool. You may choose to remove a held power from your Spell Pool in order to cast a
different one into your Spell Pool. Held powers using your Spell Pool expire at the end of the Encounter
or if you do not take offensive action for more than a minute.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Avoidant

D

Gain 2 uses of MP&C Knockback.

3

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

R
S

Call < 5 (type) >.

Packet

Force Bolt

Upgrades
Name
Explosive
(meta)
Name
Meteor
Swarm
(meta)

Time
Cast
5*

Cost
5

Gain Bashing type. Your Spell Pool is 2.

6 (type)
* - By changing the Cast Time to 10 seconds, you may Convert Bypass.
This counts as a (meta) use. Bypass packets may not be stored in your
Spell Pool.
Freq
Effect
Change the delivery of your next two Force Bolts to Blast. You
may not deliver Bypass attacks in this way.
Freq
Effect
Time
Call “Meteor Swarm!”. Your Spell Pool immediately fills
with Force Bolts of (type) that Add 2. You may not cast
Cast
into your Spell Pool until it is empty, at which point this
10
effect ends.

D
E

5
5
Cost
3
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Studious

S

Increase your Spell Pool by 1 and gain Acid type and Spirit type.

10

Freq

Effect

Cost

S

The cast time on your first two Force Bolts each Encounter is
reduced to 0. These may not be Bypass.

4

Name
Quick
Charge
(meta)
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Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Subtle

S

Increase your Spell Pool by 1 and gain Air type and Water type.

6

Name
Unerring
Force Bolt
(meta)
Name

Freq

Effect

D

Call 10 (type).

Freq

Gather
Power

D

Effect
Place your weapon or another marker where you are
standing. You have up to 60 seconds to move OOCly
to collect spell packets. If you do not return to your
marker before the end of this power, you take 30
Bypass. If you are the last combatant on your side,
this power ends.

Delivery
Point
and
Click
Time

Cast
10

Cost
5
Cost

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Violent

S

Increase your Spell Pool by 1 and gain Earth type and Fire type.

6

Freq

Effect

Cost

D

Once per Encounter, call Burst 9 (type).

5

Freq

Effect
Gain two additional uses of Unerring Force Bolt or Force Burst
this Encounter. You must wait at least 15 seconds between uses.

Cost

Name
Force
Burst
(meta)
Name
Multi
(meta)

E

5

Divine Protection – Oathbound
Oathbound receive their name because all, regardless of their patron, have sworn a sacred Oath to
protect those given into their charge. Powers in this tree that have an RP Time require you to pray to
your chosen deity. You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before
combat begins. Any power that says MoP means “Mark of Protection”.
Name

Name

Freq

Effect
You imbue a shield and a weapon, or two weapons,
with Resist 1 Decay. Only you may wield them.
You may give a minor blessing to an object or person.
( This is an RP power and has no effect in combat )
Effect

Renewal

D

Heal 10. This power may not target you.

Touch

4

Name

Freq

Time

Cost

Bulwark

D

Effect
You place a Universal Resist on your shield, which
negates the first non-Bypass attack that hits the shield
that would otherwise ignore the shield.

RP
30

5

Blessing

Freq

D
D
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Time
RP
15
RP
30
Delivery

Cost
3
Cost

Name

Freq

Effect

Armor of Faith

D

Gain 1 Armor Resist.

Freq

Effect

D

Gain +5 Temporary HP.

Name
Mantle
of Faith
Name
By Grace
Alone
Name

Oath of Protection

Cost
5
Cost
5

Freq

Effect

Cost

E

When you would be reduced to 0 HP or fewer, Heal 20.

5

Freq

D
R

Name
Divine
Fury
Name

Freq

Sacred
Fury

E

Name

Time
RP
15
Time
RP
15

D
Freq

Effect
Chosen other ally receives a MoP and receives +10
Temporary HP, which last until you use this power
again.
Swing, Substitute Taunt 15 seconds.

Time

Cost

RP 15
6
Wait 10

Effect
Delivery
Call 10 Spirit, then Taunt 20 seconds against a target Point and
currently attacking the target of your MoP.
Click
Effect
You may only use this power while the target of your MoP is at 0
HP or lower, and the effect ends if they are raised above 0 HP.
Heal to your Max HP, and Add 3 for this Encounter. All limits on
Guardian damage are removed while under this effect.

Cost

Effect

Cost

Freq

4
Cost
5

Choose one of the two powers below. This choice is permanent.
Additionally, reduce the cost of Round Shield in the Resilience tree to 0.
Shield Use

S
S

You may use kite shields. If you use a kite shield in an Encounter,
instead of all of your damage being reduced to 3 with weapons, all
of your damage with weapons is reduced to 2 for that Encounter.
You may not use shields or bucklers. Gain +3 Max HP. Bulwark
grants a +3 Max HP as well, instead of its normal effect.

5

Elementalism - Shaman
Others may use the elements in their magic, but you alone are their master. Attuning yourself to them
grants you ultimate control over your surroundings – all is made of the elements, after all. Anyone who
possesses any power from this tree may detect imbalances in the elements, dowse for water, or
similarly use their innate connection to nature, at a Marshal’s discretion.
An elemental power is any power that has an a damage call that includes an elemental type.
Furthermore, a power is an Air power if it has a damage call and includes the Air type, etc. Some powers
refer to Elemental Shards, which persist between games. You may convert 3 Elemental Shards of the
same type to 1 Elemental Core of that type. Elemental Cores are useful for crafting.
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Name

Freq

Cycle of Seasons

S

Name

Freq

Sway
Elements

D

Name

Freq

Elemental
Sacrifice

E

Effect
During Winter (Dec / Jan /Feb), Add 1 Water powers.
During Spring (Mar / Apr / May), Add 1 Earth powers.
During Summer (Jun / Jul / Aug), Add 1 Fire powers.
During Fall (Sep / Oct / Nov), Add 1 Air powers.
Effect
Delivery
Once per Encounter, Call “Dominate Elemental 60
Point
seconds”. * This power does not work on Multiand Click
Monsters.
Effect
Call Burst 30 (element). You may activate this reflexively when
reduced to 0 HP. If you are above 0 HP after this is resolved, you
are reduced to 0 HP.

Cost

Effect
Create an Elemental Shard. You may only use this
power at the end of an Encounter with elementals (an
elemental is any creature primarily composed of an
element whose attacks use that elemental type).

Time

Cost

RP
30

3
Cost

Name

Freq

Elemental Extraction

R

Name
Elemental
Spike
Name

Freq

Delivery

D

Consume
Element

E

You may expend 1 Elemental Shard to call
Packet
Blast 10 (element).
Effect
To activate this power, you must RP eating an Elemental Shard.
Call “Consume (element)”.
 Fire shard: Gain 2 uses of Point and Click 10 Fire.
 Earth shard: Gain 20 Temporary HP.
 Air shard: Remove the Cast Time from your next 5 uses of
Force Bolt (Destruction Tree) or your next packet power.
 Water shard: Gain 3 uses of Touch Heal 10 HP.

Name

Freq

Freq


Elemental Focus

Name
Elemental
Absorption
Name
Elemental
Mirror

D
Freq

D





Effect
Select one of: Air, Earth, Fire, Water.
Air: Gain Immune Slow and Frozen Foot,
including the Slow imposed by Multi-Monster
Encounters.
Earth: Gain Immune Knockback and Sleep.
Fire: Gain Immune Weakness and Taunt.
Water: Gain 2 uses of Instant Touch Heal 5.
Effect

Cost
3
Cost
3

5
Cost

3

Time

Cost

RP
15

5

Minimize (the Element you have selected for Elemental Focus).

Freq

E

3

Cost
5
Cost

Gain 3 uses of Reflect against any source of elemental damage.
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5

Enervation – Adept, Chirurgeon, Shapeshifter, Tactician
Enervation represents extensive training in how to defend those around you. By studying the body, you
learn to disable others. Enervation is not magic, just an amazing knowledge of the body’s weaknesses.
Some powers in this tree are Undeniable. If a power is Undeniable, it has the following additional text:
“If your use of this power fails, gain an additional use of it. This continues until it succeeds. You must
wait at least 10 seconds between attempts.”
Name

Freq

Avalanche Strike **

R

Upgrade
Name
Crushing Strike
Upgrade
Name
Disarming
Blow
Name
Shocking
Strike

Time
Wait
Substitute Knockback.
Swing *
15
* - Once per Encounter, change the Delivery of this power to Burst.
Freq
Effect
Delivery
Time
Wait
Substitute Weakness 10 seconds.
Swing *
20
* - Once per Encounter, change the Delivery of this power to Burst.
Freq
Effect
Delivery

5
3
Cost
5
3
Cost

Substitute Disarm. (Undeniable)

Swing

5

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

E

Substitute Masterful Disarm.

Swing

5

Stunning Strike

R

Time
Wait
Substitute Stun 10 seconds. *
Swing
30
* - Once per Encounter, you may add the call Bypass to this attack.
Freq
Effect
Delivery

Effect

Delivery

Cost
5
3
Cost

D

Substitute Sleep 30 seconds. (Undeniable)

Swing

6

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

E

Substitute Sleep Encounter.

Swing

5

Name

Freq

Taunting Strike

R

Nerve Lock

Cost

D

Freq

Upgrade
Name
Entangling
Blow
Name

Delivery

R

Name

Upgrade
Name
Knock-Out
Blow
Name
Head
Wound

Effect

Effect

Delivery

Time
Wait
Substitute Taunt 15 seconds.
Swing *
5
* - Twice per Encounter, change the Delivery to Melee P&C.
Freq
Effect
Delivery

Cost
4
3
Cost

D

Substitute Frozen Foot 45 seconds. (Undeniable)

Swing

6

Freq

Effect
Substitute Slow 90 seconds Bypass. You may not use
this power against Multi-monsters.

Delivery

Cost

Swing

5

E

** - Chirurgeons may buy this power, but it functions as a Difficult power with no Wait time for them.
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Evocation – Evoker
Evocation is the study and use of a power known as Torment, which is the magical energy drawn from
conflict and pain. This study teaches that as suffering occurs in the world, it produces the raw essence of
Torment. Like any other magical force, this power can be harnessed and bent to your will, with enough
practice. Those who have chosen other paths in life often find Evocation disturbing, as it has overtones
of magical sadism – many an Evoker has been seen laughing as their foes crumple around them,
twitching. Not all practitioners share this darker streak, but the image is common enough to persist.
Name

Freq

Arc of Torment

R

Name

Freq

Burst of Torment

R

Name
Torment’s
Might
(meta)
Name
Torment
Infusion
(meta)

Freq

Effect
When you become affected by a Physical or Mental
Effect, repeat the call to your target. This specifically
excludes Disease, Out of Game, and Vulnerable.
Effect
Target may call Burst 8 Spirit when reduced
to 0 or fewer HP. Any summoned creatures
you create have this applied automatically.
Effect

Delivery
Point
and
Click

Cost

Delivery

Time

Cost

Touch

RP
20

3

3

Cost

S

All elementals you conjure gain +5 Max HP and Add 1 All.

6

Freq

Effect

Cost

E

Call “Torment Infusion!”.
Your Cast Time for Force Bolt becomes 1 second.

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Taste of Torment

S

Heal 5 every time you reduce an opponent to 0 or fewer HP.

3

Name
Torment
Restores
You
Name
Dark
Covenant

Freq

D
Freq

E

Effect
Delivery
Call Heal 10. This power causes pain in the
target, which should be RPed. You may use
Touch
this power twice per Encounter.
Effect
Call a Hold. All bodies in the area are Animated as
Lesser Shades (20 HP, 3 Air).

Time

Cost

Cast
15

5

Time
Cast
15

Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Torment Pulse

D

Select up to three targets and call 5 Bypass as a Point and Click.

6

Name
Torment
Lash
Name
Consuming
Torment

Freq

Effect

D

Call Fear 30 seconds against 2 targets.

Freq

E

Delivery
Point and
Click

Effect
Call “Consuming Torment!”.
Gain 2 additional uses of Torment Pulse this Encounter.
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Cost
5
Cost
5

Fateweaving – Mender
The gift of foretelling is always one that comes with a cost. Scholars debate whether Menders truly see
what must happen, according to Fate, or if their observation fixes the limitless future into a single shape.
Menders see all of Fate as an interconnected web or tapestry, whose strings can be manipulated.
Anyone who possesses any power from this tree may tell fortunes with an RP-appropriate method of
divination. This method should remain constant with your character.
Some powers in this tree say (element). This means one of: Air, Earth, Fire, Water. Powers in this tree
without listed Delivery methods are considered to be Point and Click. You are responsible for explaining
the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Fate’s Strings

D

Name
Bestow
Weakness
Name
The
Unblinking
Eye
Name

Freq

Fortunate
Meetings

S

Name

Freq

Effect
Choose one, based on the Role of your target:
 A Healer Minimizes (element)
 A Guardian gains 1 Armor Resist
 An Aggressor or Savant receives 1 Dodge
Effect

D

Call Vulnerable (element) or Spirit.

Freq

E

Cost

RP
20

5

Time
Cast
10

Effect
You may call a Hold. Your allies have 20 seconds to look around
the battlefield, draw or sheath weapons or shields, or use any
non-offensive powers they choose. Each ally may take up to 5
steps. This may be used reflexively after a Time Freeze.

Effect
You are skilled at reading the web of Fate, and manage to find yourself in the
right place at the right time to ingratiate yourself to others.
Reduce the Influence cost of Rank and its upgrades by 1.
Freq

E
It is Fated

Time

D

Name
Strike!
(meta)
Name

Freq

Tug the
Web

E

D
Freq

Cost
5
Cost
5

Cost
3

Effect
Time Cost
Perform a small ceremony at the beginning of a Day to
RP
gain 1 Phase for that Day.
30
5
Your target may retry a missed packet attack once. A
RP
packet that strikes but is not effective for other reasons
30
(such as being Resisted) is not a miss.
Effect
Cost
Chosen other ally Adds the Bypass call or Converts Bypass any
8
single use of a power. This counts as their (meta) effect.
Effect
Cost
You overtly manipulate the web of fate. Perform a ceremony of at
least 60 seconds. Your target is affected by one of the following:
3
 Their next use of a Favor counts as being of one Rank higher
 A single interaction (target’s choice) with an NPC or group of
NPCs in the next day will go more favorably
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Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Nudge Fate

R

Call 5 Spirit.

Packet

Name
Timely
Warning
Name

Freq

Beware!

E

D
Freq

Time
Cast
5

Cost

Effect
Target other ally Restores All. You may use this power twice per
Encounter, but must wait 10 seconds.
Effect
Time
Select one Status Effect. Up to 5 allies become Immune
Cast
to that status effect for this Encounter.
5

Cost

5

5
Cost
5

Field Medicine – Chirurgeon
The study of Field Medicine began when alchemists and herbalists were first recruited into military units
and bands of fighters. While it still embraces many of these roots, the discipline has focused itself on
rapid, battlefield treatments. Those who use these powers possess no inherent magical talent – they
have simply spent years learning the intricate details of setting bones, concocting strong stimulants, and
brewing drugs to take away pain. Anyone who possesses any power from this tree may perform any
reasonable feat of medieval medicine, at a Marshal’s discretion. Examples include amputation, bleeding,
tooth extraction, or simple surgery. Most experienced soldiers regard Chirurgeons well, even if
amputation and dentistry remain unpopular.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Bandaging

R

Heal 5.

Touch

Name

Freq

Poultice

R

Name
Secret
Unguent
Upgrade

Freq

Effect
Target Heals to their Max HP. This power may not be
used during combat.
Effect

E

Call < Heal 30 >.

Time
Recharge
20 ǂ
Time
RP
20
Delivery

Cost

Touch

5

Heal Full, and you Heal 10 as well.
Freq

Effect

Delivery

Restorative Serum

R

Restore 1 Physical Effect.

Touch

Name
Combat
Drugs
Name

Freq

Healing
Juggernaut

E

Freq

Time
Recharge
15 ǂ
Delivery

Effect
Target Adds 2 Weapons for 30 seconds. Alternately,
Touch
you may deliver a packet for “Taunt 30 seconds”.
Effect
While moving towards a fallen ally, you may Resist all damage
and status effects. This effect ends if you use any weapon or
other power, or after 30 seconds.
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Cost
5
Cost

3

Name

D

5

Cost
4
Cost
5
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Stimulant Injection

R

Restore 1 Mental Effect.

Touch

Name

Freq

Steroids

S

Name

Freq

Resuscitate

E

Time
Recharge
15 ǂ

Effect
Gain +5 Max HP. Additionally, gain 1 Feat of Strength each
Encounter that can only be used to carry or move allies.
Effect
Delivery
Time
Call Resurrect. A significant portion of the
target’s body must be present. This power
RP
Touch
is not usable if the target has been dead
2 min
more than 12 hours.

Cost
4
Cost
6
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Time

Cost

Styptic Powder

R

If below 0 HP, target stabilizes at 0 HP.

Touch

Recharge
5

2

Name

Freq

Effect

Time

Cost

Focal Toxin

D

Call Weakness 30 seconds.

Delivery
Packet
or Swing

5

4

Name
Morpheus
Elixir

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

E

Call Sleep 60 seconds or Stun 30 seconds.

Packet

5

ǂ - if used on yourself, these powers have a Cast Time instead of a Recharge Time.
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Healing – Animist, Cleric, Mender
Those who wield this power have been granted the power to literally knit broken flesh and bones
together, calling upon the fire of the soul to restore the body. Possessing this power is usually sufficient
to get a bed and a hot meal in any civilized area, as there are always injuries to treat. Because of the
mental exertion required to use this power, it is difficult to use on yourself. Anyone who possesses any
power from this tree may cleanse auras, re-align chakras, perform acupuncture, or perform any other
feat of traditional Eastern medicine, at a Marshal’s discretion.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cauterize

R

If below 0HP, target stabilizes at 0 HP.

Touch

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cleanse

R

Restore 1 Mental Effect.

Touch

Time
Cast
5

Cost

Cost

2

Name
Healing
Surge
Name

Freq

Effect

Time
Recharge
15 ǂ
Delivery

D

Heal 10.

Touch

3

Freq

E

Time
RP
10

Cost

Spirit Well

Effect
You imbue a small gem with some of the power of
your healing. Anyone may crush it to Heal 10.

Name

Freq

Restore Body

R

3
Cost

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Soothing Touch

R

Heal 5.

Touch

Freq

Effect

Delivery

D

Call Allies Burst Heal 5.

Burst

Name
Healing
Wind
Name
Word of
Healing

Delivery

Cost

Time
Recharge
Restore 1 Physical Effect.
Touch
15 ǂ
Freq
Effect
Delivery
Time
Target Heals to their Max HP. This
RP
Touch
power may not be used in combat. *
30
*Up to 5 people may join hands and receive this effect at once.
Freq
Effect
Delivery
Time
Cast
Target Heals to their Max HP.
Touch
5

Name
Prayer of
Healing
Upgrade
Name
Vigor
Infusion

Effect

4

R
E

Time
Recharge
20 ǂ
Time
Cast
10

4
Cost
5
2
Cost
5

5
Cost
5

Freq

Effect

Cost

E

Call All Allies Heal 10.

5

ǂ - If used on yourself, these powers have a Cast Time instead of a Recharge Time.
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Hexing – Animist, Etherealist, Illusionist, Psionicist, Scout
Those who wield this power leave their opponents shaking in terror, asleep, unable to move or see, or
too weak to lift their weapons. Hexing often turns the tide of a battle.
Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Angry Wasp

D

Call Fear 30 seconds.

Packet

4

Time
Cast
10
Time
Cast
5

Cost

Name

Freq

Effect

Swarm

D

Up to three targets, Fear 15 seconds.

Name
Stream of
Shadows

Freq

Effect
Up to five targets, Weakness 30
seconds.

E

Delivery
Point and
Click
Delivery
Point and
Click

5
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Beartrap

D

Call Frozen Foot 30 seconds.

Packet

5

Time
Cast
10
Time
Cast
5

Cost

Time
Recharge
15
Time
Cast
10
Time
Cast
5

Cost

Name
Pelting
Stones
Name

Freq

Root

E

D
Freq

Effect
Gain 3 uses of Melee Point and Click Knockback.
These expire at the end of the Encounter.
Effect
Delivery
Select up to three targets and call
Point and
Frozen Foot 60 seconds.
Click

Name

Freq

Effect

Disrupt

R

Call Stun 5 seconds.

Name

Freq

Daze

D

Name

Freq

Fatal Flaw

E

Effect
Select up to three targets and call
Stun 10 seconds.
Effect
Select up to two targets and call
Vulnerable (type).

Delivery
Point and
Click
Delivery
Point and
Click
Delivery
Point and
Click

5
Cost
5

4
Cost
6
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Fever

D

Call Sleep 30 seconds.

Packet

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Dim Sight

D

Call Weakness 30 seconds.

Packet

4

Name

Freq

Cost

Lethargy

E

Time
Cast
5

Effect
Select up to four targets and call Slow 60
seconds.

Delivery
Point and
Click

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Hexbag (meta)

R

You may Add Bypass to any packet-based power in Hexing.

5
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Holy Light – Cleric
Clerics are the ultimate servants of their deities. In their holy name, they take to the world, ministering
to the faithful as well as protecting their allies. They tend to share most if not all of the core values of
their faith, and rarely shy away from battle with those of opposing ethos. Of all the classes, only Clerics
can single-handedly bring back the dead. This greater miracle has limits, and is seldom granted if the
deceased died naturally, but the common folk remain in awe of this gift. You are responsible for
explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Consecrated to …

S

Name

Freq

Draw Harm

R

Name

Freq

Purge

D

Name
Cure
Disease

Freq

E

Name

Freq

Repellence

D

Name
Stunning
Word
Name

Freq

Smite

E

D
Freq

Effect
Through prayer and sacrifice you have established a connection
to your chosen deity. You have a singular item, such as a
medallion, vestments, a weapon, or a ring, that serves as the
channel for this connection. You may buy powers from the
Devotion sub-tree, and you may only use those powers if you
have your channel on your person. If your channel is destroyed
or lost, you may establish a new one the next sunrise (good
deities), noon (neutral deities), or sunset (evil deities).

Cost

Effect
Whenever you remove a Status Effect from an Ally,
you may call 5 Spirit.
Effect
Call Restore All. You may use this power twice per
Encounter.
Effect
Up to 10 allies Restore All Disease. You may use this
power twice per Day.

Cost

Delivery
Point and
Click
Delivery

Cost

Touch

5

Time
Cast
60

Cost

Effect
Gain 4 uses of Melee Point and Click Knockback this Encounter.
You must hold up one hand between yourself and the target to
use this power.
Effect
Delivery
Time
Cast
Call Stun 30 seconds.
Packet
5
Effect
Delivery
Call 20 Bypass.
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3

Packet

2

5
Cost
5
Cost
6
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Searing Light

R

Call 5 Spirit.

Packet

Name

Freq

Turn

D

Name

Freq

Delivery
Point
and Click
Delivery

Resurrection

E

Effect
Select up to three targets and
call 5 Spirit.
Effect
Call Resurrect. A significant portion of
the target’s body must be present. This
power is not usable if the target has
been dead more than 12 hours.

Touch

Time
Cast
5
Time
Cast
10
Time

Cost

Cost

RP
2 min

5

5

6
Cost

Devotion Sub-tree

The powers in this sub-tree are only usable by the worshippers of a given deity. When you buy the
power, you gain the use of the effect associated with your particular deity, but not the others. All of
these powers have “Consecrated to …” as a pre-requisite. Using the powers of good or evil deities makes
your affiliation clear.
Name

Prayer
to …

Freq

Effect
The
Brothers

P&C, may only target an unconscious ally - Call Heal 10.

Gloriel

P&C - Call Restore All or Heal 5.

Nivone

Call All Players, Stun 30 Bypass. You are not affected.

Auran

Call Burst 10 Fire. You receive Stun 20 Bypass.

Avahlei

Heal 10 as an Instant Point and Click. You receive Stun 20 Bypass.

Kora

Gain 5 Built Points usable for any Craft on your sheet.

Laurela

You may go Out of Game to move in a straight line for 10 seconds.

Lyla

A single gambling item (a pair of dice, a deck of cards, a roulette
wheel) becomes fair for the next game played with it.

Maenir

Gain a Feat of Strength.

D
D
E
D
D
E
D
E
D
E

Suhl’Sekh

E

Thul

E

Gorgath

E

Sulith

E

The
Twins

Touch a dead body to be given a vision of a single important secret
the being knew in life.
Call a Hold. All players must reform themselves into a line with their
allies. Lines must be 10 large steps apart.
P&C, Call a Hold and declare your target, who is bathed in raw
chaos. Result is up to Marshal’s discretion.
Become invisible. Add 5 to or double the duration of your next
attack. You remain invisible no more than 30 seconds.
P&C, 2 targets. Call Dominate 30 seconds Bypass.
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Cost

5

Name

Trained
at the
Temple
of …

Freq

S

The
Brothers

S

Gloriel

S

Nivone

S

Auran

S

Avahlei

S

Kora

S

Laurela

S

Lyla

S

Maenir

S

Suhl’Sekh

S

Thul

S

Gorgath

S

Sulith

S

The
Twins

Effect
From Resilience, you may buy Toughness and Great Strength (but
not their upgrades). You lose this benefit for an Event if you fail to
aid people in genuine need.
From Avoidance, you may buy Fade Away and Sudden Cover (but
not their upgrades). You lose this benefit an Event if you spend
more than a minute planning any serious course of action. You may
listen to others plan without penalty.
When you buy Resurrection, you may use it twice per Day. You may
not deal more than 1 damage with any power or weapon.
Gain a Spell Pool of 2 for Holy Light, as if using Destruction. Your
damage type for all powers in Holy Light changes to Fire.
You may buy Read the Ground from Terrain Mastery and may buy
Quarry from Warcraft. Lose 5 lunari per Event.
Each Day, you receive 5 lunari. You may purchase any 1 Difficult
power in the Craft tree without meeting its prerequisites. Lose 2
Max HP.

Cost

From Phasing, you may buy Shadow Step and Blur.
From Thievery, you may buy Gambler.
Throw PRS with a Marshal at the beginning of each Day.
Win – Gain 2 uses of “Resist any single non-Bypass attack”.
Tie – Gain 2 lunari.
Lose – Reduce your Max HP by 3 for the Day.
You gain the Aggressor benefit and all damage caps are raised by 1.
OR
From Command, you may buy Battle Master (but not its upgrades).
Either way, the cost of Information increases by 2.
From Necromancy, you may buy Create Zombie and Abjure Spirit
(but not their upgrades). Lose 2 Max HP.
The cost of Information decreases by 1. Gain the Learned
Background. If you already possess this Background, this power
costs you only 2. Lose 2 Max HP.
From Chaos, you may purchase two randomly chosen powers (but
not their upgrades). You gain a permanent disfigurement which
must be costumed.
Add 1 All. Once a month, you must sacrifice a sentient being to
Sulith to retain the benefits of this power.
From Charm, you may buy Illusory Guise and Invisibility (but not
their upgrades). You gain an addiction which costs you at least 5
lunari per Day.
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5

Necromancy – Necromancer
Powers that create Undead bring them forth using a fragment of the soul. Undead under a
necromancer’s control are released if their creator falls unconscious or dies, and attack anything that is
not also Undead. Undead that are released in this manner may persist much longer than normal, at a
Marshal’s discretion. See the rules on Summoned Creatures.
Undead created with these powers are mindless creatures that are only capable of following one order
at a time. They will only obey their creator, and cannot be ordered to obey other people. All Undead are
Immune to Mental Effects and powers (except for Dominate).
Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Bolt of Acid

R

Call 5 Acid.

Packet

Name
Acid Claws
(meta)
Name
Pulse of
Unlife

Cost
5

Freq

Effect

Cost

S

All Undead you create Add 1 Convert Acid.

6

Freq

E

Call a Hold. All bodies in the area are Animated as
Zombies (20 HP, (weapon damage + 1) ).

Name

Freq

Create Zombie

R

Effect
Delivery
You animate a soul fragment as a zombie.
Touch
(Animate 20 HP, (weapon damage + 1) )
Effect
Once per Encounter, you may speak with a recently
departed spirit, and ask it < 1 question >. Willing
spirits will answer any sort of question. Unwilling
spirits will answer “Yes / No / Maybe” questions.
3 questions
Effect
You conjure a powerful angry spirit.
(Animate 40 HP, 3 Bypass )

Name

Freq

Abjure
Spirit

D

Upgrades
Name

Freq

Wraith

E

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Soul Infusion

R

Heal 5.

Touch

Freq

Effect
Target Heals to their Max HP. This power
may not be used during combat.
Effect

Delivery

Name
Reknit the
Flesh
Name
Banshee
Wail

Time
Cast
5

R
Freq

E

Touch

Call Burst Fear 30 seconds.

ǂ - if used on yourself, this power has a Cast Time instead of a Recharge Time.
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Time
Cast
15

Cost

Time
RP
5
Time

Cost

RP
30

Time
Cast
5
Time
Recharge
15 ǂ
Time
RP
30
Time
Cast
5

5

6
Cost
5
3
Cost
5
Cost
5
Cost
5
Cost
5

Phasing – Etherealist
Like Psionicists, the power of Etheralists is unpredictable and poorly understood. Masters of Phasing
have learned that even the space between things can be used by someone with the right training,
whether to store heavy belongings or teleport allies. Light stabilizes matter, so shadows are the places
where your power is easiest to realize, making shadow your natural ally. This tends to give Etherealists a
bit of a bad reputation, but there is nothing sinister about it… or so they reassure others.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Bag of Holding

S

Name

Freq

Invert Bag

D

Name

Freq

Now You
See It…

E

Effect
You may have exactly one bag that can hold up to 20 item cards,
no matter how large the items represented on the item cards.
Any item card stored in this way must be actually placed in the
phys-rep for the bag. The bag and its contents have ENC 0. If you
are separated from the bag, the enchantment fades in 30
minutes, and the bag’s contents may be lost. Other people cannot
retrieve items from your Bag of Holding.
Effect
Delivery
Time
Call Blast (# of items in your Bag of
Cast
Packet
Holding / 2) Bypass.
10
Time
You may shrink anything that can be completely
surrounded by a 20-foot rope into an item card.
RP
Creatures must be willing or unconscious. Item cards
30
created this way have ENC 0 and revert in 12 hours.

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Ethereal Bolt

R

Call 5 Spirit.

Packet

Name

Freq

Wormhole

D

Name

Freq

Magic
Mirror

E

Time
Cast
5
Time

Effect
You create two magical portals (their phys-reps
should be buckler size). You have 30 seconds of Hold
to place these on the ground or this power fails.
Cast
Once placed they may not be moved. Anyone
10
stepping on a disk must slowly walk, OOC, to the
other disk, where they reappear. A person standing
on one disk must be able to see the other OOCly.
Effect
You prepare a special mirror. When you use this power, the
mirror absorbs a single attack against you. Call “Absorb.” You may
deliver this attack later using the original call and delivery
method.
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Cost

2

Cost
4
Cost
5

Cost
5
Cost

3

Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Phase Out

R

Call Out of Game 10 seconds.

Packet

Name

Freq

Delivery

Blur

D

Name

Freq

Effect
Target ally becomes Invisible for 20
seconds or until they use any power.
Effect

Swap

E
*

Upgrades

Touch

Call a Hold. Select up to 6 targets and swap their
places in any manner you choose.

Time
Recharge
15
Time
Cast
10
Delivery
Point and
Click

* - This power becomes Difficult.

Name

Freq

Power From Between

R

Name

Freq

Shadow Step

R

Name

Freq

Ether Step

D

Name
Innate
Step

Freq

D

Cost
4
Cost
5

Cost

3

Time

Cost

Recharge
10

5

Delivery

Cost

Touch

5

Gain 2 Phases. You automatically Shadow Step after calling Phase.
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4

3

Effect
You may lend the power of the Ethereal Plane to any Ritual being
performed in your presence. The person leading the Ritual must
consent. The Ritual functions as if one additional participant were
present. At least two normal participants must be present for this
to function.
Effect
You may go Out of Game to move in a straight line
for up to 15 seconds. Once you “reappear” you are
affected by Weakness 3 seconds Bypass.
Effect
Select up to two allies. All of you may go Out of
Game to travel in a straight line for up to 30
seconds.
Effect

Cost

Cost
6

Resilience – Master of Arms, Oathbound, Tactician
The training involved in mastering Resilience does not come easily. To learn to endure wounds that
would drop a lesser combatant, one must be exposed to deprivation, pain, and the elements. Numbing
the body is dangerous – pushed too far, frail mortal frames can break. Still, there is no denying the
amazing abilities that come when this training succeeds.
Anyone who possesses any power from this tree is more resistant to the effects of alcohol than most
people. Upgrades in this tree marked (Elite) are only purchasable by Guardians.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Armored Training

S

Gain an additional +3 Max HP while wearing any Tier of Armor.

5

Name
Resistant to
Elements
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

D

Resist 1 Elemental Attack.

5

Freq

Cost

Hardened

E

Effect
Call “Hardened!” Gain 15 Temporary HP. You may activate this
power reflexively.

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Round Shield

S

You may use a buckler. *

3

Upgrade
Name

* Your buckler may be oversize by up to 6” (bucklers of 24” diameter /
75” circumference). (Elite)
Freq
Effect

Unyielding

D

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Resurgence

E

Upgrade

5

1
Cost

Resist 1 Physical Effect *.

5

* and Gain 5 Temporary HP (Elite)
Effect
When you would drop below 0 HP, call “Resurgence!” to Heal to
< a quarter of your Max HP >.
half your Max HP (Elite)

3
Cost
5
3

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Toughness

S

You gain +3 Max HP, or +5 Max HP if a Guardian.

5

∞

You gain +1 Max HP (not to exceed your base HP). (Elite)
Effect

2
Cost

Gain < 1 Feat of Strength >.

4

Upgrade
Name
Great
Strength

Freq

D
S

Upgrades
Name

Freq

Red Rage

E

Your character can carry an additional 5 ENC worth of items.
2 Feats of Strength
Effect
Call “Red Rage!” Gain Immune to Physical Effects for this
Encounter. Any Physical Effects currently on you are removed.
Heal 5.
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3
Cost
5

Righteousness – Dervish
Righteousness comes only to those who call upon it. The small child who witnesses the murder of their
parents, the merchant who watches thugs collect the protection money that would have saved a shop,
and the angry fourth son of a noble house, who sees their talents ignored because they were born last –
all of them call upon the gods to give them the power to make things as they should be. Sometimes, the
gods answer. Even the dark powers hear the pleas of those who cannot tolerate goodness in the world,
although less often. A fiery passion fills Dervishes, and they unleash this upon their foes.
When you buy your first power in this tree, choose whether you hunt Evil or Good.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Holy Blades

D

Resist a Disarm.

3

Name

Freq

Cost

Spell
Blade
(meta)

S

Effect
You may triple the Cast Time to store any power that can be put
into your Spell Pool in a held weapon. You may choose to
Substitute the call of any non-Bypass powers stored in your Spell
Pool this way for a Swing of that weapon.
Effect

Name
Blade of
Righteous
Death
(meta)
Name

Freq

E
Freq

R

Sense Corruption

R

Name

Freq

Light of
Holiness

D

Name
Holy Fury
(meta)

Freq

E

Call “Righteous Death!”. For the next 60 seconds, you may not
benefit from any powers or effects that enhance your Melee
weapons. Convert Bypass Melee weapons.
Effect
Time
You attempt to sense the general direction of the
beings you hunt within the vicinity. This power
RP
requires a Marshal to use.
20
( This is an RP power and has no effect in combat )
With a Marshal’s approval, you can also sense the presence of
strong emotions and desires that are directly opposed to the
teachings of your deity in a specific individual. This requires you to
stare at the target for one minute while concentrating. For
example, a servant of The Brothers would be able to sense the
desire to inflict suffering upon the weak, whereas a servant of Thul
would sense the desire to flaunt the law. Some people, for
unknown reasons, are difficult to read. (This power does not
usually work on PCs.)
Effect
Time
You glow with holy power.
Cast
Select up to 3 targets and call 5 Spirit
10
as a Melee Point and Click.
Effect
Time
Call “Holy Fury!”. For this Encounter, Add 1 Melee
Cast
Weapons and Add 3 with your Force Bolt.
15
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4
Cost
5

Cost

2

Cost
5
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Strong Will

D

Resist 1 Mental Effect. Take 5 Bypass.

4

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Indomitable

D

Resist 1 Physical Effect. Take 5 Bypass.

5

Name
Mantle of
Faith
Upgrade

Freq

Effect
For this Encounter, gain Immune Physical Effects. You may
activate this power reflexively. *
* - Additionally, gain Immune Mental Effects.

Cost

E

5
3

Sanctity - Chaplain
Chaplains are those who have taken up the most difficult of charges – to go out into the world,
personally invulnerable due to the pact they have made with their deity, to observe or deliver messages,
and to raise neither hand nor weapon against those who oppose them. They are not forbidden from
aiding their allies, but being the shield is harder than taking up the sword for many.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Effect
By performing a small ceremony, you grant a small
blessing to a single target. They gain +2 max HP for this
day.

Gods Be With You

E

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Holy Body

S

Gain +5 Max HP.

10

Name

Freq

Invocation of
Sanctuary

R

Effect
While under this effect, call Sanctuary against any nonBypass damaging effect, negating it. You may choose to
lower this effect, or in certain circumstances, have it
removed from you, but you are otherwise assumed to
be under it while awake, so long as you performed the
RP at the start of the Day. Deliberately causing damage
or any negative effect to any creature immediately ends
this effect.
You may not use this power to actively interpose
yourself between allies and the attacks of an enemy.
Choosing to step into an attack in order to block it
causes you to take the effect of the attack as if it were
Bypass.
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Time

Cost

RP
60

5

Time

Cost

RP
3 min

4

Name

Freq

My Body is Sacred

S

Name
I Am
Needed
Name
Desperate
Prayer

Freq

D
Freq

E

Name

Freq

My Mind is My Own

S

Name

Freq

Hear Me!

D

Name

Freq

Their
Word is
My Bond

E

Effect
Cost
If under the effects of Invocation of Sanctuary, call Immune when
3
targeted by Physical Effects.
Effect
Cost
Call a Hold and move to the side of any
4
unconscious ally you can see.
Effect
Delivery Cost
You stabilize an unconscious ally at 0 HP.

Touch

Effect
If under the effects of Invocation of Sanctuary call Immune when
targeted by Mental Effects.
Effect
Call a Hold. You have 30 seconds to speak freely, during which no
one may move or use any powers. Words spoken with this power
must be of importance, as you are drawing upon the power of
your deity to pause the normal flow of time. Using this power
frivolously may result in it being lost for the Event.
Delivery
Time
You may remove the effects of Invocation of
Sanctuary and all immunities from yourself,
and place them upon a willing ally. This
effect lasts for 1 Encounter, and the ally may
Cast
Touch
not use any powers or weapons during it. To
5
end this effect early, you and your ally must
touch once more, at which point you regain
the effects of Invocation of Sanctuary.

3
Cost
3
Cost

5

Cost

3

Shapeshifting – Shapeshifter
Shapeshifters must select one animal whose features they manifest while in combat. There are many
ways in which one might become a shapeshifter, but most involve communing with nature, and pledging
to shelter the burden of fighting to protect the habitats of animals and others who understand the
important of the cycles of the world. If the spirit of your chosen animal hears you, you are given their
power. This must be periodically renewed through private ceremonies of reverence.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins. For
all “Choose 1” powers in this tree, Marshals reserve the right to refuse combinations out of keeping with
the chosen animal.
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Name

Body of the Beast

Name
Aspect of the
Protector
Name
Cling to
Anger
Name

Freq

Freq

Effect
Choose 1:
Armored Form – Gain an Armor Resist each Encounter.
Lithe Form – Gain 4 Dodges per Day*
Catlike Reflexes – Gain 2 Phases per Day*
* - You may use no more than 1 per Encounter.
Effect

D

Gain a P&C Heal 5 HP, which may not target you.

4

Freq

Effect
Gain 15 Temporary HP. These persist until lost, as opposed to
expiring at the end of the Encounter.

Cost

Cost

S

E





Freq

Cost

5

Cost

5

Name
Claws that
Kill
Name

Freq

Effect
Choose 1 - Each Encounter, gain:
Poison Sting – 1 use of a Melee P&C Weakness 30
seconds
Rending Claws –1 use of a Melee P&C Disarm
Lashing Tail – 2 uses of a Melee P&C Knockback
Flailing Hooves – 1 use of a Melee P&C Stun 15 seconds
Effect

S

You may use one or two 30” claw boffers that inflict 2 Slashing.

3

Freq

Cost

Aspect of the
Destroyer

E

Effect
Call “Aspect of the Destroyer!”. While in this state, which lasts
until you fall below 0 HP, you attack the closest target at all
times, including allies. Heal to ½ your Max HP. You may not
receive further Healing while in this state. You Minimize all nonBypass damage.

Cost

Freq

Effect
Choose 1 – Each Encounter, Resist the first:
Night Prowler – Weakness or Sleep received
Determined Predator – Fear or Taunt received
Fleet Prey – Frozen Foot or Slow received
Headstrong Behemoth – Disarm or Stun received
Effect

D

Gain two uses of Point and Click Taunt 20 seconds.

4

Freq

Effect
Gain 10 uses of a Point and Click Taunt 45 seconds. These expire
if you use any other Power.

Cost


Limbs of the Beast

Name

Spirit of the Beast

Name
Aspect of the
Sentinel
Name
All Eyes on
Me

S





Freq

S

E
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5

Cost

3

3

Cost

5

Shielding – Chaplain, Etherealist, Mender, Necromancer
Whereas others specialize in defending themselves, a master of Shielding knows that it is often more
valuable to extend this protection to others. While your powers work on you as well, there are often
others better suited for the front lines. Working your powers on them keeps them in the fight, and that
keeps your enemies away from you, where you like them. Shielding is a well-understood, respected
power, and its practitioners draw little attention, unlike those who practice destructive arts.
Some of the powers in this tree refer to Elemental attacks. An attack is Elemental if it has a damage call
that includes one of these types: Air, Fire, Earth, Water. You are responsible for explaining the details of
all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Absorption

D

Name

Freq

Effect
Details
Time
Target receives 1 Armor Resist. You
Recharge
may not have this effect active on more
Touch
15
than < two targets > at a time.
five targets
Effect
Once per Encounter, when struck by a non-Bypass packet, you
may call Absorb. You may then call Heal 5 as a Point and Click.
Effect

Barrier

R

Mirror

E*

Gain 2 Reflects.

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Upgrade

* - This power becomes Difficult.

Cost

5

5
3
Cost
5
Cost
3

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Blink

D

Once per Encounter, your target gains 1 Phase.

Touch

5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Cost

Negate

D

Once per Encounter, you may call Restore All.

P&C

5

Name

Freq

Time

Cost

Zone of
Simplicity

E

Effect
Mark a 100 foot perimeter. Only non-combat
powers function within this Zone, which lasts until
the next sunrise or sunset. Weapons may not be
used effectively inside this Zone. A combat power
is any power that Heals or removes Status Effects,
injures or inflicts Status Effects, or is otherwise
primarily useful during or in preparation for
combat. If unsure, ask a Marshal.

RP
60

5
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Name

Freq

Shield of Elements

R

Upgrade
Name
Shield of the
Moon
Upgrade
Name
Impervious
Sphere

Freq

R
Freq

Effect
Target gains Resist 1 Elemental attack.
You may not have this effect active on
more than < two targets > at a time.
five targets
Effect
Target gains Resist 1 Acid or Spirit
attack. You place this effect on < two
targets > at a time.
up to five targets
Effect

E

Delivery

Time

Cost

Touch

Recharge
15

3

Delivery

Time

Touch

Recharge
15

Restore All, Immune Status Effects 120 seconds.

2
Cost
5

Delivery

3
Cost

Touch

5

Spirit Lore – Animist
The world is full of natural spirits, and those who are true servants of nature and have pledged to heal
are granted the power to call these spirits to do their bidding. The powers in this tree call upon nonsentient natural spirits that are drawn to area where living creatures are present. The animist appeals to
the spirits of nature to come and be bound into service.
You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers that affect allies before combat begins.
Name

Freq

Effect

Damage Spirit

D

Call Vulnerable Spirit.

Name
Hawk’s Claw
(meta)
Name

Freq

Spirit
Summoning

E

Effect
Your target Adds 5 All for one attack.
This counts as their (meta) use.
Effect
Touch a downed player to create a
Spirit Animal.
(Animate 30 HP, 4 Spirit, 1 Dodge)

D
Freq
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Delivery
Point and
Click
Delivery
Touch
Delivery
Touch

Time
Cast
5
Time
RP
30
Time
RP
5

Cost
3
Cost
4
Cost
3

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Shield of Spirits

D

Resist any non-Bypass packet or weapon strike.

4

Name
Crane’s
Grace
Name

Spirit
Incarnate

Freq

Effect

Delivery

D

Your target gains 1 Dodge.

Touch

Freq

E

Gain any race’s fully upgraded racial powers for 1
Encounter. You may not use your own racial
powers (but you still suffer from your racial flaws,
if any) for that Encounter. You may not gain the
following powers: Anything that reduces the cost
of a power, Remembrance of Ages, Connections,
Feckless, Haggling, Advanced Haggling, Heirloom,
your own race’s powers. If you recover the use of
this power or have additional uses, you may not
choose the same race more than once per Day.

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Spirit Strike

R

Call 5 Spirit.

Packet

Name
Serpent’s
Fang
Name

Freq

Delivery

Infused
Essence

E

Effect
Grant your target the ability to go
OOG for 5 seconds.
Effect
Double the effectiveness of the
target’s racial powers for the current
Encounter (counts as a (meta) effect
for those powers) or Heal them to full
HP. This power does not affect
Haggling or Advanced Haggling.

D
Freq

Touch
Delivery

Touch

Time
RP
30
Time

Cast
30

Time
Cast
5
Time
RP
30
Time

Cast
10

Cost
5
Cost

5

Cost
5
Cost
5
Cost

5

Teamwork – Battlemage, Chaplain, Cleric, Oathbound, Shaman
Battles are won or lost based on the coordination of those fighting in them. Commanders many be
necessary to coordinate the efforts of warbands and armies, but even the individual soldier could stand
to have a little help. Those who master Teamwork know how to bring out the best in their allies,
bolstering the mind, body, and spirit. Anyone who possesses any power from this tree may request
general helpful advice from a Marshal for an ally on a personal matter such as depression, romance,
employment, or philosophy. You spend at least 30 seconds discussing the problem with the target.
Most of the powers in this tree list “Max #”. This is the number of targets that may benefit from that
particular power at once. You may choose to remove a power’s effects in order to place it one someone
else. Powers in this tree cannot target you. You are responsible for explaining the details of all powers
that affect allies before combat begins.
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Name

Freq

Delivery

Time
Max #
Recharge
Touch
<1>
5
Call “Empower” and touch target other ally:
 Guardian – The next time they spend an Armor Resist, they gain 3
Temporary HP.
 Healer – The next time they use a single-target Heal, increase the
effectiveness of the Heal by 3.
 Savant or Aggressor – They may Add 3 to their next attack.
This counts at the target’s use of a (meta) power.
2 targets
Freq
Effect
Max #

Cost

R

Empower
(meta)

Upgrade
Name
Aura of
Protection
Upgrade
Name
Infuse
Health
Upgrade

D

2 targets
Effect

Freq

E

Chosen other ally gains < +5 Max HP > for the Day.

<1>
Time
RP
30

+10 Max HP

Name

Freq

I Recommend…

D

Upgrade
Name

Chosen other ally (or allies) receives 5 Temporary HP .

Freq

Caution

E

Name

Freq

Push Your
Limits

E

Name

Freq

I’ll Cover You

R

4

3
Cost
5
3
Cost
5
3

Effect
Choose one of: Air, Earth, Fire, or Water. Target other
ally ( or allies) Adds 1 when using that element.
Alternately, a target may increase healing from any
single power by 2.
2 targets
Effect

Max #

Cost

<1>

5
4
Cost

Grant 1 Phase to an ally.

5

Effect
Chosen other ally regains the use of an expended
Difficult or Exhausting power that does not refresh
powers.

Cost

Touch

5

Max #

Cost

<1>

5

Freq

Effect
Target other ally gains an Armor Resist for
this Encounter.
2 targets
Effect

Get Behind
Me

D

Call a Hold. Target ally swaps places with you and
Minimizes the next damaging attack that targets them.

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Respite

E

Call All Allies Heal 5.

5

Upgrade
Name
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Time
Recharge
10

Delivery

Delivery
Melee
Point
and
Click

3
Cost
4

Terrain Mastery – Scout
Scouts who do not specialize in Archery often spend time attuning themselves to the land. Somewhere
in the untamed regions of the world, they are awakened to the raw power of the thriving wilderness,
and return changed, able to commune with animals and plants, and wielding strange magic.
Some powers in this tree rely on having a tamed animal. You may have only one tamed animal at once,
but may abandon your current animal forever to be eligible to tame another. If you do not have a tamed
animal at the start of a Day, you may choose to have any reasonable animal of approximately dog size,
with these stats:
25 HP, 2 slashing with claws,
Difficult: Swing, Slow 20 seconds.
Name

Freq

Read the Ground

S

Name

Freq

Talented
Scout

E

Name

Freq

Natural
Ambusher

E

Effect
You track as if you had the Tracker power and all of its
upgrades.
Effect
As long as you are not indoors or in an urban area, you may
lead the Scout’s Eyes ritual as if you knew it and were on Path
of Steel. This does not count against your other ritual uses.
Effect
As long as you are not indoors or in an urban area, you may
immediately go Out of Game for one minute. You may end this
power early if you desire.

Cost
3
Cost
3
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Effect

Delivery

Time

Cost

Gift of the Heartfire

R

Call Blast 3 Fire.

Packet

Cast 10

4

Name

Freq

Scatter the
Sparks

R

Name

Freq

Salamander’s
Fire

E

Name

Freq

R
Tame the Beast (meta)

E
Name

Freq

Borrow the
Claws

D

Effect
Time
Call “Cluster bombs!”
Wait
With a packet in hand, you may call 3 Fire as a
30
Melee Point and Click against 3 different targets.
Effect
You may drop, toss, or roll any specially-marked packet. During
this Encounter, call a Hold to have enemies within Blast range
of your specially-marked packet take 25 Bypass.

Cost

Effect
Defeat an NPC representing a non-sentient animal of some
form in single combat, then inform a Marshal that you are
‘taming’ it instead of killing or leaving it. The next time you PC,
you will be given a card with the animal’s stats on it.
Call “Summon the Beast!” and place a red headband on – you
are now portraying your tamed animal and use its stats, not
yours. If it is reduced to 0 or killed, so are you. You may not
speak ICly, but you understand IC speech as normal.
Effect
You may use claw sticks. These claw sticks inflict < 3 Slashing >.
If you have stats for a tamed animal, your claw sticks may
improve.

Cost
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6
Cost
5

5

Cost
5

Upgrades
Name

Freq

Spirit of the
Beast

E

4 Slashing
Effect
Once per Day, if you currently have stats for a tamed animal
and have been reduced to 0 HP or fewer, call “Spirit of the
Beast” and place a red headband on – you are now portraying
your tamed animal and use its stats, not yours. Add 2 and you
may use any Difficult powers twice. At the end of the
Encounter, if your tamed animal is still above 0 HP, Heal 1.

3
Cost

5

Thievery - Rogue
Rogues are mostly found in cities, where the arts of stealth and larceny they master can be put to full
effect. Aside from this, they often serve as scouts in military forces, where their skills can enable them to
sneak into enemy encampments and free prisoners or steal intelligence. Some Rogues specialize in
catching other thieves at their work – they often call themselves Thief Catchers or Thief Takers.
Name

Freq

Fast Talk

D

Name

Freq

Gambler

S

Name

Freq

Con
Scheme

E

Name

Freq

Infiltration

E

Name
Deadly
Knives

Freq

S

Effect
Delivery
Make a distracting statement of at least 5 words and
Melee
call
Point and
Stun 20 seconds. *
Click
Effect
You receive a slight boost of luck in games of chance. This power
requires a Marshal to use.
Effect
Hand any amount of item cards to a Marshal and play Rock Paper
Scissors. On a Win or Tie, receive double their normal Sale value.
On a Lose, receive nothing. You may not use this power on behalf
of others.

Cost

Effect
Your party (no more than 10 targets) may attempt to
sneak past a single Encounter. Play PRS with a
Marshal to determine the result. Using this power
represents scouting, assisting others in being stealthy,
and possibly using single-use magic items to conceal
your allies.
Effect

Time

Cost

RP
60

5

Add 2 to all Thrown Weapons other than Javelins and Rocks. *
* - Once per Encounter, you may call double the damage of your
currently held Thrown Weapon as a Burst.

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Pick Pocket

S

Effect
You may steal anything that fits inside your cupped hands, if you
can attach a clothespin to it without anyone noticing. Once per
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5
Cost
3
Cost
4

Cost
5
3
Cost
3

Name

Freq

Wrist
Strike

D

Name

Freq

Drop It!

E

Upgrade

Substitute Masterful Disarm. *

Swing

* - Gain 1 additional use of this power per Day.

Name

Freq

Trapfinding

R

Name

Freq

Locksmith

D

Name

Freq

Suppress

E*

Upgrade

Day, you may use this power as a Melee Point and Click.
Effect
Delivery
Melee
Once per Encounter, you may call Disarm.
Point and
Click
Effect
Delivery

Effect
Allows you to discover and render harmless any
traps on a single object or 1 foot radius. Once per
Day, you may negate the effects of a single trap. You
must do so as it is narrated. Traps that affect the
entire party cannot be negated.
Effect
Once per Encounter, by expending 1 Bar Stock, you
can create a non-magical key for a lock that you
have opened, or, if you have an existing physical key,
you can make a non-magical copy.
Effect
Allows a magical lock to be opened. You must have
an approved set of props to use this power.
* - This power becomes Difficult
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Cost
3
Cost
5
3

Time
RP
30

4

Time

Cost

RP
30

2

Time
RP
30

Cost
3
2

Universal
All characters have access to this power tree.
Name

Freq

Effect
You speak and read one of the following ancient languages:
 Afrayen (the language of the Efreeti)
 Oranti (the predecessor of most regional languages)
 Sah-mat (the language of the Djinn)
You may purchase this power multiple times, but each time must be for a
different language.

Cost

Ancient
Language

S

Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Buckler Use

S

You may use a buckler.

6

Name

Freq

Extra Health

S

4

Upgrade
Name

Freq

Effect
You gain < +3 Max HP >.
This does not stack with any other power that increases Max HP.
+6 Max HP
Effect
Time
You may administer basic first aid, which Heals the target to
RP
< 2/3 of their Max HP >. This power may not be used during
60
combat.
You may grant an allied Healer an additional use of a Difficult
RP
power that Heals.
10
You may determine an unconscious or willing character’s HP by
RP
touching them.
5
Full HP
Effect

Influential

S

You may call in a second Favor each Day.

10

Name

Freq

Cost

Information
(subject)

S

Effect
You have a reliable source of information on one particular subject. The
more specific the subject, the more deep the available information. For
example, Information (local gangs) would give a bit of information on all
local gangs, but Information (Black Skulls) would give specifics about this
gang such as their leader’s name and specific parts of their territory.
You may purchase this power multiple times, but each time must be for a
different subject.
You may consult a Marshal with questions, but they reserve the right to tell
you when your store of knowledge has been exhausted for the Day.

Upgrade
Name

Freq

R
First Aid

E
R
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Cost
6
6
Cost

3

4
Cost

3

Name

Freq

Intuition

E

Name

Investigation

Upgrade
Name
Light Wand

Effect
You may receive guidance on any question where a “gut feeling” would be
narratively appropriate. Potential uses include "Which way did they go?",
"Should I pull this lever?", or "Should I trust this person?" Note that the
power functions in such a way as to generate the most story potential - it is
not a lie detector, will not always keep you from harm, and will only work to
the extent that Marshals have knowledge about or can predict something.
Multiple uses of this power (i.e., by multiple characters) stack and will get
you better or more specific information. A character who possesses
Investigation and Intuition can use both powers at the same time if this
would be appropriate.

Cost

Freq

Effect
By thoroughly examining an area, you will be given a clue about something
that occurred there. Potential uses include examining a body to determine
something about the killer, examining a room for secret compartments or
hidden doors, or examining an outdoor area where a fight occurred to
determine something about the combat. Multiple uses of this power stack two people with Investigation using it simultaneously will either receive two
clues or one upgraded piece of information. *
* - Each Day, you may choose to have your first use of this power count as 2 people
using it, or to receive two separate uses of this power. You may make the choice
when activating the power. If you also possess the power Intuition, you receive the
title “Detective”, which does not imply an affiliation with any Organization.
Freq
Effect
You own a light wand, a magical item that emits light on command. You may
use a small hand flashlight to represent your light wand. You may not
intentionally shine it in another player’s eyes.

Cost

E

4

R
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3

6
Cost
1

Name

Linguist

Freq

S

Effect
You speak and read a regional language. If you choose to speak in a regional
language other than the Jeweled Tongue, you must announce this while
doing so. All Foreign characters may buy this power for their home nation
for 0XP. < If it was not your first language, you have an accent. > You may
purchase this power multiple times, but each time must be for a different
language.










Upgrade
Name

Freq

Lurid Curse

D

Name

Freq

Open Lock

R

Name

Freq

Popular With
the Crowd

S

The available regional languages are:
Dutsvolk – the common language of the Hinterlands
Ember – the language of Embra-Jaka
Envalisianno – the language of the Dessanoran Confederation
H’an’a – the language of an’Dwapeh
The Jeweled Tongue – the common language of the Jeweled Cities
and the international trading language (all PCs are assumed to be
able to speak this, without having to buy this power)
Kaewani – the language of Kaewan
Ma’haran – the language of Maha’vira
Norvan – the common language of Northreach and Kjoldan
Prinyan – the language of Prinya

You speak this language fluently and without an accent.
Effect
Delivery
You aggravate the target into attacking you by
Point and
relentlessly mocking them. Call Taunt 15 seconds.
Click
Effect
Allows non-magical locks to be opened. Marshals determine the RP
Time. For example, Marshals may choose to lower the time to
expedite an Encounter, or to raise the time to add to RP, but using
an approved prop reduces the time.

Time
RP
5
Time
RP
Varies

Effect
You are treated as having Rank 2 for the purposes of recruiting Retainers
ONLY. This means you can recruit up to 2 Retainers, you do not pay
Influence to do so, and you do not pay double cost to use their powers.
This power represents your character enjoying a certain positive reputation
among the common people. NPCs with no Rank are sometimes more
favorably disposed towards you, but NPCs with Rank may take offense at
your non-traditional base of support.
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Cost

0/3

2
Cost
2
Cost
5

Cost

3

Name

Rank

Effect
Rank represents having achieved a level of rapport with a specific organization or group of NPCs.
Once you have secured this connection, you may call upon an organization for support. Once per
Day, you may request a Favor from any single organization with whom you hold Rank. If you hold
Rank with multiple organizations, you may still only request one Favor per Day, total. Each
organization has specific things that its Favors can do, as listed below for those organizations that
are public knowledge. Marshals are the final arbiters of what Favors may accomplish, but they are
roughly equivalent to spending ½ an Influence (Rank 1) or 1 Influence (Rank 2). Higher Ranks grant
additional benefits.
Any PC who achieves Rank 1 with an organization is considered to be on friendly terms with them.
Achieving Rank 2 means that the organization regards you as an ally. Any PC who achieves Rank 3
with an organization becomes a part-time member of that organization at a minimum, and an
Advisory PC (APC). APCs will occasionally be given courses of action by Marshals, and may be
given unique story lines tied to their organization. Any PC who achieves Rank 4 with an
organization leaves the Adventurer’s Guild to join that organization permanently. They receive at
least one Day in which a major plot will revolve around their new position. See the section on
Retiring Characters voluntarily. All Ranks come with titles, although PCs may choose not to
advertise their titles (and would be unwise to do so if their organization is a Secret Society!). Each
organization also imposes requirements or duties on PCs, and failing to abide by these may result
in penalties, such as the inability to call upon Favors, or in extreme cases, the loss of Rank.
PCs may start at character creation with (or within their first 3 Events, opt to take) a single Rank 1
connection to an organization without paying Influence. All further Rank must be earned in game.
PCs may earn Rank by spending Influence: each Rank has an Influence cost, and once this is paid,
you may then pay the XP to purchase that Rank. Influence cards that list the organization count as
twice their value for the purposes of paying the Influence cost to purchase Rank with that
organization.
Since every organization requires funding, donations, or bribes to function, PCs may also donate
money and goods to an organization in order to achieve Rank with them. Once a PC has reached
Rank 1 with an organization, they will be given a small bag in their character packet marked
Donations. If they have more than one Rank, there will be more than one such bag. Items and
currency left in this bag are permanently lost to the character, but in return, the character
receives Influence with that organization in proportion to the value of the donation. Organizations
may value items differently than PCs – creativity is encouraged! Donations below the minimum
threshold for the smallest increment of Influence will simply be lost.
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

Rank 1

S
S
S
S

Gain Rank 1 with an organization.

3 Influence, 4 XP

Gain Rank 2 with an organization.

4 Influence, 6 XP

Gain Rank 3 with an organization.

6 Influence, 8 XP

Gain Rank 4 with an organization.

8 Influence, 10 XP

Rank 2
Rank 3
Rank 4
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Name

Freq

Effect
As opposed to the Information power, Rumors means you keep an ear out
for what people are talking about in a given place or in a given
Organization. Usually these Rumors will be given to you at the start of an
Event, but sometimes an NPC or other contact may send them to you
during game.

Cost

Rumors are not guaranteed to be true, but sometimes knowing what
people are saying is just as important as knowing what’s true in a given
situation.

Rumors
(Place or
Organization)

S

All characters may buy the Rumors power for 1 XP for their Home region.
For Kishari characters, this is their home District. For foreigners, this is
their foreign nation. For characters from a non-Kishar Jeweled City, it’s
that city. For characters from a geographic region (Great Wastes, Elfwall
Mountains, etc), it’s the region.

1/3/5

Characters with Rank 2 in an Organization may buy this power for that
Organization at a cost of 3 XP.
All other purchases of this power cost 5 XP, and some may not be
available. For example, if you are not a member of a Secret Society, and
don’t have a reliable contact there, you will not be allowed to buy the
Rumors power for that Organization. However, any character could
reasonably buy Rumors (Ulfdar) to represent having a contact in the Onyx
City or, similarly, Rumors (Ruby Court).
You may purchase this power multiple times, but each time must be for a
different place or Organization.
Name

Freq

Secret
Society

S

Name
Training
(weapon
name)

Freq

S

Effect
You belong to a secret society. You may be able to draw on this to your
benefit, but you will also be given tasks to perform on occasion, which may
conflict with your own goals. If not taken at character creation, Marshal
approval is required to purchase this power. This power also entitles you to
buy Rank 1 with the organization without spending Influence and for only 2
XP. Marshals have final say over all parts of the Secret Society, including
creation. CAUTION: Do not reveal your membership in a secret society to
another person (PC or NPC) who is not also a member of that society.

Cost

Effect
+1 base weapon damage with (weapon name).
This does not stack with any other power that increases base weapon
damage.

Cost
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3

12

Name
Two-Weapon
Fighting

Freq

Name

Freq

Vault

S

S

Effect
Enables use of an offhand weapon. You must buy this power to wield a claw
and a non-claw weapon at the same time.

Cost

Effect
You have access to a vault or locked storage area. You may leave up to your
level in ENC of items in a special bag marked “Vault” that will be put in your
character packet. Give these items (in the bag) to a Marshal when you
check in. You may not access these items unless you are in the Adventurer’s
Guild, but they do not count against your ENC.

Cost

3

3

Organizations in Kishar

The Ruby
Court

Requirements

This organization represents the nobility of Kishar. PCs with Rank with this organization
must all owe fealty to a local liege lord, who will be selected by a Marshal. Note that
despite having titles due to Rank, PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are not considered proper nobles –
they are valued servants, trusted advisors, or retainers of their liege lord’s House.
You must maintain decorum appropriate to your circumstances, including displaying
fine manners and extending courtesy to other people, as appropriate to their station.
You will be inclined to accept parlays with other people of station, and to restrain your
allies from attacking people who attempt civil discourse with you.
You must at all times be seen in Fine Clothing. Additionally, if you have prolonged
exposure to filthy conditions, you must purchase a new set of Fine Clothing and dispose
of the old clothes. This does not require you to OOCly change your costuming.

Possible
Favors

Benefits



 Getting an invitation to an event suited to your Rank.
Getting an audience with anyone no more than 1 Rank higher in this
organization.
 An additional participant for a Path of Nature Ritual.

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may know the general reputation of a specific House, and
the Rank of their highest-ranking noble. The cost of Influential is reduced by 2.
You may expel characters of lower Rank from a gathering you are hosting. If they are
unwilling to leave, they will be removed by NPCs.

PC Titles

Effendi (1), Bey (2), Castellan (3), Mirza (4)

NPC Titles

Caliph(a) (5), Emir(a) (6), Prince(ss) of the Blood (7), Sultan(a) (8)
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The
Merchant’s
Guild

This organization represents the most powerful economic force in Kishar. PCs with
Rank with this organization must report to a superior, who will be selected by a
Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are not full members of the Merchant’s Guild.

Requirements

You may not deal in contraband or counterfeit items. You should observe fair business
practices in line with those of the Merchant’s Guild.


Possible
Favors

You may request rare or magical goods, which may become available for sale to
you. Requests may take time to process. Marshals may choose to limit use of
this on behalf of other characters.
 You may know the cost of a reasonable bribe in any civilized area. At higher
Rank, this favor might also cover small bribes outright.
 An additional participant for a Path of Faith Ritual.

Benefits

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may know the default buy and sale values for all common
items. The cost of Guild Certified is reduced to 0 for all Crafts. If you purchase the Vault
power, it holds twice as much.

PC Titles

Peddler (1), Trader (2), Merchant (3), Master Merchant (4)

NPC Titles

Senior Merchant (5), Guildmaster (6)

The Royal
Academy

This organization is the largest institute of practical learning in Kishar, covering both
martial training and academic pursuits. PCs with Rank with this organization must have
an advisor, who will be selected by a Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 can be current
students or graduates, but are not full faculty of the Academy.

Requirements

You must respect scholars and instructors, including of the martial disciplines. You
should seek out opportunities to learn. You must purchase at least one Information
power that reflects your primary field of study. You may not willingly destroy objects of
interest to scholars.


Possible
Favors

You may receive benefits in any competition or tourney that operates under a
familiar rule structure.
 You may know the proper way to conduct any one-on-one challenge, and
within civilized lands you can secure a suitable space and a neutral observer or
judge. Good examples include challenging a rival to a formal duel with arms or
challenging a scholar to a debate.
 An additional participant for a Path of Magic Ritual.

Benefits

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may acquire the Learned Background. If you already have
the Learned Background, gain an Information power for free.

PC Titles

Student (1), Scholar (2), Instructor (3), Guru (4)

NPC Titles

Purser (5), Chancellor (6)
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The
Daihonsha

The Daihonsha is the largest institute of records and archives in Kishar, and is home to
a large contingent of librarians. PCs with Rank with this organization must have a
sponsor, who will be selected by a Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are not librarians of the
Daihonsha.

Requirements

You must respect scholarship and knowledge. You must purchase at least the base level
of Calligraphy. You may not willingly destroy written records that are of importance or
value. You will not willingly make or tolerate forgeries.


Possible



Favors

You may receive limited information even if you do not have an appropriate
Information power.
You may “borrow” an Inferior Book and not return it. You may never do this
more than once an Event.
 An additional participant for a Path of Mind Ritual.

Benefits

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher receives more detailed results from the use of
Information powers. The cost of Ancient Languages is reduced by 1.

PC Titles

Patron (1), Scribe (2), Librarian (3), Senior Librarian (4)

NPC Titles

High Curator (5)

The Jin Shi

The Jin Shi is the civil service in Kishar. PCs with Rank with this organization must have a
reporting officer, who will be selected by a Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are not full
members of the Jin Shi.

Requirements

You must obey and exemplify the laws of Kishar. You must report criminal activity and
attempt to apprehend criminals for the city’s justice. You must not be caught accepting
bribes, or be found to otherwise be excessively corrupt. You must respect the authority
of those of higher legal standing. You must keep records of all major events you
observe.


Possible
Favors

Benefits



You may have errors or irregularities in paperwork be overlooked. This will be
more effective for higher Ranks.
You may request information suitable to your Rank about a character’s criminal
history or about an investigation (past or ongoing) conducted by the Jin Shi.
 An additional participant for a Path of Mind Ritual.

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may freely request information about the laws of Kishar.
By “borrowing” space in Jin Shi evidence lockers, you may reduce the cost of Vault to 1.
You may declare characters of your Rank or below to be under arrest if they violate the
law, and with a Marshal’s approval, you may initiate PvP to conduct this arrest.

PC Titles

Agent (1), Special Investigator (2), Officer (3), Senior Officer (4)

NPC Titles

Satrap (5), Suzerain (6)
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The Guild of
Wind and
Flame

The Guild of Wind and Flame is the largest magical Guild in Kishar, and is primarily
focused on the study of the Paths of Magic and Mind. PCs with Rank with this
organization must report to a more senior member of the Guild, who will be selected
by a Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are not full members of the Guild.

Requirements

You must know at least 3 Rituals, pay yearly dues of 20 lunari, and swear never to
reveal the Guild’s secrets to outsiders. You may not give copies of rare Rituals acquired
through the Guild to others, but you may perform these Rituals for others.


Possible
Favors

You may propose unusual Rituals or request magical items, which may become
available for sale to you. Requests may take time to process. Use of this on
behalf of other characters who are not members of the Guild is prohibited.
 You may request Ritual components, which may become available for sale to
you. Requests may take time to process.
 An additional participant for a Path of Magic Ritual.

Benefits

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may perform the Infusion Ritual at half the normal
component cost. (Minimum component cost is 1 set of components for 2 items)

PC Titles

Initiate (1), Adept (2), Magus (3), Senior Magus (4)

NPC Titles

Guildmaster (5)

The Thieves’
Guild

While technically a Secret Society, the Thieves’ Guild is presented here as an example
of what might be provided by Rank with a Secret Society. PCs with Rank with this
organization must report to a superior, who will be selected by a Marshal. PCs at Rank
1 are not full members of the Guild.

Requirements

You may never reveal your membership or the Guild’s secrets. You must file a report
every Event of anything that might be of interest to the Thieves’ Guild. You must give
any reasonable aid to members of the Guild who request it of you.


Possible
Favors



You may fence an item, selling it quickly at a reduced price with few or no
questions asked.
You may request illegal items, counterfeit goods, or forgeries, which may
become available for sale to you. Requests may take time to process.
 Gain information suitable to the organization and your Rank.

Benefits

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may know the default buy and sale values for all common
items. The cost of Vault is reduced to 1. You may buy the Gambler power from
Thievery.

PC Titles

Lookout (1), Enforcer (2), Bladesworn (3), Master Hand (4)

NPC Titles

Guildmaster (5)
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The Hidden
Court

Rank with the Hidden Court represents connections to Kishar’s underworld of gangs
and other illegal elements not in the realm of the Thieves’ Guild. PCs with Rank with
this organization must report to a sponsor, who will be selected by a Marshal. PCs at
Rank 1 or 2 are not members of any specific gang or criminal organization, but a
specific organization or group must be selected when Rank 3 is acquired.

Requirements

You should do your best to circumvent, skirt around, or flaunt any law that would not
immediately result in your arrest under the circumstances. Good examples are
attempting to cheat at taxes, failing to pay tariffs or declare goods, or using forged
ledgers, not seeing if today might be the day you can get away with murder. If
wronged, you must do your best to extract vengeance that is more severe than what
was done to you. You must extend reasonable aid to others with Rank in this
organization, but you may expect to be given or owed payment.


You may arrange for an audience with an underworld figure no more than one
Rank higher than you in this organization or gain admittance to an illegal event
suitable to your Rank.
You may extort or bribe an official of the law into ignoring an illegal act, relative
to your Rank and the magnitude of the law being broken.
 An additional participant for a Path of Nature Ritual.

Possible
Favors



Benefits

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher reduces the cost of Influential by 2. You may buy the
Gambler power from Thievery.

PC Titles

Known (1), Respected (2), Feared (3), Obeyed (4)

NPC Titles

Beloved (5)

The Sultan’s
Might

The Sultan’s Might is the army in Kishar. PCs with Rank with this organization must
report to a superior officer, who will be selected by a Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are
not currently fulltime members of the military proper, although they may have been so
in the past. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 may also exist in a “Reserve” capacity.

Requirements

You must own and maintain a weapon of Quality. If you have Rank 3 or higher, you
must wear an approved uniform or insignia.


Possible
Favors

Benefits



You may request to purchase or recruit special items or units for army-level
combat, which may become available to you.
You may request a single mundane weapon or shield, which is loaned to you
for a single Day. If broken or lost, you must repay the item’s value in lunari.
 An additional participant for a Path of Steel Ritual.

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher halves the cost of First Aid and gains Information: Sultan’s
Might for free to represent being familiar with military life, customs, and tactics.
You may assign reasonable punishment details to characters of lower Rank in this
Organization. If they do not fulfill those duties, they risk their Rank.

PC Titles

Soldier (1), Sergeant (2), Captain (3), Pennant Commander (4)

NPC Titles

Senior Pennant Commander (5), Banner General (6)
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The Temple

Select a deity from Kishar’s pantheon – you have connections to the clergy of that
deity. PCs with Rank with this organization must report to a more senior cleric, who will
be selected by a Marshal. PCs at Rank 1 or 2 are not temple staff themselves.

Requirements

You must uphold the standards of your chosen deity. Once per year, you must perform
a 10 minute ceremony during which you make a suitable sacrifice or offering to your
chosen deity. If your chosen deity is a Good or Neutral deity, this ceremony must be
done in public at an Event.


Possible
Favors

You may have a ceremony performed that would be appropriate to your deity.
 You may perform any Ritual of the Gods as if you had one more participant
than you do. You must still have at least two actual participants.
 An additional participant for a Path of Faith Ritual.

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may sense strong instances of the powers of the gods
being used in their vicinity. The specificity increases with higher Rank.
Benefits

From time to time, your Temple may charge you with quests that provide additional RP
opportunities. You may temporarily conscript characters of lower Rank with your
Temple to aid you in fulfilling the dictates of your Deity (a number up to your Rank).

PC Titles

Faithful (1), Acolyte (2), Blessed Servant (3), Enlightened (4)

NPC Titles

Voice of (deity) (5)

The
Adventurer’s
Guild

An Organization somewhere between a mercenary company, the Militia, and the
Sultan’s Might, the Adventurer’s Guild has grown since first opening a decade ago. All
player characters belong to the Adventurer’s Guild, but only some hold Rank with it.
The Adventurer’s Guild has 4 Chapter houses, each headed by a Chaptermaster or
Chaptermistress. Serving under them is a Quartermaster, who is often assisted by
Scribes. The Guild as a whole is headed by Rashad Al-Wabi, the Guildmaster.

Requirements

PCs may not simply purchase Rank in this Organization. All PCs who acquire it become
Advisory PCs (APCs), and receive special plot and duties.

Benefits

You may spend (your Rank) x 5 lunari per Day on behalf of the Guild. You should use
this to maintain things or reward other members, not simply for yourself.

APC Titles

Scribe/Chronicler (1), Quartermaster/Captain (2), Chaptermaster/Chaptermistress (3)

NPC Titles

Guildmaster (4)
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The City
Militia

The City Militia is a mixed body of watchmen, patrolling police, and low-level
bureaucrats. Because of their attachment to the Jin Shi, the militia is often seen as a
stepping stone into a civil service career. Some find they have more talent for leading
the occasional sorties to disperse rioters or looters. Those with more military aptitude
can transfer to the Sultan’s Might, which treats the City Militia as a recruiting ground.
Ranks above 2 are not available to PCs, but Rank 2 in the City Militia satisfies the prerequisites for purchasing Rank 2 in the Jin Shi OR the Sultan’s Might.
You must choose a District of Kishar that represents ‘your’ patrol area. See the “City of
Kishar – Guide and Maps” document here: http://kisharlarp.org/setting.html

Requirements

You must have a phys rep for nightstick or baton, preferably boffer-safe. This serves as
your badge of office. You must respect Rank from the Jin Shi and the Sultan’s Might,
and may be called in for Militia duty in your off hours. As with the Jin Shi, those who
hold Rank with the City Militia should respect the laws of Kishar.


Possible
Favors

Benefits

You may have a small area of your District ‘closed off’ for a Militia investigation.
 You may receive a briefing on any ongoing investigations in your District, or
gain access to crime scenes there.
 An additional participant for a Path of Steel Ritual.

Any PC with Rank 2 or higher may freely request information about the laws of Kishar.
Once per Season, you are paid a 10 lunari bonus. (Usually on the first game you PC that
Season – please remind the Marshals!) You retain this benefit as a pension if you move
up to having Rank in the Jin Shi or Sultan’s Might.
You may declare characters of your Rank or below to be under arrest if they violate the
law, and with a Marshal’s approval, you may initiate PvP to conduct this arrest.

PC Titles

Day/Night (choose 1) Watchman (1), Constable (2)

NPC Titles

Senior Constable (3), Sub-inspector (4)

Retainers

Occasionally, players may come across NPCs who wish to enter their service, be mentored by them, or
otherwise be in a supporting role for a particular character. To represent this, we present a system to
manage such NPCs. PCs with at least 1 level of Rank with any Organization may recruit Retainers if and
when they encounter such individuals. A Retainer is a friendly NPC who serves your character in some
capacity. You will receive a card for each Retainer serving your character, and this card will state what
benefits (if any) that Retainer grants.
Retainers might increase your Max HP, provide occasional access to a power, assist with Rituals, assist
with Crafting, provide access to an Information power, serve as units in the Army Combat system, or
count as Influence cards. Retainers must be compensated for their service, however. By default, a PC
who calls on the benefit of their Retainer must pay 5 lunari for doing so, to represent wages, supplies, or
other material support. Retainers may have a higher rate, but if this is the case, it will be shown on their
card.
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A PC may not have more Retainers than their total number of Ranks in all Organizations. Thus, a PC with
Rank 2 in one Organization and Rank 1 in two Organizations could have 4 Retainers. Some Retainers may
require more supervision or assistance than others. This is represented by having them count as more
than one Retainer for the purposes of the max number of Retainers.
Players who have no Rank may support a single Retainer, but they must expend 1 Influence when
recruiting the Retainer, and pay double the normal cost when the Retainer’s powers are used. If you
wish to recruit Retainers, but don’t want to pay these costs, consider the Popular With the Crowd power
in the Universal tree.
Players who have at least 3 Retainers may propose some way to combine them into a single card. For
example, two Retainers who add Build Points to Craft: Alchemy and one Retainer who is a guard or
merchant could be combined with a suitable amount of lunari to represent the staff at a small Alchemy
stall. This Retainer would provide a periodic supply of potions. In this manner, players who wish to
represent running a business or similar arrangement could recruit the appropriate Retainers after rising
to a suitable Rank to manage such an enterprise.
Sample Retainers
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Warcraft – Dervish, Master of Arms, Rogue, Scout
Warcraft is the art of fighting with melee weapons. This is a mundane skill, but one that takes years of
constant practice to master. Those who wish to do so spend much of their time sparring, as letting your
skills get rusty could be fatal when they are needed for real.
Name

Freq

Backstab (meta)

R

Name
Vicious Blow
(meta)
Name
Killing Blow
(meta)

Freq

Effect
You may Add 5 Melee weapons for a single strike.
You must be standing behind your target, be able
to see both of their shoulder blades, and strike
them on the back to benefit from this power.
Effect

D
Freq

E

Name

Freq

Diving Roll

R

Name

Freq

Favored Enemy

S

Name
Precision

Time

Cost

Wait
10

3

Delivery

Cost

Substitute Stun 15 seconds.

Swing

4

Effect
Substitute 50 Bypass. This power may not be
enhanced or altered by any other power.

Delivery

Cost

Swing

5

Effect
You may go Out of Game 10 seconds any time when you have
been subject to a Disarm or Masterful Disarm. You may pick
up a single weapon while Out of Game. If you do so, the Out
of Game ends when you pick up the weapon.

Cost

Effect
+1 base weapon damage when fighting against a specific
category of foes chosen when you buy this power. Categories
must be approved by a Marshal. Good examples include:
Undead, Demons, Elementals, Gang Members, Corsairs.
Once per Season, you may change your Favored Enemy with a
Marshal’s approval.

Cost

Freq

Effect

Cost

S

Add 1 Melee weapons.

10

Name
Pinpoint Blows
(meta)
Name

Freq

Effect

Cost

D

Convert Bypass for your next 3 Melee Weapon strikes.

6

Freq

Cost

Finesse

E

Effect
For this Encounter, your damage with all Melee weapons
becomes 2 Bypass. This damage cannot be increased in any
way.
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4

7

5

Name

Freq

Effect
You may examine an area for tracks, which may glean
information.
A Marshal is required to use this power. *
In wilderness areas, you may use this power to produce
enough game to feed (your character level) people per day.
(Under Marshal approval)
( This is an RP power and has no effect in combat )
* The detail detectable and the conditions under which you can track
improve.
Freq
Effect
Delivery
Call “You are my Quarry!”. You may Add 5 Melee
Point
weapons for a single strike against your target.
and
This counts as a (meta) power.
Click
Freq
Effect
You gain another use of Quarry whenever your current target
is unconscious, dead, or has surrendered.

Cost

R

Tracker

5

E

Upgrades
Name
Quarry
Name
Persistent
Hunter

D
S

3
Cost
4
Cost
5

Weapon Mastery – Master of Arms
Whereas those who practice Warcraft have embraced Melee combat, your determination dwarfs theirs.
Using nothing but the body the gods gave you, you train endlessly, rarely going a day without spending
hours in the practice yard. Other can wield a weapon, but only this level of work will allow you to truly
master it. Yours is a skill that is in demand the world over, whether in an army or as a bodyguard.
Name

Freq

Bashing Mastery

S

Name

Freq

Knockout

D

Name
Disarming
Strike

Freq

E

Effect
If a Bashing weapon grants an Exhausting power, it becomes a
Difficult power for you. If it grants a Difficult power, gain 1
additional use of that power per Encounter. If it grants a Sure
power, gain +1 base weapon damage with it for one
Encounter per Day.
Effect
Once per Encounter, you may Substitute Sleep 30 seconds or
Stun 20 seconds with a Bashing weapon.
Effect
Delivery
Substitute Masterful Disarm.
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Swing

Cost

5

Cost
6
Cost
5

Name

Freq

Focused Grip

E

Name
Ultimate
Fighter

Freq

Effect
Select one specific type of weapon, such as “Short
Blade”. For the rest of the Day, you cannot be
Disarmed or Masterfully Disarmed of that type of
weapon. (Call Immune)
Effect

Time

Cost

RP
60

5
Cost

S

Add +1 base weapon damage to all weapons.

5

Name

Freq

Cost

Piercing Mastery

S

Effect
If a Piercing weapon grants an Exhausting power, it becomes
a Difficult power for you. If it grants a Difficult power, gain 1
additional use of that power per Encounter. If it grants a Sure
power, gain +1 base weapon damage with it for one
Encounter per Day.
Effect
Once per Encounter, you may Add 5 to your next two weapon
strikes.
Effect
Delivery
Melee
Call “Vulnerable X”, where X is the base damage
Point
type of one of your currently held weapons.
and Click

Cost

4

Name
Spot Weakness
(meta)
Name

Freq

Assess Foe

E

D
Freq

Name

Freq

Slashing Mastery

S

Name

Freq

Effect
If a Slashing weapon grants an Exhausting power, it becomes
a Difficult power for you. If it grants a Difficult power, gain 1
additional use of that power per Encounter. If it grants a Sure
power, gain +1 base weapon damage with it for one
Encounter per Day.
Effect

Sweeping Cut

D

Call Burst (your current melee weapon damage + 2).

Name
Throw Blade
(meta)

Freq

D

Effect
Call 9 Slashing while holding a slashing weapon,
then drop the weapon as if Disarmed.
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Delivery
Point
and Click

5

Cost
5
Cost
5

5

Cost
Cost
5

